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Abstract
We review various aspects of classical solutions in string theories. Emphasis is
placed on their supersymmetry properties, their special roles in string dualities and
microscopic interpretations. Topics include black hole solutions in string theories on
tori and N = 2 supergravity theories; p-branes; microscopic interpretation of black
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1 Outline of the Review
It is a purpose of this review to discuss recent development in black hole and soliton physics in
string theories. Recent rapid and exciting development in string dualities over the last couple
of years changed our view on string theories. Namely, branes and other types of classical
solutions that were previously regarded as irrelevant to string theories are now understood
as playing important roles in non-perturbative aspects of string theories; these solutions are
required to exist within string spectrum by recently conjectured string dualities. Particularly,
D-branes which are identied as non-perturbative string states that carry charges in R-R
sector have classical p-brane solutions in string eective eld theories as their long-distance
limit description. p-branes, other types of classical stringy solutions and fundamental strings
are interrelated via web of recently conjectured string dualities. Much of progress has been
made in constructing various p-brane and other classical solutions in string theories in an
attempt to understand conjectured (non-perturbative) string dualities. We review such
progress in this paper.
In particular, we discuss black hole solutions in string eective eld theories in details.
Recent years have been active period for constructing black hole solutions in string theories.
Construction of black hole solutions in heterotic string on tori with the most general charge
congurations is close to completion. (As for rotating black holes in heterotic string on T
6
,
one charge degree of freedom is missing for describing the most general charge conguration.)
Also, signicant work has been done on a special class of black holes in N = 2 supergravity
theories. These solutions, called double extreme black holes, are characterized by constant
scalars and correspond to the minimum energy congurations among extreme solutions.
Among other things, study of black holes and other classical solutions in string theo-
ries is of particular interest since these allow to address long-standing problems in quantum
gravity such as microscopic interpretation of black hole thermodynamics within the frame-
work of superstring theory. In this review, we concentrate on recent remarkable progress
in understanding microscopic origin of black hole entropy. Such exciting developments were
prompted by construction of general class of solutions in string theories and realization that
non-perturbative R-R charges are carried by D-branes. Within subset of solutions with
restricted range of parameters, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy has been successfully repro-
duced by stringy microscopic calculations.
Since the subject reviewed in this paper is broad and rapidly developing, it would be a
dicult task to survey every aspects given limited time and space. The author made an
eort to cover as many aspects as possible, especially emphasizing aspects of supergravity
solutions, but there are still many issues missing in this paper such as stringy microscopic
interpretation of black hole radiation and M(atrix) theory description of black holes. The
author hopes that missing issues will be covered by other forthcoming review paper by
Maldacena [466]. The review is organized as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 are introductory
chapters where we discuss basic facts on solitons and string dualities which are necessary
for understanding the remaining chapters. In these two chapters, we especially illuminate
relations between BPS solutions and string dualities. In chapter 4, we summarize recently
constructed general class of black hole solutions in heterotic string on tori. We show explicit
generating solutions in each spacetime dimensions and discuss their properties. In chapter
5, we review aspects of black holes in N = 2 supergravity theories. We discuss principle
of a minimal central charge, double extreme solutions and quantum corrections. In chapter
4
6, we summarize recent development in p-branes. Here, we show how p-branes and other
related solutions t into string spectrum and discuss their symmetry properties under string
dualities. We systematically study various single-charged p-branes and multi-charged p-
branes (dyonic p-branes and intersecting p-branes) in dierent spacetime dimensions. We also
discuss black holes in type-II string on tori as special cases and their embedding to p-branes
in higher-dimensions. In chapters 7 and 8, we summarize the recent exciting development in
microscopic interpretation of black hole entropy within the framework of string theories. We
discuss Sen's calculation of statistical entropy of electrically charged black holes, Tseytlin's
work on statistical entropy of dyonic black holes within chiral null model and D-brane
interpretation of black hole entropy.
2 Soliton and BPS State
Solitons are dened as time-independent, non-singular, localized solutions of classical equa-
tions of motion with nite energy (density) in a eld theory [508, 104]. Such solutions in
D spacetime dimensions are alternatively called p-branes [232, 226] if they are localized in
D   1   p spatial coordinates and independent of the other p spatial coordinates, where
p < D  1. For example, the p = 0 case (0-brane) has a characteristic of point particles and
is also called a black hole; p = 1 case is called a string; p = 2 case is a membrane. The main
concern of this paper is on the p = 0 case, but we discuss the extended objects (p  1) in
higher dimensions as embeddings of black holes and in relations to string dualities.
As non-perturbative solutions of eld theories, solitons have properties dierent from
perturbative solutions in eld theories. First, the mass of solitons is inversely proportional
to some powers of dimensionless coupling constants in eld theories. So, in the regime where
the perturbative approximations are valid (i.e. weak-coupling limit), the mass of solitons is
arbitrarily large and the soliton states decouple from the low energy eective theories. So,
their contributions to quantum eects are negligible. Their contribution to full dynamics
becomes signicant in the strong coupling regime. Second, solitons are characterized by
\topological charges", rather than by \Noether charges". Whereas the Noether charges are
associated with the conservation laws associated with continuous symmetry of the theory,
the topological conservation laws are consequence of topological properties of the space
of non-singular nite-energy solutions. The space of nonsingular nite energy solutions
is divided into several disconnected parts. It takes innite amount of energy to make a
transition from one sector to another, i.e. it is not possible to make a transition to the
other sector through continuous deformation. Third, the solitons with xed topological
charges are additionally parameterized by a nite set of numbers called \moduli". Moduli
or alternatively called collective coordinates are parameters labeling dierent degenerate
solutions with the same energy. The space of solutions of xed energy is called moduli space.
The moduli of solitons are associated with symmetries of the solutions. For example, due
to the translational invariance of the Yang-Mills-Higgs Lagrangian, the monopole solution
sitting at the origin has the same energy as the one at an arbitrary point inR
3
; the associated
collective coordinates are the center of mass coordinates of the monopole. In addition, there
are collective coordinates associated with the gauge invariance of the theory. Note, monopole
carries charge of the U(1) gauge group which is broken from the Non-Abelian (SU(2)) one
at innity (where the Higgs eld takes its value at the gauge symmetry breaking vacuum).
5
Thus, only relevant gauge transformations of Non-Abelian gauge group that relate dierent
points in moduli space are those that do not approach identity at innity, i.e. those that
reduce to non-trivial U(1) gauge transformations at innity.
Another important characteristic of solitons is that they are the minimum energy cong-
urations for given topological charges, i.e. the energy of solitons saturates the Bogomol'nyi
bound [92, 506]. The lower bound is determined by the topological charges, e.g. the winding
number for strings and U(1) gauge charge carried by black holes. The original calculation
[92] of the energy bound for a soliton in at spacetime involves taking complete square of the
energy density T
tt
; the minimum energy is saturated if the complete square terms are zero.
Solitons therefore satisfy the rst order dierential equations
2
(\complete square terms"
= 0), the so-called Bogomol'nyi or self-dual equations. An example is the (anti) self-dual
condition F

=  ? F

for Yang-Mills instantons [66]. Another example is the magnetic





 relating the magnetic eld B
i
to the Higgs eld . Here, the Higgs
eld takes its values at the minimum of the potential V (), where the non-Abelian gauge
group SU(2) is spontaneously broken down to the Abelian U(1) gauge group.
The energy of solitons in asymptotically at curved spacetime is given by the ADM
mass [20, 1, 345], i.e. a Poincare invariant conserved energy of gravitating systems. The






over a space-like hypersurface at spatial innity. Here, T

is the energy-momentum tensor
density and K

is a time-like Killing vector of the asymptotic spacetime. The so-called
positive-energy theorem [144, 524, 525, 526, 527, 624, 479, 383, 291, 375] proves that the
ADM mass of gravitating systems is always positive. In such proofs, one calculates the
energy associated with a small deviation around the background spacetime and nds it
always positive, implying that the background spacetime (Minkowski or anti-De Sitter space-
time) is a stable vacuum conguration. The proof of the positive energy theorem, rst
given in [624] and rened covariantly in [479], involves the volume and the surface integrals
(related through the Stokes theorem) of Nester's 2-form, which is dened in terms of a spinor
and its gravitational covariant derivative. Such proofs have an advantage of being easily
generalized to supergravity theories. The positive energy theorem proves that the ADMmass
of gravitating systems is always positive, provided the spinor satises the Witten's condition
and the matter stress energy tensor, if any, satises the dominant energy condition.
One way of proving positivity of the energy of solitons in curved spacetime is by embed-
ding the solutions into (extended) supergravity theories [292, 291] as solutions to equations
of motion. In this case, the Nester's form is dened in terms of the supersymmetry param-
eters and their supercovariant derivatives. Then, the surface integral yields the supercharge
anticommutation relations of extended supersymmetry, i.e. the 4-momentum term plus the
central charge term. The 4-momentum in the surface integral is the ADM 4-momentum
[20, 1] of the soliton and the central charge corresponds to the topological charge carried by
the soliton [481, 485, 199]; the soliton behaves as if a particle carrying the corresponding
4-momentum and quantum numbers. This is a reminiscent of BPS states in extended super-
gravities. One can think of solitons as realizations of states in supermultiplet carrying central
charges of extended supersymmetry [295, 395]. In fact, for each Killing spinor, dened as a
spinor eld which is covariant with respect to the supercovariant derivative, one can dene
2
Note, the stress-energy tensor is second order in derivatives of spacetime coordinates.
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a conserved anticommuting supercharge, whose anticommutation relation is just the surface
integral of the Nester's 2-form.
The integrand of the volume integral of the Nester's 2-form yields sum of terms bilinear
in supersymmetry variations of the fermionic elds in the supergravity theory. Since such
terms are positive semidenite operators, provided the (generalized) Witten's condition [624]
and the dominant energy condition for the matter stress-energy tensor are satised, the
terms in the surface integral have to be non-negative, leading to the inequality \(ADM
mass)  (the maximum eigenvalue of the topological charge term)". Again a reminiscent of
the mass bound for the states in the BPS supermultiplet. This bound is saturated i the
supersymmetry variations of fermions are all zero. The equations obtained by setting the
supersymmetry variations of fermions equal to zero are called the Killing spinor equations.
These are a system of rst order dierential equations satised by the minimum energy
conguration among solutions with the same topological charge. Such a conguration is a
bosonic conguration which is invariant under supersymmetry transformations and therefore
is called supersymmetric.
The necessary and sucient condition for the existence of supersymmetric solution is the
existence of \non-zero" superconvariantly constant spinors, i.e. Killing spinors. Note, such
Killing spinors dene supercharges, which act on the lowest spin state to build up supermul-
tiplets of superalgebra. Killing spinors are Goldstone modes of broken supersymmetries; for
each supersymmetry preserved, the corresponding supercharge is projected onto zero norm
states, and the rest of supercharges are associated with Goldstone spinor degrees of freedom
originated from broken supersymmetries. The number of supercharges which are projected
onto the zero norm states is determined by the number of distinct eigenvalues of the central
charge matrix. In the language of solitons, such central charge matrix is determined by the
charge congurations of solitons. Alternatively, one can determine the number of supersym-
metries preserved by the solitons from the spinor constraints, which are byproducts of the
Killing spinor equations along with self-dual or the rst order dierential equations. The
number of constraints on the Killing spinors are again determined by the charge congura-
tion of the solitons. These constraints determine the number of independent spinor degrees
of freedom, i.e. the number of supersymmetries preserved by the soliton. Thus, the number
of supersymmetries preserved by solitons is intrinsically related to the topological charge
congurations of solitons through either the number of eigenvalues of central matrix or the
number of constraints on the Killing spinors.
In the following, we elaborate on ideas discussed in the above in a more precise and
concrete way, by quantifying ideas and giving some examples. First, we discuss how the
physical parameters (mass, angular momenta, etc) are dened from solitons. Then, we
discuss the BPS multiplets of extended supersymmetry theories. Finally, we discuss positive
energy theorem of general relativity and extended supergravity theories.
2.1 Physical Parameters of Solitons
We discuss how to dene physical parameters (e.g. the ADM mass, angular momenta, U(1)
charges) of gravitating systems. This serves to x our conventions for dening parameters of
solitons. The classical solutions near the space-like innity can be regarded as the \imprints"
of the ADM mass, angular momenta and electric/magnetic charges of the source.
First, we discuss the parameters of spacetime metric. The physical parameters are dened
7
with reference to the background (asymptotic) spacetime. We assume that the spacetime
is asymptotically Minkowski at space-like innity, since the solitons under consideration in
this review satisfy this condition.






























is the matter Lagrangian density. For the signature of the metric
g

, we take the mostly positive convention ( +   +). From (1), one obtains the following










































are momentum densities and T
mat
00
is the mass-energy density
(i; j = 1; :::; D   1).
In order to measure the mass, the momenta and the angular momenta of gravitating
systems, one usually goes to the external spacetime far away from the source. In this region,
the gravitational eld is weak and, therefore, the Einstein's eld equations (2) take the
form linear in the deviation h

of the metric g












j  1). This linearize eld equations
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, which resembles the
gauge transformation of U(1) gauge elds. (The linearized Riemann tensor, Einstein tensor,
etc are examples of invariants under this transformation.) By using this gauge-invariance,























































The linearized Einstein's equations (4) have the following general solution that resembles











































































is the area of S
n
and i; k = 1; :::; D   1 are spatial indices. Note, the
ADM D-momentum vector P

and angular momentum tensor J


























In particular, the time component of P

is the ADM mass M , i.e. M = P
0
.
With a suitable choice of coordinate basis, one can put the spatial components J
ij
(i; j =
1; :::; D   1) of J

in the following form expressed in terms of the angular momenta J
k
(k = 1; :::; [
D 1
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where for the even D the last row and column have zero entries.
In obtaining the general leading order expression for the metric, one chooses the rest frame
(P
i


























































































Note, the leading order terms of the asymptotically Minkowski metric is time-independent




The general action (1) contains the following kinetic term
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Note, in this kinetic term, G
D
N
is absorbed in the action in contrast to the form of the matter





















is the rank d source current and ? denotes the Hodge-dual transformation in D






























extended object with d-dimensional worldvolume, called (d  1)-brane, and has the electric






is carried by a solitonic (i.e. singularity and source free) object with
~
d-




d  D d 2. The \Noether" electric




















































; n 2 Z: (12)

















, respectively. Electric/magnetic charges are dimensionless when D = 2(d + 1).
Examples are point-like particles (d = 1) in D = 4, strings (d = 2) in D = 6 [535, 307] and
membranes (d = 3) in D = 8 [307, 384].
From (11), one sees that the Ansatze for F
d+1
for the soliton that carries electric or
magnetic charge of A
d

































denotes the volume form on S
n
, and the electric and magnetic charges of A
d
are




























where r is the transverse distance from the (d   1)-brane, !
d
is the volume form for the
(d  1)-brane worldvolume and 

d+1
is the volume form of S
d+1
surrounding the brane.
From the elementary (d  1)-brane, one nds that the electric charge Q
d
is related to the
tension T
d


















in the unit c = 1 and therefore is interpreted as mass
per unit (d   1)-brane volume. In particular, for a 0-brane (d = 1) the tension T
1
is the
mass. The Dirac quantization condition (12), together with (15), yields the following form


















; n 2 Z: (16)
We comment on the ADM mass of (d  1)-branes. Note, in deriving (8) we assumed that
the metric g

depends on all the spatial coordinates. So, (8) applies only to the 0-brane
10
type soliton (or black holes). The (d  1)-branes do not depend on the (d  1) longitudinal
coordinates internal to the (d   1)-brane and therefore the Laplacian in (4) is replaced by
the at (D   d  1)-dimensional one. As a consequence, in particular, the (t; t)-component





















Here, the ADM mass M
d


















is the volume of the (d   1)-dimensional space internal to the














that has the well-dened meaning. As an example, we consider the elementary BPS (d  1)-
brane in D dimensions. The leading order asymptotic behavior of the (t; t)-component of


































is the unit (d  1)-brane electric charge and r  (x
2
1





is the radial coordinate of the transverse space. For (d  1)-branes carrying m units of the
basic electric charge, c
(D)
d
in (18) is replaced by mc
(D)
d
. From (17) and (18), one obtains the













2.2 Supermultiplets of Extended Supersymmetry
2.2.1 Spinors in Various Dimensions
Before we discuss the BPS states in extended supersymmetry theories, we summarize the
basic properties of spinors for each spacetime dimensions D. More details can be found, for
example, in [621, 622, 568, 434]. We assume that there is only one time-like coordinate. The
types of super-Poincare algebra satised by supercharges depend on D. The superalgebra
is classied according to the fundamental spinor representations of the homogeneous group
SO(1; D   1) and the vector representation of the automorphism group that supercharges
belong to. The pattern of superalgebra repeats with D mod 8.
In even D, one can dene 
5









and has the property 
2




), required for constructing a
projection operator. So, the 2
[D=2]
complex component Dirac spinor  , which is dened to
















]) under the innitesimal Lorentz trans-

















d = 0, e.g. a string in D = 4, the metric is asymptotically logarithmically divergent. In this
case, the ADM mass density is determined from volume integral of the (t; t)-component of the gravitational
energy-momentum pseudo-tensor [436].
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. B denes the charge conjugation operation:
 !  
c





By denition, the charge conjugation operator C commutes with the Lorentz generators 

,
implying that  and  
c





= 1, the Dirac spinor  can be reduced to a pair of Majorana spinors (i.e.










(1   C) . This is possible in D = 2; 3; 4; 8; 9
mod 8. First, in odd D, Majorana spinors are necessarily self-conjugate under C and are
always real. So, the Dirac spinors in odd D are real [pseudoreal] in D = 1; 3 mod 8 [D = 5; 7
mod 8]. In even D, Majorana spinors can be either complex or real depending on whether  
and  
c
have the same or opposite helicity. Namely, since C = ( 1)
(D 2)=2
C,  and  
c
have
the same [opposite] helicity for even [odd] (D   2)=2, i.e. D = 2 mod 8 [D = 4; 8 mod 8].
So, in even D, the Dirac spinors are real [complex] or pseudoreal for D = 2 mod 8 [D = 4; 8
mod 8] or D = 6 mod 8, respectively. In particular, in D = 2 mod 8, both the Weyl and
the Majorana conditions are satised, and therefore in this case the Dirac spinor  is called
Majorana-Weyl.
We saw that supercharges Q
i
(i = 1; :::; N), transforming as spinors under SO(1; D  1),
have dierent chirality and reality properties depending on D. The set fQ
i
g, furthermore,
transforms as a vector under an automorphism group, with i acting as a vector index. The
automorphism group depends on the reality properties of fQ
i
g. The automorphism group is
SO(N), USp(N) or SU(N)U(1) for real, pseudoreal or complex case, respectively. In D =
2 mod 8 and D = 6 mod 8, the pair of Weyl spinors with opposite chiralities are not related














The central charge Z
IJ
transforms as a rank 2 tensor under the automorphism group with
(I; J) acting as tensor indices. In D = 0; 1; 7 mod 8 [D = 3; 4; 5 mod 8], the central charge









The number N of supercharges Q
I
in eachD is restricted by the physical requirement that
particle helicities should not exceed 2 when compactied to D = 4 [475, 17, 167, 67, 272].
This limits the maximum D with 1 time-like coordinate and consistent supersymmetric
theory to be 11 with N = 1 supersymmetry, i.e. 32 supercharge degrees of freedom. This
corresponds to N = 8 supersymmetry in D = 4 when compactied on T
7
. In D < 11, the
number of spinor degrees of freedom cannot exceed that of N = 1, D = 11 theory. For the
pseudoreal cases, i.e. D = 5; 6; 7 mod 8, only even N are possible.
2.2.2 Central Charges and Super-Poincare Algebra
We discuss types of central charge Z
IJ
one would expect in the super Poincare algebra.
According to a theorem by Haag et. al. [326], within a unitary theory of point-like particle
interactions inD = 4 the central charge can be only Lorentz scalar. However, in the presence






transforming as Lorentz tensors can be present in
the superalgebra without violating unitarity of interactions [199]. In fact, as will be shown,
it is the Lorentz tensor type central charges in higher dimensions that are responsible for the
missing central charge degrees of freedom in lower dimensions when the higher-dimensional
12
superalgebra is compactied with an assumption that no Lorentz tensor type central charges
are present [596].
The Lorentz tensor type central charges appear in the supersymmetry algebra schemat-


































is D-dimensional momentum, I; J = 1; :::; N label supersymmetries and ;  are
















(e.g. type-IIB theory), where P

projects



















, but transform as second rank tensors under the Lorentz
transformation, and therefore are central with respect to supertranslation algebra, only.
The number of central charge degrees of freedom is determined by the number of all the
possible (I; J) in (21) [41, 42, 44, 43]. In the sum term in (21), one has to take into account



















are self-dual or anti-self dual. (For this case, the degrees of freedom

























is symmetric under the simultaneous exchanges of indices
in the pairs (I; J) and (; ) so that they have the same symmetry property (under the










that are either symmetric or antisymmetric under the exchange of  and 
can be present on the right hand side of (21).
2.2.3 Central Charges and -Symmetry






in (21) arises from the surface term of the Wess-Zumino
(WZ) term in the p-brane worldvolume action [199].
Before we discuss this point, we summarize how WZ term emerges in the p-brane world-
volume action [592, 593]. In the Green-Schwarz (GS) formalism [309, 311, 347, 84] of the
supersymmetric p-brane worldvolume action, one achieves manifest spacetime supersymme-
try by generalizing spacetime with bosonic coordinates X

( = 0; 1; :::; D   1) and global







invariance. Here,  is a D-dimensional spacetime spinor index and the spacetime spinor 

takes an additional index I (I = 1; ::; N) for N -extended supersymmetry theories, i.e. 
I 
.
Fields in the GS action are regarded as maps from the worldvolume W to . The world-






) with worldvolume vector index
i = 0; 1; :::; p. We denote an immersion fromW to  as  : W ! . The pullback 

of a form

















to be invariant under the supersymmetry
transformation as well as local reparameterization and global Poincare transformations, one























C, where the bar denotes the Dirac conjugate. The positive
or negative chiral spinor Q







on . The simplest and straightforward supersymmetric generalization of the bosonic world-






























-component of the pullback of the 1-form 

in


































(22) is manifestly invariant under the global super-Poincare and local reparameterization
transformations, but is not invariant under a local fermionic symmetry, called `-symmetry'
[309, 373, 129, 86, 3], which is essential for equivalence of the GS and NSR formalisms
of the worldvolume action. To make (22) invariant under the -symmetry, one introduces
an additional term S
WZ
, called `Wess-Zumino (WZ) action', into (22). To construct the
Wess-Zumino (WZ) action for a p-brane, one introduces the super-Poincare invariant closed
(p + 2)-form h
(p+2)
on . Such closed (p + 2)-forms exist only for restricted values of D
and p. The complete listing of the values of (D; p) are found in [2]. The maximum values
of allowed D and p are D
max
= 11 and p
max
= 5, which can also be determined by the
worldvolume bose-fermionic degrees of freedom matching condition discussed in the next


















is closed, one can locally write h
(p+2)
in terms of a
(p + 1)-form b
(p+1)




. Then, a super-Poincare invariant WZ action
for a p-brane is obtained by integrating b
(p+1)

















are individually invariant under the local reparameterization and







. The -symmetry gauges way the half of the degrees of freedom of the
spinor , thereby only 1=2 of spacetime supersymmetry is linearly realized as worldvolume
supersymmetry [374]. To summarize, the invariance under the -symmetry necessitates the
introduction of b
(p+1)
(on ) via the WZ term; b
(p+1)
couples to the worldvolume of the
p-branes and becomes the origin of the central charge term in the supersymmetry algebra.
We comment on the allowed values of p and the number N of spacetime supersymmetry
for each D. This is determined [239] by matching the worldvolume bosonic degrees N
B
and fermionic degrees N
F
of freedom. First, we consider the case where the worldvolume
theory corresponds to scalar supermultiplet (with components given by scalars and spinors).










()), with i =
0; 1; :::; p and m = p + 1; :::; D   1), one nds that the number of on-shell bosonic degrees
of freedom is N
B
= D   p  1. We denote the number of supersymmetries and the number
of real components of the minimal spinor in D-dimensional spacetime [(p + 1)-dimensional
worldvolume] as N and M [n and m], respectively. Then, since the -symmetry and the
on-shell condition each halves the number of fermionic degrees of freedom, the number of








MN . The allowed values of N and











MN . The complete listing of values of N and p are found in [239, 232].
The maximum number ofD in which this condition can be satised isD
max
= 11 (p = 2) with
M = 32 and N = 1. So, for other cases (D < 11), MN  32. Similarly, the maximum value
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of p for which this condition can be satised is p
max
= 5. The \fundamental" super p-branes
[2] that satisfy this condition are (D; p) = (11; 2); (10; 5); (6; 3); (4; 2). The 4 sets of p-branes
obtained from these \fundamental" super p-branes through double-dimensional reduction
are named the octonionic, quaternionic, complex and real sequences. Note, in addition
to scalars and spinors, there are also higher spin elds on the worldvolume [239]: vectors
or antisymmetric tensors. First, we consider vector supermultiplets. Since a worldvolume











MN . This condition introduces additional points in the
brane-scan. Vector supermultiplets exist only for 3  p  9 and the bose-fermi matching
condition can be satised in D = 4; 6; 10, only. Second, we consider tensor worldvolume












), I; J = 1; :::; 4, with a self-dual 3-form eld strength,
corresponding to the D = 11 5-brane. The decomposition of this (2; 0) supermultiplet under
(1; 0) into a tensor multiplet with 1 scalar and a hypermultiplet with 4 scalars, followed by
truncation to just the tensor multiplet, leads to worldvolume theory of 5-brane in D = 7.
2.2.4 Central Charges and Topological Charges
We illustrate how Lorentz tensor type central charges (associated with p-branes) arise in the
supersymmetry algebra [199]. Since the action S
p
has the manifest super-Poincare invariance,
one can construct supercharges Q
i

from the conserved Noether currents j

associated with












for some p-form 
(p)
, the integrand of S
WZ




















^    ^ d
p
. It is 
(p)
that induces
`topological charge' which becomes central charge in the super-Poincare algebra. Generally,








the associated Noether current j
i
A





























to include a topological (or central) terms A
AB
.
For a p-brane, the WZ action (23) gives rise to the central term in the supersymmetry




















































(). So, p-form central charges in supersymmetry al-
gebra
7








































(x) has contributions from individual p-branes
7
In the supersymmetry algebra (21), the p-brane tension T
p
is set equal to 1.
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) and charges z
IJ
a


























































(x) of the low






















































































































(x) with the charge source


























the superalgebra, i.e. there are as many central extensions as form elds in the eective
supergravity.
2.2.5 S-Theory




supercharges, i.e. N = 1 supersymmetry in D = 11 or N = 8 supersymmetry in D = 4.
So, the right hand side of (21) has at most
3233
2
= 528 degrees of freedom; the sum of
D degrees of freedom of the momentum operator P








in (21) has to be 528. This is the main reason for the necessity of existence
of p-branes in higher dimensions [596]; N = 1 supersymmetry in D = 11 without central
charge has only 11 degrees of freedom on the right hand side of (21).
The extended superalgebra (21) can be derived by compactifying either a type-A super-
algebra in D = 2 + 10 or a type-B superalgebra in D = 3 + 10 (the so-called \S-theories")
[41, 42, 44, 43], with the Lorentz symmetries SO(10; 2) and SO(9; 1)
SO(2; 1), respectively.
The superalgebra of the type-IIA(B) theory is obtained by compactifying the type-A(B) al-

































; 0; 1; :::; 10 is a D = 12 vector index with 2 time-like indices 0
0
; 0. Note, in




























, without momentum operator P
M
term, in (29). Generally, in theD < 12 supersymmetry algebra compactied from the type-A
8












algebra, the spinor indices a and  of 32 spinors Q
a

are regarded as those of SO(c+1; 1) and
SO(D 1; 1) Lorentz groups, respectively, where c is the number of compactied dimensions

































































where the indices are divided into the D = 10 ones ;

 = 1; 2; :::; 16 and  = 0; 1; :::; 9 with
the Lorentz group SO(1; 9), and the D = 3 ones a;



























We discuss the maximal extended superalgebras that follow from the type-A algebra.
































































462 = 462: (32)










are associated with the M 2 and M 5 branes, respec-
tively. The maximal extended superalgebras in D < 11 are obtained by compactifying the
D = 11 supertranslation algebra (31) on tori. The central charge degrees of freedom in
lower dimensions are counted by adding the contribution from the internal momentum P
m
(m = 1; :::; 11  D) and the number of ways of wrapping M 2 and M 5 branes on cycles of
T
11 D
in obtaining various p-branes in lower dimensions. Schematically, decompositions of
















































































The N(N   1) Lorentz scalar central charges of the (maximal) N -extended D < 11 superal-
gebras originate from the Lorentz scalar type terms (under the SO(D  1; 1) group) on the









. In this consideration, one has to take
into account equivalence under the Hodge-duality in D dimensions. N(N   1) = 56 Lorentz



























. The similar argument regarding the supertranslational algebras of type-IIB
and heterotic theories can be made, and details are found, for example, in [44, 596].
We saw that one has to take into account the Lorentz tensor type central charges in
higher-dimensions to trace the higher-dimensional origin of N(N   1) 0-form central charge
degrees of freedom in N -extended supersymmetry in D < 11. This supports the idea that
in order for the conjectured string dualities (which mix all the electric and magnetic charges
associated with N(N   1) 0-form central charges in D < 10 among themselves) to be valid,
one has to include not only perturbative string states but also the non-perturbative branes
within the full string spectrum. In lower dimensions, these central charges are carried by
0-branes (black holes). It is a purpose of chapter 4 to construct the most general black
hole solutions in string theories carrying all of 0-form central charges. In section 6.3.3, we
identify the (intersecting) p-branes in higher dimensions which reduce to these black holes
after dimensional reduction.
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2.2.6 Central Charges and Moduli Fields
We comment on relation of central charges to U(1) charges and moduli elds [7, 8]. Except
for special cases of D = 4, N = 1; 2 and D = 5, N = 2, scalar kinetic terms in supergravity
theories are described by -model with target space manifold given by coset space G=H.







and is on-shell and/or o-shell symmetry of the action. The isotropy
subgroup H  G is decomposed into the automorphism group H
Aut
of the superalgebra and
the group H
matter




. (Note, the matter
multiplets do not exist for N > 4 in D = 4; 5 and in maximally extended supergravities.)
The properties of supergravity theories are xed by the coset representatives L of G=H.

















where (A;B) and I respectively correspond to 2-fold tensor representation of H
Aut
and the
fundamental representation of H
matter
. Here,  runs over the dimensions of a representation
of G. The (p+2)-form strength H

kinetic terms are given in terms of the following kinetic














So, the \physical" eld strengths of (p + 1)-form potentials in supergravity theories are
\dressed" with scalars through the coset representative and the (p+ 2)-form eld strengths
appear in the supersymmetry transformation laws dressed with the scalars. The central
charges of extended superalgebra, which is encoded in the supergravity transformations rules,



























) and the asymptotic values of scalars in
the form of the coset representative, manifesting the geometric structure of moduli space.
These central charges satisfy the dierential equations that follow from the Maurer-
Cartan equations satised by the coset representative. One of the consequences of these
dierential equations is that the vanishing of a subset of central charges (resulting from the
requirement of supersymmetry preserving bosonic background) forces the covariant deriva-
tive of some other central charges to vanish, i.e. \principle of minimal central charge"
[256, 257]. Furthermore, from dening relations of the kinetic matrix of (p + 2)-form eld
strengths and the symmetry properties of the symplectic section under the group G, one
obtains the sum rules satised by the central and matter charges.
For other cases, in which the scalar manifold cannot be expressed as coset space, one can
apply the similar analysis as above by using techniques of special geometry [569, 130, 268].
For this case, the roles of the coset representative and the Maurer-Cartan equations are
played respectively by the symplectic sections and the Picard-Fuchs equations [132].
2.2.7 BPS Supermultiplets
We discuss massive representations of extended superalgebras with non-zero central charges
[481, 485, 326, 262, 568], i.e. the BPS states. It is convenient to go to the rest frame of
states dened by P

= (M; 0; :::; 0), where M is the rest mass of the state. The little group,
dened as a set of transformations that leave this P

invariant, consists of SO(D   1),
18
the automorphism group and the supertranslations. Since central charges Z
IJ
transform
as a second rank tensor under the automorphism group, only the subset of automorphism
group that leaves Z
IJ
invariant should be included in the little group. Central charges
inactivate some of supercharges, reducing the size of supermultiplets. In the following, we
illustrate properties of the BPS states for the D = 4 case with an arbitrary number N of
supersymmetries.




(I; J = 1; :::; N) appear


























where ;  = 1; :::; 4 are indices of Majorana spinors, C is the charge conjugation matrix
C =  C
T
, and the supercharges Q
I






are hermitian operators and antisymmetric.
Alternatively, one can express the superalgebra (36) in the Weyl basis. In this basis, a
4-component spinor Q
































where ;  = 1; 2 and _;
_

















is the 2-dimensional Levi-Civita symbol. Namely, the lower and upper components
of a 4-component spinor Q














, respectively. In this


















































The central charge matrix Z
IJ
can be brought to the block diagonal form by applying































(m = 1; :::; [
N
2

















extra 0 entries in the N -th row and column in Z
IJ
for an odd N . Further redening the































g = 0; (40)
where ;  = 1; 2, a; b = 1; 2, and m;n = 1; :::; N=2. For odd N , there are extra anticommu-
tation relations associated with the extra 0 entries in Z
IJ
.
Since the left-hand-sides of (40) are positive semidenite operators, the rest mass M of
the particles in the supermultiplet is always greater than or equal to all the eigenvalue of





The state that saturates the bound (41) is called the BPS state. The supermultiplet that do
not saturate (41) is called the long multiplet and is the same as that of extended superalgebra
without central charges. The BPS supermultiplet is called short multiplet, since there are
fewer supercharges (or raising operators) available for building up supermultiplet (since
the supercharges that annihilate the supersymmetric vacuum get projected onto zero norm
states). The type of supermultiplet that BPS states belong to depends on the number of
distinct eigenvalues of the central charge matrix Z
IJ
.
In the following, we give examples on all the possible BPS multiplets of N = 4 super-
symmetry algebra. N = 4 superalgebra has [
N
2




. There are two






































, the raising operator S
1
 (2)














act on the lowest helicity state to generate the highest spin 3=2 multiplet.
2.3 Positive Energy Theorem and Nester's Formalism
We discuss the positive mass theorem [144, 524, 525, 526, 527, 624, 479, 291, 375] of general
relativity. The positive mass theorem says that the total energy, i.e. the rest mass plus
potential energy plus kinetic energy, of the gravitating system is always positive with a
unique zero-energy conguration with appropriate boundary conditions at innity, provided
that the matter stress-energy tensor T













. Here, the unique zero-energy conguration is the
Minkowski space or anti-de Sitter space, which gravitating congurations approach asymp-
totically at innity. The reason why one cannot make gravitational energy arbitrarily nega-
tive by shrinking the size of the gravitating object (as in the case of Newtonian gravity) is
that when a system collapses beyond certain size, it forms an event horizon, which hides the
inside region that has singularities and negative energy: the system appears to have positive
energy to an outside observer.
In general relativity, there is no intrinsic denition o local energy density due to the
equivalence principle. So, one has to dene energy of a gravitating system as a global
quantity dened in background (or asymptotic) region [20, 1]. In general, conserved charges
of general relativity are associated with generators of symmetries of the asymptotic region.
Namely, the conserved charge is dened as a surface integral (with the integration surface
located at innity) of the time component of the conserved current of the symmetry in the
asymptotic region. Here, the integration surface is taken to be space-like in this section and
thereby gravitational energy is of the ADM type.
20
For a set fk
A

g of vectors that approach the Killing vectors of the asymptotic background,






























































is the connection 1-form for the metric g







is the ADM energy relative to the zero-energy background state. For a generic asymp-
totically at spacetime, the set of conserved charges K
A
consists of the ADM 4-momentum
P

and the angular-momentum tensor J

, which satisfy the Poincare algebra. (The ADM






.) For a supersymmetric
















) = 0), which is dened in terms of a Killing spinor

m
and a gravitino  
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are the same constants
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The third equation in (47) leads to the simple proof [205] of the positivity of energy in
















jsi  0; (48)











have to be non-negative, leading to proof of the positivity of gravitational energy.
9












= 0. Here, e is the determinant of the
background metric and k
 A
is now Killing vectors of the background spacetime.
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Rigorous proof of the positive energy theorem based on original Witten's proof [624]





























is the gravitational covariant derivative on a spinor. The ADM 4-
momentum P

is related to the surface integral of E

over the surface S at the space-like



















Proof of the positive energy theorem involves the surface and the volume integrals of the
























































is the Einstein tensor of the metric g






one sees that the rst term on the right hand side of (51) is positive if T

satises the
dominant energy condition (42). In the coordinate system in which the x
0
-direction is










































" = 0; (53)
the second term on the right hand side of (51) is also positive. Thus, the left hand side
of (51) is always non-negative for any "
0




The above proof of the positive energy theorem based on the Nester's formalism can be
readily generalized to gravitating congurations in extended supergravities. In this case, the
gravitational covariant derivative r




























is the original Nester's 2-form (49) and H

denotes the remaining terms, which
are usually expressed in terms of gauge elds of extended supergravities. Here, the superco-
variant derivative on a supersymmetry parameter " is given by the gravitino supersymmetry






". The lower bound for mass is given
in terms of central charges (coming from the H

term in (54)) of the extended supergravity
12
This is a necessary condition [143, 490, 509] for a spinor " to satisfy the Witten's condition.
22
and the bound is saturated when the gravitating conguration is a bosonic conguration
which preserves some of supersymmetry.
In the following, we discuss proof of the positive mass theorem in pure N = 2, D = 4
supergravity as an example [292]. The N = 2, D = 4 supergravity is rst obtained in
[263] by coupling the (2,3/2) gauge action to the (3/2,1) matter multiplet by means of the
Noether procedure. The theory unies electromagnetism (spin 1 eld) with gravity (spin
2 eld). The theory has a manifest invariance under the O(2) symmetry, which rotates 2
gravitino into each other. In the bosonic background, the supergravity transformation of the








































" from (55) into the Nester's two-form (54),


















































 is a non-spacelike 4-vector, provided  is the Killing spinor, and the electric






are dened through the Maxwell's equations and















If we assume that the Killing spinor  approaches a constant value 
0
as r ! 1, then





















































where Q and P are the electric and magnetic charges of the gauge eld A

.


































. (This says that the local energy
density of the matter exceeds the local charge density for any observer.) The second term





















 = 0 on S. So, the left hand side of (58) is always positive semidenite for

0
, provided the generalized Witten's condition (60) and dominant energy condition (59) are
satised. This is possible i all the eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix sandwiched between

0












Past few years have been an active period for studying string dualities [628, 629, 615, 536, 496,




and SO(32) heterotic strings, type-IIA and type-
IIB strings, and type-I string with SO(32) symmetry), which were previously regarded as
independent perturbative theories, are now understood as being related via web of dualities.
String Dualities are classied into T -duality, S-duality and U -duality. T -duality (or
target space duality) [302] is a perturbative duality (i.e. duality that relates theories with
the same string coupling) that transforms the theory with large [small] target space volume
to one with small [large] target space volume [421, 518, 214] or connects dierent points in





and SO(32) heterotic strings [476, 477, 299] are interchanged. Another examples of
T -duality are the O(10 D; 26 D;Z) symmetry [304] of heterotic string on T
10 D
and the
O(10 D; 10 D;Z) symmetry [304, 563, 300, 301] of type-II string on T
10 D
. S-duality (or
strong-weak coupling duality) is a non-perturbative duality that transforms string coupling
to its inverse (while moduli elds remain xed) and interchanges perturbative string states
and non-perturbative branes. Duality that relates Type-I string and SO(32) heterotic string
[628, 501] is an example of S-duality. Another examples are (i) the SL(2;Z) symmetry of
type-IIB string [529, 372, 531, 532, 533, 70]; (ii) the D = 6 string-string duality between
the heterotic string on T
4
[on K3] and the type-II string on K3 [on a Calabi-Yau-threefold]
[231, 628, 617, 558, 233, 224, 242, 255, 393, 91, 431, 52]; (iii) the SL(2;Z) symmetry of
N = 4 heterotic string in D = 4 [266, 530, 537, 538, 549, 550, 551, 552, 553, 335]. U -duality
[377, 39, 45, 40], which is closely related to the D = 11 theory (M -theory), is regarded as a
consequence of the SL(2;Z) S-duality of type-IIB string and T -dualities of type-II strings
on a torus. Thus, U -duality is a non-perturbative duality of type-II strings which necessarily
interchanges NS-NS charged state and R-R charged state.
String dualities require existence of non-perturbative states within string spectrum, as
well as the well-understood perturbative states. These non-perturbative states include
smooth solitons and new types of topological objects called D-branes [494]. Such non-
perturbative states are extended objects, which in a low energy limit correspond to p-branes
of the eective eld theories. So, string theories, which are previously known as theo-
ries of (perturbative) strings, are no longer theories of strings only, but contain objects of
higher/lower spatial extends. These perturbative and non-perturbative states are interre-
lated via string dualities.
One of important discoveries of string dualities is the conjecture that there exists more
fundamental theory in higher dimensions (D > 10), which reduces to all of 5 perturbative
string theories in dierent limits in moduli space when the theory is compactied to lower
dimensions (D  10). Such fundamental theories include M -theory [628, 533, 225, 536] in
D = 11, F -theory in D = 12 [614], and S-theories in D = 12; 13 [41, 42, 44, 43].
M -theory is dened as an unknown theory in D = 11 (with 1 time-like coordinate) whose
low energy eective theory is the D = 11 supergravity [156] and which becomes type-IIA
theory when the extra 1 spatial coordinate is compactied on S
1
of radius R. Since the
radius R of S
1





coupling limit (  1) [628] of type-IIA theory is M -theory, i.e. the decompactication
limit (R ! 1) of M -theory on S
1
. Furthermore, the evidence was given in [354] for the








heterotic string. We mentioned
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heterotic strings are related via T -duality, and SO(32) heterotic string and type-I string are
related via S-duality. Thus, all of the 5 dierent perturbative string theories are obtained






, and applying dualities.
F -theory is a conjectured theory in D = 12 (with 2 time-like coordinates) which is
proposed in an attempt to nd geometric interpretation of the SL(2;Z) S-duality of type-
IIB theory. Namely, the complex scalar formed by the dilaton and the R-R 0-form transforms
linear-fractionally under the SL(2;Z) transformation, just like the transformation of modulus
of T
2
under the T -duality of a string theory compactied on T
2
. F -theory is, therefore,
roughly dened as a D = 12 theory which reduces to type-IIB theory upon compactication
on T
2
, with the modulus of T
2
given by the complex scalar. Note, since type-IIB theory on
S
1
is equivalent to M -theory on T
2




is the same as M -theory on T
2
.
The essence of string dualities is that strong coupling limit of one theory is dual to weak
coupling limit of another theory with the strongly coupled string states (dual to perturbative
string states) identied with branes. So, branes play an important role in understanding non-
perturbative aspects of and dualities in string theories. It is one of purposes of this review
to summarize the recent development in solitons and black holes in string theories. The
purpose of this chapter is to give basic facts on dualities in supersymmetric eld theories
and superstring theories that are necessary in understanding the rests of chapters of this
review. Therefore, readers are referred to other literatures, e.g. [628, 629, 532, 533, 536, 225,
226, 494, 495, 495, 497, 500, 23, 313, 598], for complete understanding of the subject.
In the rst section, we discuss the symplectic transformations in extended supergravities
and moduli spaces spanned by scalars in the supermultiplets. In section 3.2, we summarize
T -duality and S-duality of heterotic string on tori. In this section, we also discuss solution
generating transformations that induce electric/magnetic charges of U(1) gauge elds of
heterotic string on tori when applied to a charge neutral solution. These dualities are basic
transformations for constructing most general black hole solutions in heterotic string on tori.
In section 3.3, we discuss string-string duality between heterotic string on T
4
and type-II
string on K3, and string-string-string triality among type-IIA, type-IIB and heterotic strings
in D = 6. These dualities transform black hole solutions discussed chapter 4 to type-II black
holes which carry R-R charges [49, 56], thereby enabling interpretation of our black hole
solutions in terms of D-brane picture. In the nal section, we summarize some aspects of
M -theory and U -duality. The generating black hole solutions of heterotic string on tori
are the generating solutions for type-II string on tori, as well. Namely, when the generating
solutions of heterotic strings are embedded to type-II theories (note, such generating solutions
carry only charges of NS-NS sector, which is common to both heterotic and type-II theories),
subsets of U -dualities of type-II theories on tori induce the remaining U(1) charges of type-II
theories on tori [169].
3.1 Electric-Magnetic Duality
The electric-magnetic duality in electromagnetism was conjectured by Dirac [215] based on
the observation that when electric charge and current are nonzero the Maxwell's equations
lack symmetry under the exchange of the electric and magnetic elds, or in other words under
the Hodge-duality transformation of the electromagnetic eld strength. Dirac conjectured
the existence of magnetic charges [216] to remedy the situation. Magnetic charges are due
25
to the topological defect of spacetime and are given by the rst Chern class of the U(1)
principal ber bundle with the base manifold given by S
2
surrounding the monopole. The
requirement of the continuity of the transition function that patches the 2 covers of the
northern and southern hemispheres of S
2
or the requirement of the unobservability of Dirac
string singularity restricts magnetic charge q
m
to be quantized [635, 636, 539, 540, 633,
634, 623] relative to electric charge q
e
in the following way through the Dirac-Schwinger-









(n 2 Z): (62)
Under the duality transformation, electric and magnetic charges are interchanged and cor-
respondingly the coupling of the electromagnetic interactions is inverted due to the relation
(62). So, the weak [strong] coupling limit of one theory is described by the strong [weak]
coupling limit of its dual theory.
The extension of the duality idea to non-Abelian gauge theories was made possible by
the discovery of the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole solution [585, 503] in non-Abelian gauge
theory. In the 't Hooft-Polyakov monopole conguration, the non-Abelian gauge group
is spontaneously broken down to the Abelian one at spatial innity by Higgs elds that
transform as the adjoint representation of the gauge group. The magnetic charge of the 't
Hooft-Polyakov monopole is determined by the second homotopy group of S
2
formed by the
symmetry breaking Higgs vacuum, i.e. the winding number around S
2




surrounding the monopole. Within this context, Montonen and Olive [472] conjectured
that the spontaneously broken electric non-Abelian gauge group is dual to the spontaneously
broken magnetic non-Abelian gauge group. Under this duality, the gauge coupling of one
theory is inverted in its dual theory, leading to the prediction that the strong coupling limit
of a gauge theory is the weak coupling limit of its dual theory [543, 544, 542].
Note, the hub of the Montonen-Olive conjecture lies in the existence of symmetry
breaking Higgs elds which transform in the adjoint representation of the non-Abelian
gauge group. It is a generic feature of extended supersymmetries that scalars live in the
same supermultiplet as vector elds. So, the scalars in vector supermultiplet transform
as the adjoint representation under the non-Abelian gauge group. Furthermore, super-
symmetric theories obey the well-known non-renormalization theorem (See for example
[481, 190, 37, 469, 265, 566, 317, 371]) The extended supersymmetry theories have an-
other nice feature that the states preserving some of supersymmetry, i.e. BPS states, are
determined entirely by their charges and moduli. These are (degenerate) ground states of
the theories (parameterized by moduli). Such BPS mass formula is invariant under dualities
and degeneracy of BPS states remains unchanged under dualities. For example, electrically
charged BPS states at coupling g have the same mass and degeneracy as magnetically charged
states BPS states at coupling 1=g. Furthermore, the supersymmetry algebra prevents the
number of degeneracy of BPS states from changing as the coupling constant is varied. Thus,
it is BPS states that are suitable for testing ideas on duality symmetries.
In the following, we discuss generalization of electric-magnetic duality of Maxwell's equa-
tions to N -extended supersymmetry theories and study moduli spaces spanned by scalars.
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3.1.1 Symplectic Transformations in Extended Supersymmetries
In supersymmetry theories, scalars 
I
are taken as coordinates of the target space manifold
M
scalar
















































































is the metric of M
scalar
. In other words, a scalar is regarded as a map from
the spacetime manifold to M
scalar
. It turns out that the types of allowed target space
manifolds formed by scalars are xed by the number m of supercharge degrees of freedom
in N -extended superalgebra [520]. When m exceeds 8, the target space manifold is xed
as a symmetric space specied by the number n of vector multiplets. For example, D = 4,
N = 8 supergravity, for which m = 32, has the target space manifold E
7
=SU(8) [157, 158];








[203, 548, 550, 538, 537]. A special case is the eective action of the heterotic string on T
6
,
which is described by the N = 4 supergravity coupled to the N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory
with the gauge group U(1)
22





space of Narain torus [476, 477], and
SU(1;1)
U(1)
is parameterized by the dilaton-axion eld.
(In section 3.2, we discuss the Sen's approach [553] of realizing such target space manifolds
within the eective supergravity through the dimensional reduction of the heterotic string
eective action.) For m  8, the target space manifolds are less restrictive. For a D = 4,
N = 2 theory, corresponding to m = 8, the scalar manifold is factorized into a quaternionic
one and a special Kahler manifold [574, 569], which are respectively spanned by the scalars
in the hypermultiplets and the vector multiplets. For m = 4 case, e.g. D = 4, N = 1 theory,
the target space manifold is the Kahler manifold.
Within the extended supersymmetry theories described above, one can generalize [274]
the electric-magnetic duality transformations, which preserve equations of motion for the
U(1) eld strengths. For this purpose, only relevant part of scalars is from vector supermul-
tiplets. Such generalized electric-magnetic duality transformation is realized as follows.



















the candidate for the symmetry of the theory.























where the eld strengths F










































is the Hodge-dual of F


. Here, the nn matrix 
IJ
() generalizes
the coupling constant of the conventional gauge theory and the antisymmetric matrix 
IJ
()
is the generalization of the -term [623].







() are determined by the symplectic embedding of the isometry
group G
iso




We consider the following homomorphism from the group Di(M
scalar
) of dieomor-













One introduces a 2n1 matrix V = (?F ; ?G)
T




. Then, the map 

in (69) is
dened by assigning, for each element  of Di(M
v
scalar












































































[210, 211]. The transformation law (70) on V is
dictated by the requirement that the Bianchi identities and the eld equations for vector
elds remain invariant.
Under the action of the dieomorphism  on 
I
, N () also transforms. If we further
require that transformed eld G
0







, the transformation property
of N

() under the dieomorphism t on 
I
is xed as the fractional linear form:















() now restricted to belong to Sp(2n;R)  GL(2n;R).
When B
t
6= 0 6= C
t
, it is a symmetry of equations of motion only. When B
t
= 0 6= C
t
,
the Lagrangian is invariant up to four-divergence. When B
t
= 0 = C
t
, the Lagrangian is
invariant. In particular, the symplectic transformations (70) and (71) with B
t
6= 0 are non-
perturbative, since they necessarily induce magnetic charge from purely electric conguration
and invert N , which plays the role of the gauge coupling constant.
When electric/magnetic charges are quantized, Sp(2n;R) gets broken down to Sp(2n;Z)
so that the charge lattice spanned by the quantized electric and magnetic charges is preserved
under the transformation (70). This is the generalization of the electric-magnetic duality
symmetry to the case of D = 4 supersymmetry theory with n vector elds.
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3.1.2 Symplectic Embedding of Homogeneous Spaces
When the number of supercharge degrees of freedom exceeds 8, e.g. N  3 in D = 4,
M
scalar
is a homogeneous space G=H with the isometry group G. The supersymmetry
restricts the dimension of M
scalar
and the number n of vector multiplets to be related to
each other and, therefore,M
scalar
is determined uniquely by n. In the following, we discuss




We consider the following embedding of the isometry group G of G=H into Sp(2n;R):


: G! Sp(2n;R) : L() 7! 

(L()): (72)
Applying the following isomorphism from the real symplectic group Sp(2n;R) to the complex



























(C + iD); (74)
one can dene the complex symplectic matrix O() (2 Usp(n; n)), for each coset represen-
tative L() of G=H, as follows:
  















































From O() in (75), which is dened for each coset representative L() of G=H, one can

























= N and N transforms fractional linearly under Sp(2n;R).



















by a m n real matrix X.
In the real basis, the SO(m;n) T -duality and SL(2;R) S-duality groups of ST [m;n] are
respectively embedded into the symplectic group as:

























2 Sp(2m+ 2n;R); (78)
where  is an SO(m;n) invariant metric, 1 is the (m + n)  (m + n) identity matrix, and
a; b; c; d 2 R satisfy ad  bc = 1. In the complex basis, the embeddings are:



























2 SU(1; 1) 7!

Re t 1+ iIm t  Re v 1  iIm v 
Re v 1+ iIm v  Re t 1  iIm t 

2 Usp(m + n;m+ n): (79)
The symplectic embeddings (79) make it possible to express the gauge kinetic matrix
N in terms of the scalars S and X, which parameterize ST [m;n], as follows. The coset






































. Note, M  L(X)L
T
(X) is a symmetric SO(m;n) matrix,
studied by Sen [553], which will be discussed in section 3.2.
Applying the transformations (79), one obtains the following symplectic embedding of




















2 Usp(n +m;n+m); (81)




(L(X)) are obtained by applying the trans-
formations (79). Substituting this expression into the general formula in (77), one obtains
the following gauge kinetic matrix:
N = iImSL(X)L
T
(X) +ReS = iImSM +ReS: (82)




(Cf. see (63) and (67)) takes the following form that



















































The T -duality and S-duality of the heterotic string on T
6
[530, 537, 461, 553] are special
cases of the symplectic transformations (78) with (m;n) = (6; 22). In general, under the
SO(m;n) and SL(2;R) transformations (78), the gauge elds and the gauge kinetic matrix
























; N 7! N
0
= (dN + c)(bN + a)
 1
: (84)
Note, O(m;n) [SL(2;R)] is a perturbative [non-perturbative] symmetry, since N is not
inverted [gets inverted]. SL(2;R) is the symmetry of the equations of motion only, since
electric and magnetic charges get mixed, and since this corresponds to the transformations
(70) and (71) with B
t
6= 0 6= C
t
.
3.1.3 Target Space Manifolds of N = 2 Theories
Contrary toD = 4, N  3 theories, the scalar manifolds of N = 2 theories are not necessarily
expressed as homogeneous symmetric coset manifolds
14
. Scalar manifold of the D = 4,











is a special Kahler manifold of the complex dimension n = \the number of the
vector supermultiplets", and the manifold HM
m
spanned by the scalars in the hypermulti-


































] is the special Kahler metric on SM
n
[the quaternionic metric on HM
n
].
Special Kahler Manifolds N = 2 super-Yang-Mills theory is described by a chiral su-





































is a covariant chiral superspace derivative. The component elds of a N = 2 chiral
supereld 
A




















(due to the constraint (87)). The
action of N = 2 chiral superelds 
A





















































) + :::; (88)
















F . Note, this action is a special case of the most general coupling of
N = 1 chiral superelds to N = 1 Abelian vector superelds in which the Kahler potential
K and the holomorphic kinetic term function F
AB




































































corresponding symplectic groups Sp(2n
v





Sp(20), Sp(32), and Sp(56).
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The Kahler manifold with the Kahler potential K(X;

X) determined by the prepotential
F (X) [210, 159, 209] through (89) is called the special Kahler manifold [208, 210, 569, 220,
111, 126, 196].
When N = 2 chiral elds 

( = 0; 1; :::; n
v
) are coupled to the Weyl multiplet (with
components given by vierbein, 2 gravitinos and auxiliary elds) [208, 210], the invariance
under the dilatation requires F (X) to be a homogeneous function of degree 2 (so that F (X)
has Weyl weight 2) [210, 208]. Furthermore, the requirement of canonical gravitino kinetic















) = 1; (90)
leading to gauge xing for dilations and the special Kahler manifold of the dimension n
v
.
Note, the extra chiral supereld 
0
is introduced to x the dilatation gauge, to break the
S-supersymmetry, and to introduce the physical U(1) gauge eld in the N = 2 supergravity
multiplet (the scalar and the spinor components of the supereld 
0
do not become additional
physical particles). The nal form of bosonic action describing n
v
numbers of N = 2 vector




























(a = 1; :::; n
v
) are the coordinates of a Kahler space spanned by the scalars X

( = 0; 1; :::; n
v




complex dimensions). A convenient choice for z
a
is the inhomogeneous coordinates
























[111, 126, 569, 132].) Here, K and N

(Cf. the scalar























































( = 0; 1; :::; n
v
) are holomorphic sections
of the projective space PC
n+1






(X). We give some examples









































































So far, we dened the special Kahler manifold as the Kahler manifold with the special
form of the Kahler metric given by (92), which depends on the holomorphic prepotential
F . Now, we discuss the symplectic formalism of the special Kahler manifolds of N = 2
supergravity coupled to n
v
vector supermultiplets.
For the symplectic formalism [130, 212, 131] of the special Kalher manifold M, one
considers the tensor bundle of the type H = SV 
L. Here, SV !M denotes a holomorphic
at vector bundle of rank 2n
v




, and L ! M













; = 0; 1; :::; n
v
; (94)
which is dened for each coordinate patch U
i
M of the (Hodge-Kahler) manifoldM and
transforms as a vector under the symplectic transformation Sp(2n
v
+ 2;R). The Hodge-
Kahler manifoldM with a bundle H described above is called special Kahler, if the Kahler




































 denotes a symplectic inner product.














Then, by denition, V satises the constraint [210, 159, 209, 128, 126]:
1 = ihV j



























































(a = 1; :::; n
v
): (99)
Then, period matrix N

(which corresponds to the gauge kinetic matrix in the N = 2






















The additional two dimensions in SV come from a vector eld in the supergravity multiplet.
16
Alternatively, one can dene special Kahler manifold by introducing the symplectic section V (96)
satisfying the constraint (97). Then, the Kahler potential is determined in terms of the holomorphic section

 as in (95) through the constraint (97) with (96) substituted.
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As a consequence, under the dieomorphism of the base manifoldM, N

transforms frac-
tional linearly, like the gauge kinetic matrix (Cf. (71)).
Note, in the above symplectic formalism of the special Kahler manifold no reference was
made on the prepotential. In fact, for some cases, the existence of the prepotential is not
even guaranteed
17
[134]. We now discuss how the concept of the prepotential emerges within
the framework of symplectic formalism.










where the factor e
 f
corresponds to a U(1) Kahler transformation (i.e. K transforms as
K ! K + Re f(z)) and M 2 Sp(2n + 2;R), and N

transforms fractional linearly just
like a gauge kinetic matrix (Cf. (71)). From the transformation law (103) with M = I, one
can infer that X

can be regarded as homogeneous coordinates of a (n
v
+ 1)-dimensional


















) is invertible [130]. In this case, due to the integrability condition following from
(97) and (98), the lower components F

of 















of degree 2 in X









(a = 1; :::; n
v





F (X). In terms of F and z
a
, the Kahler potential K is expressed as [208]


















Hypergeometry N = 2 hypermultiplet consists of a doublet of 0-form spinors with left
and right chiralities, and 4 real scalars, which can be locally regarded as the 4 components of
a quaternion. The scalars q
v




hypermultiplets form a 4n
H
-dimensional











This manifold is endowed with 3 complex structures J
x
: T (HM) ! T (HM) (x = 1; 2; 3)










. The metric h
uv
(q) is hermitian







Y) = h(X;Y); X;Y 2 T HM: (107)
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. Supersymmetry requires the existence of a principal SU(2)-bundle
SU ! HM with a connection !
x
. The manifold HM is dened by requiring that K
x
is














There are two types of hypergeometry: rigid [local] hypergeometry corresponding to
global [local]N = 2 supersymmetry is called HyperKahler [quaternionic]. The only dierence
between the two manifolds are the structure of the SU -bundle. A HyperKahler manifold
has the at SU -bundle, and a quaternionic manifold has the curvature of the SU -bundle


























where  is a real number related to the scale of the quaternionic manifold. In the limit
!1, quaternionic manifold becomes Hyperkahler manifold [6].
The manifold HM has the following holonomy group:
Hol(HM) = SU(2)
H for quaternionic manifold;
Hol(HM) = 1
H for HyperKahler manifold; (112)
where H  Sp(2n
H
;R). We denote the at indices that run in the fundamental repre-
sentation of SU(2) [Sp(2n
H
;R)] as i; j = 1; 2 [;  = 1; :::; 2n
H
]. Then, the metric of the





























] is the at Sp(2n
H
) [Sp(2)  SU(2)] invariant metric.
The vielbein U
i





































(x = 1; 2; 3) are the Pauli spin matrices. Also, U
i














The curvature 2-form 
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3.2 Target Space and Strong-Weak Coupling Dualities of Het-
erotic String on a Torus
3.2.1 Eective Field Theory of Heterotic String
The eective eld theory of massless states in heterotic string is D = 10 N = 1 supergravity
coupled to N = 1 super-Maxwell theory [135, 72, 140]. The massless bosonic elds of















and dilaton eld , where 0  M;N  9 and 1  I  16.















































+cyc: perms:, respectively. TheD = 10 eective action [135, 72, 140, 109]






















































is the D = 10 gravitational
constant
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. For the spacetime vector index convention, the characters (A;B; :::) and (M;N; :::)
denote at and curved indices, respectively.


























































































































, and curved indices















(those with several indices are dened as the antisymmetrized






















3.2.2 Kaluza-Klein Reduction and Moduli Space
The eective eld theory of massless bosonic elds in heterotic string on a Narain torus
[476, 477] at a generic point of moduli space is obtained by compactifying D = 10 eective
eld discussed in the previous section on T
10 D
[461, 553].
Before we discuss the compactication Ansatz, we x our notation for indices. General
indices running over D = 10 are denoted by upper-case letters (A;B; :::;M;N; :::). The
lower-case Greek letters (; :::; ;; ; :::) are for D < 10 spacetime coordinates and the
lower-case Latin letters (a; b; :::;m;n; :::) are for the internal coordinates. The at indices
are denoted by the letters in the beginning of alphabets (A;B; :::;; ; :::; a; b; :::) and curved
indices are denoted by the letters at the latter parts of alphabets (M;N; :::;; ; :::;m;n; :::).
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The compactication [412, 430, 141, 521, 522, 461, 245, 223] on T
10 D
is achieved by










































is the D-dimensional dilaton and a 
2
D 2
. Then, the aective action is specied
by the following massless bosonic elds: the (Einstein-frame) graviton g

, the dilaton ',




















































, the 2-form eld B



















+ cyc:perms:, and the following symmetric O(10 D; 26 D) matrix of



































































] are dened in terms of the internal
parts of D = 10 elds. M can be expressed in terms of the following O(10   D; 26   D)






















where E  [e
a
m




















]. V plays a role of a Vielbein in the
O(10 D; 26 D) target space. Note, M parameterizes the quotient space O(10 D; 26 
D)=[O(10 D)O(26 D)] with dimensions 26  36D+D
2
. The dimensionality precisely















The resulting theory in D < 10 corresponds to 26   D vector multiplets coupled to





, 10 D graviphotons A
(R) a

(a = 1; :::; 10 D), dilaton ', gravitinos  


( = 1; :::; N) and dilatinos 





(I = 1; :::; 26   D), (10   D)  (26   D) scalars 
aI
parameterizing the
coset O(10 D; 26 D)=[O(10 D)O(26 D)] and gauginos 
I
. At the string level, the
10 D graviphotons originate from the right moving sector of the heterotic string and the
26  D photons in the vector multiplets originate from the left moving sector. In terms of





gauge group, the graviphoton eld strengths F
(R) a


























and the O(10 D; 26 D) invariant metric L is dened in (127).






























































































gauge eld strengths. Here, the D < 10 gravitational constant G
D
is dened in terms of the

















is the radius of internal circles. The
Einstein-frame metric g















































In particular for D = 4, the supersymmetry transformations (119) of fermionic elds in



















































































































is the composite SO(6) connection and S is the axion-dilaton
eld dened in section 3.2.3. Here, the D = 10 gamma matrices  
A
(A = 0; 1; :::; 9) are
decomposed into the D < 10 spacetime parts 

( = 0; 1; :::; D   1) and the internal space
parts  
a
(a = 1; :::; 10 D).
3.2.3 Duality Symmetries
The D < 10 eective action (124) is invariant under the O(10 D; 26 D) transformations















































denotes the n n identity matrix.
When electric/magnetic charges are quantized according to the Dirac-Schwinger-
Zwanzinger-Witten (DSZW) quantization rule [216, 539, 540, 635, 636, 633, 634, 623], the
quantized, conserved electric ~ and magnetic
~
 charge vectors live on the even, self-dual,
Lorentzian lattice  [406, 550]. The subset of O(10 D; 26 D;R) symmetry that preserves
the lattice  is O(10 D; 26 D;Z), the so-called T -duality group of heterotic string on a
torus. T -duality symmetry is a perturbative symmetry, which is proven to be exact to order












= 1 in most of cases.
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In addition, the eective eld theory has an on-shell symmetry called strong-weak cou-
pling duality (S-duality) [266, 530, 537, 538, 549, 550, 551, 552, 553]. The equations of
motion for (124) are invariant under the SO(1; 1) [SL(2;R)] transformation for 5  D  10
[D = 4]. Such transformations mix electric and magnetic charges, while transforming the
dilaton in a nontrivial way. When the DSZW quantization is taken into account, such duality
groups break down to integer-valued subgroups Z
2
and SL(2;Z) for 5  D  10 and D = 4,
respectively. These are the conjectured S-dualities in heterotic string.
As an example, we discuss the D = 4 SL(2;R) symmetry. D = 4 case is special
for the following reason. Since the 2-form eld strengths are self-dual under the Hodge-
duality, U(1) gauge elds obey electric-magnetic duality transformations, which leave the

















forming a complex scalar S = 	+ ie
 '
with dilaton '. The (Einstein-frame) D = 4 theory



































, and a; b; c; d 2 R satisfy ad  bc = 1.
The instanton eect breaks the SL(2;R) symmetry down to SL(2;Z) [562, 550]. The
electric and magnetic \lattice charge vectors" [553] ~ and
~
 that live on an even, self-




































 [550]. Under the S-duality, ~ and
~
















where a; b; c; d are integers satisfying ad  bc = 1.
3.2.4 Solution Generating Symmetries
For stationary solutions, which have the Killing time coordinate, one can further perform
Abelian KK compactication of the time coordinate on S
1
. The T -duality transformation
of such (D   1)-dimensional action can be applied to a known D-dimensional solution to
generate new types of solutions in D dimensions with dierent spacetime structure [249, 332,
462, 221, 442, 145, 146, 142, 97, 545, 546, 337, 547, 555, 389, 276].
The basic idea on solution generating symmetry is as follows. If the background congura-





transform as vectors, where  = 1; :::; D  1. In addition, B
t
transforms
as a vector under the (time-independent) gauge transformation of the 2-form eld. So, one




to the existing D-dimensional














transform as scalars under the transformations mentioned above,
the scalar matrix of moduli is enlarged to a (38  2D) (38  2D) matrix [555].
Under the T -duality of the (D 1)-dimensional eective action, the (t; t)-component of the
D-dimensional metric g








, and the (t; )-components of g





the (t; ) components of B

. So, unlike the D-dimensional T -duality transformation, which
leaves the D-dimensional spacetime intact, the (D 1)-dimensional T -duality transformation
can be applied to a known D-dimensional solution to generate new solutions with dierent
spacetime structure. In particular, such transformations can be imposed on charge neutral
solutions to generate electrically charged (under the D-dimensional U(1)
36 2D
gauge group)
solutions: 36   2D SO(1; 1) boosts in the (D   1)-dimensional T -duality group generate
electric charges of U(1)
36 2D
gauge eld when acted on charge neutral solutions
20









































































































































































































































































































































































































D = 3 case is special since a 2-form eld strength is dual to a scalar. So, the scalar moduli
space is enlarged from O(7; 23;Z)nO(7; 23)=[O(7) O(23)] to O(8; 24;Z)nO(8; 24)=[O(8)
O(24)] [554]. The O(8; 24;Z) duality symmetry are generated by D = 4 SL(2;Z) S-duality
and D = 3 O(7; 23;Z) T -duality [554], just as U -duality in type-II string is generated by S-
duality in D = 10 and T -duality in D < 10 [377]. The O(8; 24;Z) symmetry transformation
puts the axion-dilaton eld on the same putting as the other moduli elds and, therefore, is
non-perturbative in nature.
20
When acted on magnetically charged solutions, such transformations induce unphysical Taub-NUT
charge [555]. This is due to the singularity of Dirac monopole.
40
Since we consider stationary solution, i.e. a solution with isometry in the time direction,
we compactify the time coordinate as well as other internal space coordinates on T
7
to obtain
D = 3 eective action ((124) with D = 3 and now  = r; ; ; m = t; 1; :::; 6). Such action
has an o-shell symmetry under the O(7; 23) transformation (126). The DSZW quantization
condition breaks this symmetry to integer valued O(7; 23;Z) subset.
In D = 3, one can perform the following Hodge-duality transformations to trade the
D = 3 U(1) elds A
i






























is the D = 3 space metric and i; j = 1; :::; 30. Here, M is a symmetric O(7; 23)
matrix dened as in (121) but now the time-component is included, and L is an O(7; 23)
invariant metric dened in (127). So, the D = 3 eective theory is described only in terms





















is the Ricci scalar of h

. M is a symmetric O(8; 24) matrix of D = 3














































































































When electric and magnetic charges are quantized according to the DSZW quantization
condition, the O(8; 24) is broken down to O(8; 24;Z). Since O(8; 24;Z) is generated by the
conjectured S-duality in D = 4 and T -duality in D = 3 (which is proven to hold order by
order in string coupling), the establishing O(8; 24;Z) invariance of the full string theory is
equivalent to proving the S-duality in D = 4 [554].
3.3 String-String Duality in Six Dimensions
Six dimensions is special in the duality of (d 1)-branes [232]. A (d 1)-brane inD dimensions
is dual to a (
~
d   1)-brane (
~
d  D   d   2) under the Hodge-dual transformation of eld
strengths. So, in particular the heterotic string (1-brane) in D = 6 is dual to another string
(
~
d = 6  2  2 = 2) [224]. In fact, it was found out by Du et. al. [244, 591] that the type-
IIA string compactied on K3 surface has the same moduli space as that of the heterotic
string compactied on T
4
, i.e. O(4; 20;Z)=O(4; 20;R)n[O(4;R)O(20;R)]. Based on these
41
observations, it is conjectured [628] that the heterotic string on T
4
is dual to the Type-IIA
string onK3 surface, the so-called string-string duality inD = 6 [628, 377, 224, 227, 233, 336].
The eective action of heterotic string compactied on T
4




































































where  = 0; :::; 5, i = 1; :::; 24, L is an O(4; 20) invariant metric and M is an symmetric




= L. (Denitions of D = 6 elds in terms of the
D = 10 elds are given in section 3.2.2.) The eld strengths of the U(1) gauge elds and




























) + cyc: perms:: (141)











































































































where now the corresponding D = 6 elds in type-IIA theory are denoted with primes. Note,
the eld strength of B
0










+ cyc: perms:: (143)
The scalars and metric are dened similarly as those in the eective action (140) of heterotic
string on T
4
. But since the K3 surface does not have a continuous isometry, there are no




and the 3-form A
(10)
MNP
in the R-R sector.
These two string-frame eective actions are described by the same eld degrees of freedom
and have the same modular space. So, they can be identied as the same action, provided
we perform the following conformal transformation of the metric and the Hodge-duality

































Under the string-string duality, the dilaton changes its sign, indicating that the string cou-
pling  = e
 hi
of the dual theory is inverse of the original theory. So, a perturbative string
state (weak string coupling   1) in one theory is mapped to a non-perturbative string
state (strong string coupling  1) under the string-string duality. For example, perturba-
tive, singular, fundamental string in one theory is mapped to non-perturbative soliton string
in the other theory [558].
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3.3.1 String-String-String Triality
Upon toroidal compactication to D = 4, the D = 6 string-string duality (144) interchanges
the D = 4 S-duality and the (T
2
part of) T -duality [224], while the dilaton-axion eld and
the Kahler structure of T
2
are interchanged. So, the axion-dilaton eld of the string-string
duality transformed theory is given by the Kahler structure of the original theory. Note, the
T
2




contains not only the SL(2;Z) factor parameterized by the Kahler structure of T
2
but also the
other SL(2;Z) factor parameterized by the complex structure of T
2
[213, 563, 227]. Namely,
the eective D = 4 theory has the SL(2;Z)  SL(2;Z)  SL(2;Z) symmetry with each
SL(2;Z) factor respectively parameterized by the dilaton-axion eld, the Kahler structure
and the complex structure. So, on the ground of symmetry argument, one expects another
string theory whose axion-dilaton eld is given by the complex structure of the original theory
[234]. In fact, mirror symmetry [315, 368, 316, 24, 313] exchanges the complex structure
and the Kahler structures of an internal manifold. In particular, the mirror symmetry
exchanges the type-IIA and type-IIB strings, and transforms heterotic string into itself.
Thus, combining the D = 6 string-string duality (which interchanges the dilaton-axion eld
and the Kahler structure) and the Mirror symmetry (which interchanges the Kahler structure
and the complex structure), we establish the \triality" [234] among the heterotic string on
K3 T
2
and the type-IIA and type-IIB strings on the Calabi-Yau-threefold.
For the purpose of illustrating the triality among these three theories, we consider only
the T
2
part and the NS-NS sector (which is common to the three theories) described by the






































All the three theories with such truncation have the eective actions of this form. We
label these three D = 4 theories as F
XY Z
, where F = H;A;B respectively denoting the
heterotic theory, the type-IIA theory and the type-IIB theory, and the subscripts X; Y; Z
respectively are the axion-dilaton eld, the Kahler structure and the complex structure of
the theory. We can take any of these three theories as the starting point, but for the purpose
of deniteness we start with the heterotic string and impose the string-string duality and
the Mirror symmetry to obtain all other 5 theories.
Compactication on T
2































where ;  = 0; :::; 3 are the D = 4 spacetime indices and m;n = 1; 2 are the internal space















































are respectively the D = 4 dilaton (dened below), Einstein-
frame metric, the KK U(1) gauge eld, the 2-form eld and the internal metric.
To express the D = 4 eective action in an SL(2;Z)SL(2;Z) T -duality invariant form,
















































is the eld strength of B

. Then, from the above real scalars we dene the






















which (within the framework of the heterotic string) are respectively the dilaton-axion eld,
the Kahler structure and the complex structure.













































































































and the U(1) gauge elds A
i
























. Here, L is an SL(2;Z) invariant metric. The action is manifestly invariant under
































































where a; b; c; d 2 Z satisfy ad  bc = 1, and ?F
i

is the Hodge-dual (dened from the action




We denote the theory described by (151) as H
STU
, meaning the heterotic theory with
the dilaton-axion eld, the Kahler structure and the complex structure given respectively by
S; T; U dened in (150). Under the Mirror symmetry, the Kahler structure and the complex
structure are interchanged, and therefore we obtain H
SUT
theory, i.e. the heterotic string
with the Kahler structure and the complex structure now respectively given by U and T





as the S-strings, meaning the string theories with the dilaton-axion eld
given by S dened in (150).
Under theD = 6 string-string duality (144), theH
STU





is transformed to B
TUS




are the T -strings.
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. Under the Mirror symmetry,
B
UTS
is transformed to A
UST





We comment on relation of the D = 4 S-duality to the D = 6 string-string duality. Since
eect of the D = 6 string-string duality on the D = 4 theory is to interchange the complex
structure and the dilaton-axion eld, the SL(2;Z) subset T -duality of one theory accounts for
the S-duality of the string-string duality transformed theory [231, 224]. Namely, the large-
small radius T -duality (R ! 
0





) of the dual theory. In terms of transformation of U(1) gauge
elds, one can understand this as follows [234]. Under the string-string duality, electric
[magnetic] charges of 2-form U(1) gauge elds of one theory is transformed to magnetic
[electric] charges of 2-form U(1) gauge elds of the dual theory, while those of KK U(1)
elds remain inert. Since the T -duality interchanges KK U(1) gauge elds and 2-form U(1)
gauge elds (associated with the same internal coordinates), under the combined action of
the D = 6 string-string duality and the D = 4 T -duality, electric [magnetic] charges of KK
U(1) gauge elds and magnetic [electric] charges of 2-form U(1) gauge elds are exchanged,
which is exactly the D = 4 S-duality. Thus, since the T -duality is proven to hold order by
order in string coupling, proof of the conjectured D = 4 S-duality amounts to proof of the
D = 6 string-string duality, and vice versa.
Since the string-string duality interchanges the dilaton-axion eld with the Kahler struc-
ture, the string coupling g
2




of the dual theory [224]. So, string quantum corrections controlled by the string coupling in
one theory correspond to the stringy classical corrections (
0
corrections) controlled by the
worldsheet coupling in the dual theory; the 
0
[quantum] corrections in one theory can be
understood in terms of the quantum [
0
] corrections of the dual theory.
3.4 U-duality and Eleven-Dimensional Supergravity
Hull and Townsend [377] conjectured that the type-II superstring theories on a torus has full
symmetry of low-energy eective eld theory, which is larger than the direct product of the
D = 10 SL(2;Z) S-duality and the O(10  d; 10  d;Z) T -duality in D = d < 10 [302]. For
example, the eective action of type-II string on T
6
, which is D = 4, N = 8 supergravity
[157, 158], has an on-shell E
7(7)
symmetry [158], which contains SL(2;R)  O(6; 6) as the
maximal subgroup. Hull and Townsend [377] conjectured that the subgroup E
7
(Z) (broken
due to the DSZW charge quantizations) extends to the full string theory as a new unied
duality group, called U -duality. U -duality unies the S and T dualities and mixes -model
and string coupling constants.
The discrete subgroup E
7
(Z) is the intersection of the continuous E
7(7)
group and the





\ Sp(28;Z) [377]. Under U -duality, a set of 28  2 electric
and magnetic charges transform as a vector, and all the scalars in the theory mix among
themselves. Unlike other types of duality, which assigns a special role to the dilaton, under
U -duality the dilaton is on the same footing as moduli. Thus, unlike T -duality which is
perturbative in nature, U -duality, like S-duality [553], is non-perturbative in nature, so
cannot be tested within perturbative spectrum of string theories.
We list the conjectured U -duality groups in various dimensions [377]. Note, the duality
group in higher dimensions is a subgroup of lower dimensional duality group, since it survives
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compactication (Cf. The duality group does not act on the Einstein-frame metric.). The
SO(10   d; 10   d;Z) T -duality in D = d < 10 and the SL(2;Z) S-duality in D = 10 are
unied to U -duality for d < 8. The U -duality groups are, in the descending order starting











U -duality groups in D = d are generated by the T -duality in D = d and n numbers of
U -duality groups in D = d+ 1 [377], where n is the possible numbers of ways in which one
can compactify from D = 10 to D = d+ 1 and then down to D = d.
In comparison, the heterotic string on T
10 d
with d > 3 maintains the duality group in
the form (T -duality group)  (S-duality group), i.e. SO(10 d; 26 d;Z)Z
2
for 10  d  5
or SO(10  d; 26  d;Z) SL(2;Z) for d = 4. For d = 3 [554] and d = 2 [556], the T - and
S-dualities are unied to U -duality given by SO(8; 24;Z) and SO(8; 24)
(1)
(Z), respectively.
As we will see in section 7.1, BPS electric states are within perturbative spectrum of
heterotic string [246]; all the 28 electric charges in the heterotic string on T
6
are related
through the \perturbative" O(6; 22;Z) T -duality. Also, there is non-perturbative spectrum
carrying the remaining 28 magnetic charges, related to perturbative spectrum via the Z
2
subset of the \non-perturbative" SL(2;Z) S-duality [551, 537, 482]. These magnetic charges
are carried by solitons. The mass of a state in heterotic string on T
6
carrying electric
[magnetic] charges of the U(1)
28
gauge group behaves as  1 [ 1=g
2
s
] in the string frame,
as expected for a fundamental string [a soliton].
For the type-II string, only 12 of the 28 electric charges couple to perturbative string
states, since the remaining 16 electric charges are R-R charges, which cannot be coupled
to perturbative string states. The Z
2
subgroup of the SL(2;Z) S-duality group relates
these perturbative states to solitonic states carrying 12 magnetic charges of the same 12
U(1) gauge elds. The remaining 16 electric and 16 magnetic charges of the U(1)
16
gauge
group are carried by another type of non-perturbative states, whose mass behaves as  1=g
s
.
Thus, under the (T -duality) (S-duality) subgroup, i.e. SO(6; 6;Z)SL(2;Z)  E
7
(Z), the
fundamental representation 56 (representing 28 electric and 28 magnetic charges of theD = 4
U(1)
28
gauge group) is decomposed as 56 = (12; 2) (32; 1). Here, the rst factor (12; 2)
corresponds to the 12 numbers of SL(2;Z) doublets of perturbative and solitonic states
in the NS-NS sector and the second factor (32; 1) denotes the remaining non-perturbative
states, which are singlets under the SL(2;Z) group and carries 16 electric and 16 magnetic
charges of 16 U(1) gauge elds in the R-R sector.
Since the O(6; 6;Z) T -duality group of the type-II string on T
6
mixes only NS-NS charges
among themselves, it is not inconsistent that string states carry only NS-NS charges. How-
ever, it is not consistent with the conjectured U -duality, since U -duality puts all the 28 2
electric and magnetic charges of D = 4 U(1)
28
gauge group on the same putting. In addition,
as we saw in the decomposition of the 56 representation, the U -duality requires existence of
additional 16+16 electric and magnetic charges in the RR-sector that transform irreducibly
under the O(6; 6;Z) T -duality group. Hence, one leads to the conclusion that all the RR
charges, which cannot be carried by perturbative string states or solitons, should be carried
by another type of non-perturbative states. The low-energy or long-distance description of
these non-perturbative string states is R-R p-branes or black holes. In the original work by
Hull and Townsend [377], they show that all the R-R charged black holes can arise from
extreme p-branes of the D = 10 eective supergravity via dimensional reduction.
In [494], Polchinski shows that the states carrying R-R charges can be realized within
string theories without introducing exotic extended objects like p-branes. Such objects are
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D-branes [191, 441], boundaries to which the ends of open strings (with Dirichlet boundary
condition) are attached. D-branes carry one unit of R-R charges. D-branes are dynamic
objects and the open string states describe their uctuations. In the strong coupling limit,
D-branes become black holes. Such identication made it possible to give precise statistical
explanation of black hole entropy. In chapter 8, we will summarize aspects of D-branes and
the recent development in D-brane calculation of black hole entropy.
In the following sections, we discuss the S-duality of the type-IIB string and the T -
duality of type-II string on a torus. The U -duality of type-II string on a torus is generated
by these two dualities. In particular, starting from generating black holes of type-II theories
on a torus, one obtains black holes with the general charge conguration by applying the S-
duality and the T -duality transformations. For p-branes in type-II theories, one can generate
p-branes of the general charge conguration by rst imposing SO(1; 1) boost on a charge
neutral solution to induce KK electric charge and then applying the T - and the S-duality
transformations and/or another SO(1; 1) boosts sequentially.
3.5 S-Duality of Type-IIB String
The type-IIB string [308, 529] has the SL(2;Z) symmetry [377]. The Z
2
 SL(2;Z) transfor-




(coupled to a perturbative string state)




(coupled to a non-perturbative D-brane) while changing
the sign of the dilaton (or inverting the string coupling). So, the SL(2;Z) symmetry is a
strong-weak coupling duality.
It is well-known that a covariant eective action for type-IIB string does not exist, while
only the eld equations [529, 372] exist. The only problem with construction of the covariant
eective action is the R-R 4-form potential
^
D (with the self-dual 5-form eld strength
^
F ),




F cannot be derived from the covariant action. So, to
construct the covariant eective action for type-IIB string, one is forced to set
^
D to zero.
However, it is found in [70] that one can construct the type-IIB eective action which gives
rise to the correct eld equations and compacties to the correct action for the dimensionally
reduced type-IIB theories without setting
^
D to zero. In this approach, one keeps
^
F dierent
from zero in the eective action but eliminates the self-duality constraint. After the eld
equations are obtained from this eective action, the self-duality constraint is imposed in
order to get the correct eld equations for the type-IIB theory.






















































































and the 3-form potential
^























































 are innitesimal gauge transformation parameters.
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The SL(2;Z) symmetry of the type-IIB theory is manifest in the eective action in the




















































































M is a 2 2 real matrix formed by the complex scalar
^

















































; ! 2 SL(2;R): (159)
The SL(2;R) transformation on
^










DSZW type charge quantization is taken into account, the SL(2;R) symmetry breaks down
to the SL(2;Z) subset.
3.6 T -Duality of Toroidally Compactied Strings
Closed strings in D dimensions in target space background with d commuting isometries
have O(d; d;Z) T -duality symmetry [304, 563, 300, 301]. The O(d; d;Z) symmetry is a
perturbative symmetry proven to hold order by order in string coupling. For heterotic
string, the symmetry is enlarged to O(d; d+16;Z) due to the additional rank 16 background
gauge elds. Under the Z
2













), the type-IIA and the type-IIB
theories are interchanged if odd number of circles are acted on by the Z
2
transformations,
while heterotic string transforms to itself. The Z
2
transformation between the type-IIA
and the type-IIB strings at the eective eld theory level is understood as eld redenition
between type-IIA and type-IIB theories, since the compactication of the type-IIA and the
type-IIB supergravities leads to the same supergravity theory.
We consider the bosonic string worldsheet -model with only NS-NS sector elds (target
space metric G

(X), 2-form potential B

(X) and dilaton (X)), which are common to
both type-II and heterotic strings, turned on. The action with the (curved) D-dimensional




































] = 0. Then, the
background elds become independent of X
i
.
First, we consider the case where the background elds have only one isometry (d = 1)
along, say, the direction  = X
0
. The T -dual pair -model actions are obtained by gauging
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the Abelian isometry. Following the procedures discussed in [98, 99, 100, 78, 80], one obtains
the action dual to (160) with the dual background elds (with primes) related to the original



































































) (a = 1; :::; D   1). This is the curved background generalization of the
R! 
0
=R T -duality of closed strings on S
1
.
Alternatively, the dual pair -models are obtained by the method of chiral currents [512].
One starts with a (D+ d)-dimensional -model with d Abelian (left-handed) chiral currents
J
i
















































































































































































, one has the following


















































































































and the upper [lower] signs in  and  correspond to the axial [vector] gauged -model.
















































































] denoting the symmetric [the antisymmetric] part of E
















are related under the combined operations of the sign
reversal of  and  
L













equivalence of two gaugings at least locally. To achieve global equivalence of the two gaugings,

















so-called \vector-axial duality" [422]).
One can relate S

D






. Then, the background elds in S

D






































































From this, transformation rule of background elds under T -duality that relates the dual pair
bosonic string -model actions (one related to S
+
D







have isometry along only one coordinate direction (d = 1), one recovers the factorized
duality transformation (161).
We discuss transformations [301, 305] that relate the dierent backgrounds (of the same
action) describing the equivalent conformal eld theory. S

D
have the manifest invariance






























































2 O(d; d;Z); (167)



















































case corresponds to the transformation in the toroidal background.
The O(d; d;Z) transformation is generated by the following transformations.































































s:t: A 2 GL(2;Z): (171)
 Factorized dualities D
i










































































































































;  !  ; (174)













































































































We now specialize to strings in at background (i.e. toroidal compactication) to under-
stand properties of perturbative string spectrum under T -duality. The relevant part of the




















































and i; j = 1; :::; d. Here, m
i







can be collected into the \background matrix" E = G + B. The
matrix E is a special case of E

in (165) where E

do not depend on X
a
























The mode expansions of X
i









































































where we made analytic continuation  !  i and the momentum zero modes p
i
take
































































































































































































transforming as a vector under O(d; d;R), form an even self-dual Lorentzian lattice  
(d;d)

























is invariant only under its maximal compact subgroup O(d;R)O(d;R). So, the zero-mode





) and hence  
(d;d)
are in one-to-one correspondence with a particular background
E = G+B. Thus, the moduli space is isomorphic to O(d; d;R)=[O(d;R) O(d;R)].

























are manifestly invariant under O(d; d;Z); the spectrum is O(d; d;Z) invariant. The
O(d; d;Z) transformation is generated [304, 563, 300, 301] by integer -parameter shift of E,
the GL(2;Z) transformation and the factorized duality D
i
, as discussed above. Particularly,
under GL(d;Z), which changes the basis of 
d
, E ! AEA
T





(A 2 GL(d;Z)). In addition, the spectrum is invariant under the worldsheet parity [301]
 !  , which acts on E as B !  B. The eect of the worldsheet parity on the spectrum









above transformations generate the full spectrum preserving symmetry group G
d
.
A particular element g of O(d; d;Z) with a = d = 0 and b = c = I, i.e. E ! E
 1
[304, 563], corresponds to vector-axial duality symmetry (165). Under this transformation,
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n$ m and the Hamiltonian (179) is manifestly invariant. When B = 0, the transformation
becomes G ! G
 1
, i.e. the volume inversion of T
d
. A signicance of E ! E
 1
is that the






at a single xed point
G = I and B = 0. The gauge symmetry is maximally enhanced [304] at xed points under
E ! E
 1





(M 2 SL(d;Z)). Hence, an enhanced symmetry point corresponds to an orbifold singularity
point [218, 219] in the moduli space under some non-trivial O(d; d;Z) transformation. At
the xed point, E takes the following form in terms of the Cartan matrix C
ij
of the rank d,














= 0 (i < j): (184)
Non-maximally enhanced symmetry points correspond to xed points under factorized duali-
tiesD
i
instead of the full inversion E ! E
 1
. A simplest but non-trivial example is the d = 2
case (i.e. compactication on T
2
), which we discuss in section 4.2.2. At the xed point E = I
under E ! E
 1















These xed points correspond to orbifold singularities [563] in the fundamental domain




In this section, we discuss some aspects ofM -theory. We illustrate how dierent superstring
theories emerge from dierent moduli space of compactied M -theory and discuss the M -
theory origin of string dualities.
In this picture, each of 5 dierent string theories represents a perturbative expansion
about dierent points in moduli space of the compactiedM -theory. Namely, 5 perturbative
string theories and uncompactiedM -theory are located at dierent subsets of moduli space,
and it is dualities that map one subset of moduli space to another, thereby making transition
between dierent theories. In the following, we illustrate this idea by showing how dierent
theories are achieved by taking dierent limits of parameters of moduli space and how
dualities are realized as transformations of parameters of moduli space.
First, we discuss the connection between the type-II theories and M-theory. Type-IIA




[379, 110, 230, 594, 628]. The type-IIA and the type-IIB theories are related












can think of the S
1









SL(2;R)  SL(2;R). Therefore, E, which parameterizes the moduli space
O(2; 2;R)=[O(2;R)  O(2;R)], is reparameterized by the complex coordinates  and  , each parameter-
izing SL(2;R)=U(1).
23
Note, due to the no-go theorem for KK compactication of the D = 11 supergravity [626], it might be
impossible to obtain a chiral theory like type-IIB supergravity through dimensional reduction. This no-go
theorem can be circumvented to obtain the (chiral) type-IIB theory by compactifying on orbifolds (rather
53
To understand the connection between type-II theories and M -theory, one has to com-




















] is measured with D = 10 string
frame metric of the type-IIA [the type-IIB] theory.















space before we understand the various limits in the moduli space. R
11

















, which is also the circle upon
which the type-IIA theory is compactied, the radius is measured dierently depending on
the dimensionality of spacetime. Note, we denoted the radius measured in D = 11 [in








(;  = 0; 1; :::; 9) of the type-IIA theory is related to the D = 11 metric G
(11)
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is the dilaton of the type-IIA theory,


















as follows. Under the T -duality between the type-IIA and








. By using other








We discuss the various limits in theM -theory moduli space of T
2




[22]: M -theory and the type-IIA,B theories are located at various limiting points in the T
2
-




) = (1;1) (i.e. the decompactication








! 1) of the type-IIA theory
[628, 594]. The (uncompactied) type-IIA theory, dened as R
A


















and nite string coupling g
(B)
s


































! 0. So, in terms of parameters of T
2
, the (uncompactied)












nite. The value of g
(B)
s




) ! (0; 0) is




) = (0; 0) is not really a point in the moduli space.
























. Such interchange of 2 circles is a subset of more general SL(2;Z)
reparameterization of T
2
, which acts on the complex modulus  of T
2
fractional linearly.
Thus, the reparameterization symmetry of T
2
, upon which M -theory is compactied, mani-
fests in the type-IIB theory as the SL(2;Z) S-duality [377], which acts on the complex scalar
 = + ie
 
(formed by 0-form  and the dilaton 
B
) fractional linearly.





heterotic strings and type-I string. To understand the connection between M -theory and







, i.e. a cylinder of length L and radius R.
We rst comment on the relation of type-I string theory to M -theory. One can think of
than manifolds) [354, 195, 632, 561]. In the case of compactication of M -theory on T
2
(which is relevant
to our discussion), when the size of T
2
goes to zero at the xed shape, one obtains \chiral" type-IIB theory,
due to additional massive `wrapping' modes (of membrane) which become massless [79, 22, 533, 534].
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The string coupling g
s






the type-I theory as an `orientifold' of the type-IIB theory, namely a theory of unoriented
closed string (gauged under the worldsheet parity transformation 
 [351, 352, 505]) and open
string with SO(32) Chan-Paton factor [310]. To see the direct relation to M -theory, it is
convenient to rst compactify one spatial coordinate, which we call Y , of the type-I theory
on S
1
and then T -dualize along the S
1
-direction, inverting the radius of S
1
. We call such
theory as the type-I
0
theory [191, 501]. Since the dual coordinate
~
Y is pseudo-scalar under
the worldsheet parity transformation (i.e. 
[
~









with xed points at
~
Y = 0; . So, the type-I
0
theory is



























of length L gives rise to spacetime
with two D = 10 faces (the so-called \end-of-the-world 9-branes") which are separated by a
distance L. Each of the two faces carries an E
8









theory is interpreted as a
cylindricalM 2-brane attached between the two faces. (So, the intersection of the cylindrical











 1) the two faces move apart far away from each other,
revealing the extra 11-th space dimension [594, 628, 353, 354]. When the separation is very
small (L  0), the cylindrical M 2-brane is well approximated by a closed string in D = 10.










theory.) Finally, the SO(32)




heterotic theory via T -duality [476, 477, 299], and
to the type-I theory via S-duality [628, 185, 376, 501]. A corollary of the these dualities is






and the SO(32) theories on S
1
[534].







terms of parameters L and R [353, 354]. An obvious limit in the moduli space is the small

























. The second obvious limit
is R ! 0. In this limit, the M 2-brane wrapped around the cylinder looks like open string




of the length L, i.e. the (uncompactied) type-I
0
open
string with SO(16) Chan-Paton factor attached at each end located at the 9-plane boundary.





heterotic string on S
1







down to subgroups [627], e.g. U(1)
16
or SO(16) SO(16) depending on the choice




heterotic string on S
1
with gauge group
SO(16)  SO(16) is obtained from the SO(32) heterotic string on S
1
with gauge group
SO(16) SO(16) by inverting the radius of S
1
. As R is decreased to a small value, one can
switch to the SO(32) heterotic string on S
1





and SO(32) heterotic strings. For this case, the string coupling of the
SO(32) heterotic string is g
het
s
= L=R, which is small as long as R  L. As the radius R
approaches smaller value so that R becomes much smaller than L, one can switch to the
type-I theory by applying the S-duality between the SO(32) heterotic string and the type-I









transformation that exchanges two moduli R and L of the cylinder, the string
55
couplings of the type-I and the SO(32) heterotic theories are inverted, thereby manifesting
as the non-perturbative type-I/heterotic duality.
In the limit (R;L)! (0; 0) with xed small g
I
s
= R=L, one has the uncompactied type-I
theory. This is understood as follows. We saw that the type-I
0
theory, which is obtained
from the type-I theory on S
1
by inverting the radius, is the R! 0 limit of M -theory on the
cylinder. If we further let the length L of the cylinder approach zero, then in the type-I side
the radius of S
1
, upon which the type-I theory is compactied, approach innity (i.e. the
decompactication limit of the type-I theory).
So far, we discussed connections among M -theory and string theories with either N = 1
or N = 2 supersymmetry. One can further relate N = 1 and N = 2 theories. For this
purpose, one breaks 1=2 of supersymmetry in N = 2 theories by compactifying on a manifold
with non-trivial holonomy. An obvious example is the D = 6 string-string duality between
type-IIA theory on K3 and heterotic string on T
4
[378, 628]. Both of the D = 6 theories
have (non-chiral) N = 2 supersymmetry. A corollary of this duality is that M -theory on
K3 is equivalent to heterotic string on T
3
[628], since type-IIA theory is M -theory on S
1
.
The fundamental string in heterotic string on T
3
is nothing but M 5-brane wrapped around
a 4-cycle of K3 surface [224, 336, 595]. Furthermore, K3-compactied M 2-brane through
direct dimensional reduction is solitonic 5-brane in the heterotic theory wrapped around a
3-cycle of T
3
. Thus, it leads to the conjecture that the strong coupling limit of heterotic
string on T
3
is K3-compactied supermembrane in D = 11.
We point out that M -theory and string theories that are connected within the moduli
space (of either T
2






for the N = 1 string theories)
are on an equal putting if one includes \non-perturbative" branes, as well as perturbative
string states, within the spectra of the 5 superstring theories. Namely, a brane that appears
in one theory is necessarily related to branes of the other theories through the dimensional
reduction and/or dualities [533, 534]. In particular, all the branes in the 5 string theories
should have interpretations in terms ofM -branes through dimensional reductions and string
dualities. It turns out that p-branes obtained in this way have the right property as p-
branes of string theories [594] (e.g. the tension T of branes in string-frame depend on
the string coupling g
s





for a fundamental string, Dp-branes and
solitonic 5-brane, respectively) and the worldvolume actions (derived from those ofM -theory
[84, 85, 77, 75]) have the right forms [597, 86, 239, 523]. In the following, we discuss the
M -theory origin of branes in string theories.
First, we discuss branes in the type-IIA theory. Since the type-IIA theory is M -theory
compactied on S
1
, all of p-branes in type-IIA theory (i.e. a fundamental string and a
solitonic 5-brane in the NS-NS sector, and D p-branes with p = 0; 2; 4; 6; 8 in the R-R sector)
should be obtained in this way.
In D = 11, there are M 2-brane [84, 248] and M 5-brane [323] which are elementary and
solitonic branes carrying electric and magnetic charges of the 3-form potential, respectively.
Starting from M 2-brane [84, 85], one obtains either fundamental string [230, 248, 229] in
the NS-NS sector or the D 2-brane in the R-R sector, through double or direct dimensional
reduction. The fundamental string and D 4-brane obtained, respectively, from the M 2- and
M 5-branes via double dimensional reduction have the right dependence of the tensions on
g
s
, i.e.  1 and  1=g
s
, respectively.
Next, a D 0-brane can be thought of as the KK momentum mode of the D = 11 theory
on S
1








, which is the right dependence of the mass
on the string coupling for BPS states carrying R-R charges [628]. The integer n is the electric
charge of the KK U(1) gauge eld associated with the S
1
-direction, indicating that such KK
state is electrically charged under the 1-form potential in the R-R sector. The n = 1 KK
state is interpreted as a single D 0-brane and the n > 1 case corresponds to the (marginal)
bound state of n D 0-branes. The D 6-brane is regarded as the KK monopole [594], which
is magnetically charged under the 1-form potential in the R-R sector. For the D 8-brane,
currently there is no interpretation in terms of the D = 11 theory available yet.
Second, we discuss branes in type-IIB theory. In general, branes in type-IIB theory can
be obtained from those in type-IIA theory by applying the T -duality between type-IIA and
type-IIB theories [29, 71, 306, 197, 79]. For example, starting from D 2-brane of type-IIA
theory, one obtains D 1-brane of type-IIB theory by T -dualizing along one of coordinates
with the Neumann boundary condition (i.e. along a longitudinal direction of the D 2-brane).
The fundamental string and the solitonic 5-brane in the NS-NS sector are obtained from the
M 2- and the M 5-branes by dimensional reduction similarly as in the type-IIA case.
On the other hand, one can directly relate branes in the compactied type-IIB theory to
those in compactied M -theory by applying equivalence between type-IIB theory on S
1
and
M -theory on T
2
. In this relation, one identies complex modulus  of T
2
with the complex
scalar  of (uncompactied) type-IIB theory, i.e.  =  [531, 22]. (This is motivated by the
observation that the non-perturbative SL(2;Z) symmetry of type-IIB theory is interpreted
as the T
2
moduli group of M -theory on T
2
.)







of 2-form potentials in the NS-NS and the R-R sectors
[531], respectively, and are bound states of q
1
fundamental strings and q
2
D-strings. This




are relatively prime [631], due to the \tension gap" and charge conservation. In the string-



































is the tension of the fundamental string.
This tension formula has the right limiting behavior: T
(1;0)








for a D-string [494].




, one has 0-branes inD = 9 with
the momentum modem and the winding mode n around S
1
. This 0-brane of the D = 9 type-
IIB theory is identied with the M 2-brane wrapped around T
2
. Namely, the momentum
mode m [winding mode n] of the type-IIB string is interpreted in the M 2-brane language
as the wrapping [the KK modes] of the M 2-brane on T
2
. Through these identications, one
has relations between the tension of the fundamental string of (uncompactied) type-IIB
theory and the tension T
(M)
2


















, which is consistent




is the circumference of S
1
, upon which type-IIB
theory is compactied, and A
M
is the area of T
2
measured in the D = 11 metric.











in D = 9. This type-IIB string in D = 9 is identied




) homology cycle of T
2













 j. Such string of the compactied M -theory has the tension (mea-
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) transform linearly under SL(2;Z), while the complex scalar  transforms
fractional linearly, i.e. !
a+b
c+d
(ad  bc = 1).
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in the previous paragraph.
Second, we discuss the D = 9 p-branes related to D 3-brane [236] of (uncompactied)
type-IIB theory. By wrappingD 3-brane around S
1





in D = 9. Here, T
(B)
3
is the tension of D 3-brane in D = 10. This 2-brane of type-IIB theory
is identied with 2-brane in the T
2
-compactied M -theory obtained by direct dimensional
reduction of M 2-brane. Such identication of the two 2-branes of type-IIB and M -theory


















. When D 3-brane of type-IIB theory is compactied via direct dimensional
reduction on S
1
, one has 3-brane in D = 9. This 3-brane is identied with M 5-brane
wrapped around T
2












on tensions of M 2- and M 5-branes.




) of 2-form potentials in







given similarly as that of 1-branes.









are obtained by wrapping this 5-branes around S
1
. The







. This identication leads to the correct expression for the tension of the type-IIB 5-brane
























. In the limit where the

















, as expected for solitons and D-branes.
5-branes in D = 9 have dierent interpretations. First, a singlet 5-brane of the type-IIB
theory on S
1
is magnetically charged under the KK U(1) gauge eld associated with the S
1
-
direction. Second, the SL(2;Z) family of 5-branes of the type-IIB theory on S
1
is charged
under the doublet of 2-form U(1) gauge elds. The corresponding singlet 5-brane in the
T
2
-compactied M -theory is magnetically charged under the 3-form U(1) gauge eld. The
SL(2;Z) multiplet of 5-branes that are matched with those of the type-IIB theory on S
1
is
magnetically charged under the doublet of KK U(1) elds of M -theory on T
2
.
As for the D = 9 branes associated with D 7-brane (magnetically charged under the
0-form potential), the M -theory interpretation is not well-understood yet. In [533], it is
argued that p-branes with p = 7; 8; 9 in M -theory that would give rise to 7-brane in D = 9
do not exist, and 6-brane in D = 9 cannot be obtained from D 7-brane of type-IIB theory
by the periodic array along the compact direction and also is not consistent with the D = 9
type-IIB theory.
Finally, we comment on branes in the SO(32) theories, i.e. the type-I and the SO(32)







) and exchanges the 2-form potentials of the 2 theories (the 2-form potential
is in the NS-NS sector [the R-R sector] for the SO(32) heterotic theory [the type-I theory]).
The electric [magnetic] charge of the 2-form potential is carried by 1-branes [5-branes]. When
this 1-brane [5-brane] is compactied on S
1
, one has either 0-brane or 1-brane [4-brane or
5-brane] in D = 9 depending on whether or not these branes are wrapped around S
1
. The







with length L and radius R is related to SO(32) theory on S
1
. Note,




, M 5-brane can wrap around S
1







give rise to either 4-brane or 5-brane in D = 9, depending on
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whether M 5-brane is wrapped around S
1
or not. These branes are identied with those
of the SO(32) theory. Similarly, 0-brane and 1-brane of the SO(32) theories on S
1
are




and then either wrapped
around S
1














= L=R). Thus, the roles of R and L are interchanged when one
identies p-branes of the S-dual theory on S
1







These identications yield the tensions for 1-brane and 5-brane of the SO(32) theories with




























for the type-I theory.
4 Black Holes in Heterotic String on Tori
4.1 Solution Generating Procedure
The primary goal of this chapter is to generate the general black hole solutions in the eective
theories of the heterotic string on tori by applying the solution generating transformations
described in section 3.2.
In principle, D < 10 black hole solutions which have the most general electric/magnetic
charge congurations and are compatible with the conjectured no-hair theorem [381, 382, 123,
339, 340] can be constructed by imposing the SO(1; 1) boosts on charge neutral solutions,
i.e. Schwarzschield or Kerr solution. Here, the SO(1; 1) boosts that generate electric charges
of U
36 2D
(1) gauge group in D < 10 are contained in the O(11 D; 27 D) symmetry group
(134) of the (D 1)-dimensional Lagrangian. Meanwhile, magnetic charges of the U
36 2D
(1)
gauge group and the D = 5 NS-NS 2-form potential are generated by the SO(1; 1) boosts in
the O(8; 24) symmetry group (138) of the D = 3 action.
However, it is not necessary to generate all the electric/magnetic charges by applying
the SO(1; 1) boosts, as we explain in the following. The D-dimensional dualities, which
leave the (Einstein-frame) metric intact, can be used to remove some of charge degrees of
freedom (associated with the U
36 2D
(1) gauge group in D < 10) of black holes. The gen-
eral black hole solution with all the redundant charge degrees of freedom removed by the
D-dimensional dualities is called the \generating solution", since the most general solution
in the class is obtained by applying the D-dimensional dualities. Thus, one only needs to
generate electric [and magnetic] charges of the generating solutions by applying the SO(1; 1)
boosts in O(11   D; 27   D) [O(8; 24)] duality group on the Schwarzschield or the Kerr
solution [555]. The generating solution is equivalent to the solution with the most general
charge conguration due to the conjectured string dualities. This is a reminiscence of auto-
morphism transformations of N -extended superalgebra discussed in section 2.2, which brings
the algebra in a simple form in which only [N=2] eigenvalues of central charge matrix appear
in the algebra rather than whole N(N   1) central charges. The charge assignments for the
generating solution for each dimensions are:
 dyonic black holes in D = 4 [179]: 5 charge degrees of freedom associated with gauge
elds in the T
2
part.
 black holes in D = 5 [180]: a magnetic charge of the NS-NS 3-form eld strength (or
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an electric charge of its Hodge-dual), and 2 electric charges of KK and 2-form U(1)
gauge elds associated with the same internal coordinate.
 black holes in D  6 [182]: 2 electric charges of KK and 2-form U(1) gauge elds
associated with the same internal coordinate.
For the purpose of constructing solutions, it is convenient to choose scalar asymptotic






= 0 [and 	
1
= 0 for the
D = 4 case]. This is not an arbitrary choice since one can bring arbitrary scalar asymptotic
















 2 O(10 D; 26 D;R); (185)









+ b)=d = i; ad = 1: (186)





is equivalent [554] to the D = 4 SL(2;R) transformation plus the




to zero by applying global U(1) gauge transformations.









] is SO(26 D; 1)SO(10 D; 1) [SO(22; 2)SO(6; 2)]
[555]. There are 36 2D [228] SO(1; 1) boosts in SO(26 D; 1)SO(10 D; 1) [SO(22; 2)
SO(6; 2)]. When applied to a charge neutral solution, these boosts in SO(26 D; 1)SO(10 
D; 1) [SO(22; 2)SO(6; 2)] induce electric charges of the U(1)
36 2D
gauge group in D < 10
[electric and magnetic charges of the U(1)
28
gauge group in D = 4]
26
.
The starting point of constructing the generating solution is the D-dimensional Kerr
solution, parameterized by the ADM mass and [
D 1
2
] angular momenta. The solution in the









































































































































































While the SO(1; 1) boosts in SO(22; 1)SO(6; 1)  SO(22; 2)SO(6; 2) induce electric charges of the
D = 4 U(1)
28
gauge group, the remaining SO(1; 1) boosts in SO(22; 2)SO(6; 2) SO(26 D; 1)SO(10 














































































 sin ; 
2
 cos  sin 
1
;    ;
D 2
2
 cos  cos 
1





  cos  cos 
1















































































 sin ; 
2
 cos  sin 
1
;    ;
D 3
2
 cos  cos 
1







 cos  cos 
1
   cos D 5
2
: (191)
Here, the repeated indices are summed over: i; j in  [] run from 1 to [
D 4
2









































is the area of S
D 2
.
When compactied to D   1 dimensions [3 dimensions (for the 4-dimensional Kerr
solution)], the transformation that generates inequivalent solutions from the Kerr solu-
tion is (SO(26   D; 1)  SO(10   D; 1))=(SO(26   D)  SO(10   D)) [(SO(22; 2) 
SO(6; 22))=(SO(22)  SO(6)  SO(2))], which has (9   D) + (25   D) [2  28 + 1] pa-
rameters; these parameters are interpreted as (9 D) + (25 D) electric charge degrees of
freedom [2 28 electric and magnetic charge degrees of freedom plus unphysical Taub-NUT
charge] introduced to the Kerr solution [555]. For the D = 5 case, an additional charge
associated with the NS-NS 2-form eld is generated by an SO(1; 1) boost in O(8; 24) [180].
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After the generating solutions are constructed from the SO(1; 1) boosts, the remaining
charge degrees of freedom are induced (without changing the Einstein-frame spacetime) from
subsets of D-dimensional (continuous) duality transformations that generate new charge
congurations from the generating ones while keeping the canonical scalar asymptotic values
intact. This is [SO(10  D) SO(26  D)]=[SO(9 D)  SO(25  D)], which introduces
(9 D)+(25 D) new charge degrees of freedom, and, for theD = 4 case, SO(1)  SL(2;R),
which introduces one more charge degree of freedom. Subsequently, to obtain solutions with
arbitrary scalar asymptotic values, one has to undo the transformations (185) and (186). In
the following sections, we discuss the generating solutions in each dimensions. Note, due
to the conjectured string-string duality between heterotic string on T
4
and type-II string
on K3, these also correspond to the generating solutions of general black holes in type-II
strings on K3 T
n
for n = 6 D = 0; 1; 2. For this case, some of charges of the generating
solutions can be dualized to R-R charges, rendering interpretation in terms of D-branes. It
turns out that by applying U -dualities of type-II string on tori to such generating solutions,
one can generate the general class of solutions of the eective type-II string on tori as well
[169] (see section 6.3.2) for discussions).
4.2 Static, Spherically Symmetric Solutions in Four Dimensions
4.2.1 Supersymmetric Solutions
In this section, we derive a general BPS spherically symmetric solution with a diagonal
moduli [176]. Such a solution, after subsets of O(6; 22) and SL(2;R) transformations are
applied, satises one U(1) charge constraint, missing one parameter to describe the most
general BPS solutions. The solution generalizes the previously known black hole solutions in
heterotic string on tori as special cases, and are shown to be exact to all orders in expansions
of 
0
[171]. At particular points in moduli space, such a solution becomes massless, enhancing
not only gauge symmetry but also supersymmetry [177].
Generating Solutions A general BPS non-rotating black hole solution with a diagonal
moduli matrix is obtained by solving the Killing spinor equations. With spherically sym-
metric Ansatze for elds and a diagonal form of moduli M , the Killing spinor equations
 
M
= 0,  = 0 and 
I
= 0 (Cf. (119)) are satised by restricted charge congurations
(see [176] for details on allowed charge congurations), which we choose without loss of gen-












. The explicit BPS non-rotating solution with such a charge























































































































= 1 (m 6= 1; 2); (193)
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= 1 and the radial coordinate is chosen so that the horizon is at r = 0.



















) =  1, thus yielding




























) are not restricted but in
this section we consider the case where both of pairs have the same relative signs so that the
solution (193) has regular horizon.

































From these constraints, one sees that purely electric (or magnetic) solutions preserve 1=2,
while dyonic solutions preserve 1=4 of N = 4 supersymmetry. The former and the latter
congurations fall into vector- and hyper-supermultiplets, respectively.
Since the Killing spinor equations are invariant under the O(6; 22) and SL(2;R) trans-
formations, one can generate new BPS solutions by applying the O(6; 22) and SL(2;R)







= 50 parameters to the solution (193) leads to a general
solution with zero axion and 4 + 50 = 54 = 56  2 charges. 28 electric
~
Q and 28 magnetic
~












The subsequent SO(2)  SL(2;R) transformation introduces one more parameter (along
with a non-trivial axion), which replaces the two constraints (195) with the following one





















P ]  (+$  ) = 0: (196)
Thus, general solution in this class has 4+50+1 = 55 = 2 28 1 charge degrees of freedom.
By applying the O(6; 22) and SL(2;R) transformations to (194), one obtains the following

































































(197) becomes the ADM mass of congurations preserving 1=2 of N = 4 supersymmetry






















whose corresponding generating solution is purely electric or magnetic subset of (193).
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General Supersymmetric Solution with Five Charges The BPS solution (193)
has a charge conguration satisfying one constraint (196) when further acted on by the
[SO(6)=SO(4)] [SO(22)=SO(20)] and SO(2) transformations. So, to construct the gener-
ating solution for the most general BPS solution, which conforms to the conjectured classical
\no-hair" theorem, one has to introduce one more charge degree of freedom into (193).
Such a generating solution was constructed in [172] by using the chiral null model ap-

































































































































































































































The following ADM mass and horizon area of BPS non-rotating black hole with general
charge conguration are obtained by applying the [SO(6)=SO(4)]  [SO(22)=SO(20)] and












































































where the charge lattice vectors ~ and
~
 live on the even self-dual Lorentzian lattice 
6;22
with signature (6; 22),
~







 L. Here, ~ and
~
















































The ADM mass and horizon area in (204) can be put in the SL(2;Z) S-duality, as well































































































These are manifestly SL(2;R) invariant, sinceM and ~v transform under SL(2;R) as [553]
M! !M!
T
; ~v ! L!L
T
~v; ! 2 SL(2;R): (208)
An important observation is that while for xed values of ~ and
~
, mass changes under
the variation of moduli and string coupling, entropy remains the same as one moves in
the moduli and coupling space [258, 256, 257]. The fact that entropy is independent of
coupling constants and moduli is consistent with the expectation that degeneracy of BPS
states is a topological quantity which is independent of vacuum scalar expectation values
and the fact that entropy measures the number of generate microscopic states, which should
be independent of continuous parameters.
Bogomol'nyi Bound We derive the Bogomol'nyi bound on the ADM mass of asymptot-
ically at congurations within the eective theory of heterotic string on T
6
[234]. For this

















is the supersymmetry transformation of physical gravitino in D = 4. Given
supersymmetry transformations (119) of fermionic elds expressed in terms of D = 4 elds


























"+    ; (210)
where V is a vielbein dened in (122) and L is an invariant metric of O(6; 22) given in (127).
Derivation of the Bogomol'nyi bound consists of evaluating the surface integral of the
Nester's 2-form (210), which is related through the Stokes theorem to the volume integral of






















































electric and magnetic charges of U(1)
28
gauge group.
The integrand of the volume integral is a positive semidenite operator, provided spinors
" satisfy the (modied) Witten's condition [624] n 
^
r" = 0 (n is the 4-vector normal to a
space-like hypersurface ). Thus, the bilinear form on the right hand side of (211) is positive
semidenite, which requires that the ADM mass M has to be greater than or equal to the













































































































This bound is saturated i supersymmetric variations of fermionic elds are zero, i.e. BPS































4.2.2 Singular Black Holes and Enhancement of Symmetry
In perturbative heterotic string theories, gauge symmetry is enhanced to non-Abelian ones
through the Halpern-Frenkel-Kac (HFK) mechanism [271, 318, 319, 320, 251, 125, 476]. The
HFK mechanism is due to extra spin one string states which are normally massive at generic
points in moduli space but become massless at particular points. These points are the xed
points under discrete subgroups of T -duality of the worldsheet theory.
As shown in [378], BPS states in N = 4 theories become massless at particular points in
the moduli space. Since BPS multiplets in N = 4 theories generically contain massive spin
one states, gauge symmetry is enhanced to non-Abelian ones when the BPS states become
massless. Note, the BPS states carry magnetic, as well as electric, charges and, therefore,
are non-perturbative in character. When BPS multiplets with highest spin 3=2 state become
massless, supersymmetry as well as gauge symmetry is enhanced, a phenomenon that is never
observed within perturbative string theories. In this section, we illustrate the enhancement
of symmetries in the BPS states of N = 4 theories by studying massless black holes in
heterotic string on T
6
[177, 117, 139].
Massless Black Holes and Symmetry Enhancement First, we consider the subset of
BPS states with diagonalM
1
and purely imaginary S
1
[177]. We rewrite the corresponding























































































































































Here, the quantized charge lattice vectors ~ and
~
































































Only electric states (
~
 = 0) with ~
T
L  2 are matched onto perturbative string states
[246]. As for dyonic states that break 1=4 of supersymmetry (i.e. those with non-parallel







P 6= 0, and therefore cannot be related
to electric solution via the SL(2;Z) transformations), the consistency with the SL(2;Z)
symmetry and consistent electric limit require that the electric and the magnetic lattice
vectors separately satisfy the constraints ~
T






   2. These subsets of
BPS states (214) become massless [48, 402, 177] at the xed points under T -dualityR! 1=R



























= 1] for the case
~
 = 0 [~ 6= 0 6=
~
]. There are also
additional innite number of SL(2;Z) related massless BPS states.



















= 1] at the self-dual points of T
2
contribute to enhancement of Abelian
gauge symmetry to SU(2) [SU(2)SU(2)] non-Abelian symmetry. The extra massless spin
1 states together with generic massless U(1) gauge elds form the adjoint representations of
the enhanced non-Abelian gauge groups.
The BPS multiplet which preserves 1=4 of N = 4 supersymmetry contains spin 3=2 state.













1 contribute to enhancement of supersymmetry from N = 4 to N = 8.
Note, the innite number of SL(2;Z) related massless states and enhancement of su-
persymmetry are not realized within perturbative string theories. These are new non-
perturbative phase of string theories that are required by non-perturbative string dualities.
Maximal Gauge Symmetry Enhancement in the Moduli Space of Two-Torus
In this subsection, we study maximal symmetry enhancement in full moduli space of T
2
parameterized by arbitrary scalar asymptotic values [117, 139]. We consider the general
BPS mass formula (197).
The moduli space of T
2



















where G  [G
mn
] and B  [B
mn
] with (m;n) = 1; 2 being indices associated with T
2
. Thus,




SL(2;R) [213, 563], M is reparameterized [213] by the following 2 complex scalars, which
































. Here,  [] is the complex [Kahler] structure of T
2
. Each SL(2;Z)
factor [213, 563, 301] is generated by 2 transformations, which are given, for the SL(2;Z)








:  !  + i; (219)
where  remains intact, and similarly for the SL(2;Z) factor associated with . In addition,
the -model corresponding to T
2
is symmetric under the \mirror symmetry" (S
mirr
:  $
), the worldsheet parity symmetry (; ) ! (; ) corresponding to  !  , and the





In accordance with the above reparameterization of moduli space, one can express the




















































































P  (1; ; i; i)
T
.


















































































































































First, we consider the short multiplet, i.e. the BPS multiplet with 2 central charges
Z
1;2
equal in magnitude. It has the highest spin 1 state and preserves 1=2 of the N = 4
supersymmetry. The charge lattice vectors ~ and
~


























































] corresponds to momentum [winding] number of perturbative string states when
p = 0 and s [p] denotes electric [magnetic] quantum number associated with the S-modulus.
Then, the central charge (220) becomes










In the complex moduli space parameterized by (; ), M
BPS
can vanish at xed lines



















































is enhanced to the
non-Abelian U(1)
3
 SU(2) group. The BPS states (labeled by ~) which become massless




are as follows [119, 120]:
 L
1
































































At points where the lines L
i
intersect [118, 120], there are additional massless states, resulting




















































Along with the above perturbative massless states, there are accompanying innite massless






, related via SL(2;Z)
S
S duality.





















6= 0. The requirement that the ADM
mass is zero, i.e. jZ
1
































These relations are satised by the following xed points [117, 139]:

























), 2  i < j  4.
In addition to the above massless dyonic states, there are innite number of SL(2;Z)
S
related dyonic states. Since these additional massless states belong to the highest spin
3
2
supermultiplet, supersymmetry as well as gauge symmetry are enhanced [177].
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have the same relative signs [176], the singularity of the solution (214) is always behind
or located at the event horizon at r = 0, corresponding to the Reissner-Nordstrom-type
horizon or null singularity, respectively. However, the moment at least one of the pairs has
the opposite relative signs [48, 402, 177], there is a singularity outside of the event horizon,
i.e. naked singularity r
sing
















These singular solutions have an unusual property of repelling massive test particles [402].
(Note, the BPS black holes need not be massless to be able to repel massive test particles
[177].) There is a stable gravitational equilibrium point for a test particle at r = r
c
where
the gravitational force is attractive for r > r
c
and repulsive for r < r
c
[402]. This can also be
seen by calculating the traversal time of the geodesic motion for a test particle with energy



























, since it takes innite amount of time to go beyond r = r
min
.
Here, r = r
sing
is the singularity. Massive test particles cannot reach the singularity of
singular black holes in nite time and are reected back. On the other hand, classical massless
particles with zero angular momentum do not feel the repulsive gravitational potential due
to increasing (r), and they reach the singularity in a nite time.
Note, for regular solutions, studied in section 4.2.1,   1, while for singular solutions
studied in this section,   1 for r small enough. Thus, for regular solutions, particles
are always attracted toward the singularity. When only one charge is non-zero, the regular
solution has a naked singularity at r = 0; t(r = r
sing
= 0) is nite.
4.2.3 Non-Extreme Solutions
The following non-extreme generalization [178] of the BPS solution (193) is obtained by
solving the Einstein and Euler-Lagrange equations:
















































































































The signs  in the expressions for P
(1) 0
1
, etc. should be chosen so that M ! M
BPS













) to be the same [176]. In this case, the non-extreme solution is
(227) with positive signs in the expressions for P
(1) 0
1






















































Such solutions always have nonzero mass.
Space-Time Structure and Thermal Properties We now study spacetime properties
[176, 178] of the regular D = 4 4-charged black hole discussed in the previous subsections.
There is a spacetime singularity, i.e. the Ricci scalar R blows up, at the point r = r
sing
where R = 0. The event horizon, dened as a location where the r = constant surface is














case, the singularity is (i) naked (space-like singularity) when the singularity is reachable by

























and (ii) also an event horizon (null singularity) when  =1.
Thermal properties of the solution (193) are specied by spacetime at the event horizon.
The Hawking temperature [341, 342] is dened by the surface gravity  at the event horizon:
T
H









 (the surface area of the event horizon) = R(r = r
H
): (232)
We classify thermal and spacetime properties according to the number of non-zero
charges:
 All the 4 charges non-zero: There are 2 horizons at r = 0; 2 and a time-like
singularity is hidden behind the inner horizon, i.e. the global spacetime is that
































 ! 0, spacetime is that of extreme Reissner-Nordstrom black holes.
 3 nonzero charges: A space-like singularity is located at the inner horizon (r =































. When  ! 0, the singularity coincides with the horizon at
r = 0.



























. As  ! 0, the singularity
coincides with the horizon at r = 0.


















. As  ! 0, the singularity becomes naked.
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4.2.4 General Static Spherically Symmetric Black Holes in Heterotic String on
a Six-Torus
In section 4.2.1, we saw that a general solution obtained by applying subsets of O(6; 22) and
SL(2;R) transformations on the 4-charged solution has 1 charge degree of freedom missing
for describing non-rotating black holes with the most general charge conguration. It is a
purpose of this section to introduce such 1 missing charge degree of freedom by applying
2 SO(1; 1) boosts (in the D = 3 O(8; 24) duality group) along a T
2
direction (associated
with 4 non-zero charges) with a zero-Taub-NUT constraint
27
to construct the \generating
solution" for non-extreme, non-rotating black holes in heterotic string on T
6
with the most
general charge conguration of U(1)
28
gauge group [179]. (See [386] for an another attempt.)
So, the generating solution is parameterized by the non-extremality parameter (or the ADM
mass) and 6 U(1) charges with one zero-Taub-NUT constraint.
Explicit Form of the Generating Solution For the purpose of constructing the gen-
erating solution in a simplest possible form, it is convenient to rst generate the 4-charged
non-extreme solution (227) with the following non-zero charges by applying 4 SO(1; 1) boosts







































Only non-extreme solutions compatible with the Bogomol'nyi bound and, therefore, within

























, etc. are given with plus signs.
As the next step, one introduces one missing charge degree of freedom by applying 2
SO(1; 1)  O(8; 24) boosts with parameters 
1;2
28














, one has, from (234), 
2





























































An additional SO(1; 1) boost along a T
2
direction on the 4-charged black hole solution necessarily
induces Taub-NUT term, since the metric components g

get mixed with the -component of the U(1)
gauge potential, which is singular [555].
28































The BPS limit (m = 0 and 
1
! 1) of this solution is related to the solution (200) via subsets of
SO(2) SO(2)  O(2; 2) (T
2
































































































































































































































































































































































































For the sake of simplication, the coordinate is chosen so that the outer horizon is at r = m.








































































































































































S- and T -Duality Transformations The additional 51 charge degrees of freedom needed
for parameterizing the most general U(1)
28
charge conguration are introduced by [O(6)
































































































































0; :::; 0); (241)






is a (16  1)-
matrix with zero entries and U 2 O(6; 22;R) brings to the basis where the O(6; 22) invariant




(	cos   sin) + ie
 '
cos





























and M are the axion, the dilaton and the moduli of the generating solution
(236). The \Einstein-frame" metric g











Special Cases of the General Solution The generating solution (236), when supple-
mented by appropriate subsets of S- and T -dualities, reproduces all the previously known
spherically symmetric black holes in heterotic string on T
6
. Here, we give some examples.



















6= 0 case: the Reissner-Nordstrom black hole, i.e. a = 0
(2) any of 3 charges non-zero and equal: the a = 1=
p
3 case [234]
(3) only 2 magnetic (or electric) charges non-zero and equal: the a = 1 case [405]
(4) only 1 charge non-zero: the a =
p
3 case, which contains in the extreme limit
the followings i) P
1
6= 0 case: KK monopole [321, 295, 567], and ii) P
2
6= 0 case:









solution with subsets of S- and T -dualities applied becomes
general axion-dilaton black holes found in [406, 482, 400, 81].
 The solution with Q
1
6= 0 6= Q
2
, when supplemented by S- and T -dualities, is the
general electric black hole in heterotic string [555, 557]. The S-dual counterpart is the
general magnetic solution [58].








j ! 0 and

1












as nite constants) is related by
S- and T -dualities to the non-BPS extreme KK black hole studied in [297].
Global Space-Time Structure and Thermal Properties We classify all the possi-
ble spacetime and thermal properties of non-rotating black holes in heterotic string on T
6
.






and m of the generating
solution (236), since the D = 4 T - and S-dualities, which introduce the remaining charge
74
degrees of freedom, do not aect the \Einstein-frame" spacetime. We separate the solutions
into non-extreme (m > 0) and extreme (m = 0) ones. Within each class, we analyze their










There is a spacetime singularity at r = r
sing
where R(r) = 0. The event horizon(s) is located
at r = r
hor





(A) Non-extreme solutions (m > 0)
By analyzing roots of XY   Z
2
, one sees that a singularity is always at r
sing
  m.
Thus, global spacetime is either that of non-extreme Reissner-Nordstrom black hole when
r
sing






has a single root at r
sing
=  m, in which case a singularity and the inner
horizon coincide at r =  m, when (a) 
1
6= 0 and P
1
= 0, or (b) 
1





is zero. XY   Z
2
has a double root at r
sing
=  m, in which case the inner
horizon disappears and a singularity forms at r =  m, when (a) 
1
6= 0 and only Q
2
is
non-zero, or (b) 
1





(B) Extreme solutions (m! 0)
When 
1
is nite, the ADM mass of the generating solution always saturates the Bogo-
mol'nyi bound as m! 0, i.e. becomes BPS extreme solution.








) have the same relative signs, the singularity is
always at r
sing
 0. Global spacetime is, therefore, that of the extreme Reissner-Nordstrom
black hole when r
sing
< 0 (time-like singularity), or the singularity and the horizon coincide











) is zero with 
1
6= 0 (with 
1
= 0). The horizon at r
hor
= 0 disappears
(naked-singularity) when (i) only Q
2
is non-zero with 
1




is non-zero with 
1
= 0.








) has the opposite relative sign, the
singularity is outside of the horizon, i.e. r
sing
> 0 (singularity is naked) [48, 396, 402, 177].





= 0), i.e. the global spacetime of the extreme Reissner-Nordstrom
black hole (time-like singularity).
Thermal Properties
Thermal properties are specied by spacetime at the (outer) horizon. So, we consider only
regular solutions, which include non-extreme solutions compatible with the Bogomol'nyi














































































In the following analysis, it is understood that Q
2
6= 0 when 
1











are not constrained by (234). In this case, we have a non-extreme












. Such a solution is related to (236) through subsets
















































, etc. Entropy increases with 
1
, approaching innity [nite value]
as 
1
! 1 [non-BPS extreme limit is reached]. For BPS extreme solutions, entropy is (a)
non-zero and nite, approaching innity as 
1











) is zero with 
1
6= 0 (with 
1
= 0).

























is always zero. With 2 of them non-zero, T
H
is non-zero and nite,
approaching zero as 
1
! 1. When only one of them (only Q
2





becomes innite. In the non-BPS extreme limit, T
H
is zero.
Duality Invariant Entropy We discuss the duality invariant form of entropy of near-
extreme, non-rotating black hole in heterotic string on T
6
[168].
The (t; t)-component of metric for general N = 4 spherically symmetric solutions has the
form g
tt
= (r +m)(r  m)S
 1









Entropy S of non-extreme solutions is given by S(r) at the outer horizon, i.e. S  S(m).
Generally, 
i
are functions of 28+28 electric and magnetic charges (240) and m (through
m
2
), and their duality invariant forms are hard to obtain. However, for the near-extreme
case, in which 
i
are expressed to leading order in m
2

















































































































































































































































4.3 Rotating Black Holes in Four Dimensions
We generalize the 4-charged non-extreme solution (193) to include an angular momentum
[181]. (For an another attempt, see [385]. But this solution has only 3 charge degrees of
freedom and is a special case of a general solution to be discussed in this section.)
4.3.1 Explicit Solution
By applying the solution generating technique discussed in the beginning this chapter, one





















































































































































































































































































































































































The axion 	 also varies with spatial coordinates, but since its expression turns out to be
cumbersome, we shall not write here explicitly.





































































, all the scalars are constant, and thus the solution




= 0 case is the generating solution of














The solution (249) has the inner r
 












provided m  jlj. In this case, the solution has the global spacetime of the Kerr-Newman




















) is obtained by taking the limit m ! jlj
+
. In this case,
the global spacetime is that of the extreme Kerr-Newman solution.
The BPS limit is reached by takingm! 0 and 
e1;e2;p1;p2
!1 while keeping me
2
e1;e2;p1;p2
as nite constants so that the charges remain non-zero. When J is non-zero, i.e. l 6= 0, the
singularity is naked since the condition m  jlj for existence of regular horizon (252) is not
satised
32
To have a BPS solution with regular horizon, one has to take l ! 0, leading to
a solution with J = 0. Thus, the only regular BPS solution in D = 4 is the non-rotating
solution, with global spacetime of the extreme Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. This is in
contrast with the D = 5 3-charged solution [180, 96], where one can take l
1;2
to zero (so that
the BPS solution has regular horizon) but the angular momenta J
1;2
can be non-zero. For
D > 5, the regular BPS limit with non-zero angular momentum is achieved without taking
l
i
to zero if only one angular momentum is non-zero [362].
4.3.2 Entropy of General Solution



































































































is the outer-horizon area.
Note, the thermal entropy has the form which is sum of `left-moving' and `right-moving'
contributions. Each term is symmetric in 
i
, i.e. in the 4 charges, manifesting U -duality
symmetry [377]. On the other hand, (253) is asymmetric in J : only the right-moving term
has J , which reduces the right-moving contribution to the entropy. This reects right-moving
worldsheet supersymmetry of the corresponding -model.
32
See [603] for the same result from the conformal -model perspective.
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which again has U -duality symmetry under the exchange of 4 charges.
In the regular BPS limit as well as the extreme limit, the `right-moving' term in (253)
becomes zero, however entropy has dierent form in each case. In the regular BPS limit























































Entropy of a black hole with general charge conguration in the class and with arbitrary
scalar asymptotic values is independent of scalar asymptotic values when expressed in terms
of the charge lattice vectors ~ and
~




















4.4 General Rotating Five-Dimensional Solution
We construct the most general rotating black hole in heterotic string on T
5
[180]. In D = 5,
black holes carry only electric charges of U(1) gauge elds. Since the NS-NS 3-form eld
strength H

















is the eld strength of a new U(1) gauge eld A

, black holes in D = 5 carry an
additional charge associated with the NS-NS 2-form eld B

as well as 26 electric charges
of the U(1)
26
gauge group. Thus, the most general black hole in heterotic string on T
5
,
compatible with the conjectured \no-hair theorem" [381, 382, 123, 339, 340], is parameterized
by 27 electric charges, 2 angular momenta and the non-extremality parameter.
4.4.1 Generating Solution















, respectively. These charges are induced through
solution generating procedure described in section 4.1.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and the subscript E in the line element denotes the Einstein-frame. The U(1) charges, the










































































































































, the generating solution becomes the D = 5 Kerr-Newman solu-
tion, since g
11











is constant. In this case, with a
subsequent rescaling of scalar asymptotic values one obtains the static solution of [364] and
rotating solution of [93].
The BPS limit with J
1;2
6= 0 and regular event horizon is dened as the limit in which
m ! 0, l
1;2
! 0 and 
e1;e2;e



















































































































































































































































































































































































4.4.2 T -Duality Transformation
The remaining 27 electric charges (needed for parameterizing the most general charge con-
guration) are introduced by the [SO(5)SO(21)]=[SO(4)SO(20)] transformation on the
























































is a (16  1)-matrix with zero entries and U 2 O(5; 21;R)
brings to the basis where the O(5; 21) invariant metric L (127) is diagonal. And the charge
Q associated with B

























where M is the moduli of the generating solution (259). The subsequent O(5; 21)SO(1; 1)












4.4.3 Entropy of General Solution




























































































































































Note, each term is symmetric under the permutation of 
i
(i.e. 3 charges), manifesting the
conjectured U -duality symmetry [377]. Again, as in the D = 4 case, the entropy (270) is cast
in the form as sum of `left-moving' and `right-moving' contributions, hinting at the possibility
of statistical interpretation of each term as left- and right-moving (D-brane worldvolume)
contributions to microscopic degrees of freedom. Each term now carries left- or right-moving
angular momentum that could be interpreted as left- or right-moving U(1) charge [36, 35]
of the N = 4 superconformal eld theory when the generating solution (259) is transformed
to a solution of type-IIA string on K3 S
1
through the conjectured string-string duality in
D = 6 [628]. When J
i











which again has manifest symmetry under permutation of charges.
We discuss duality invariant forms of the entropy and the ADM mass of non-extreme,
rotating black hole with general charge conguration (267). The entropy and the ADM mass
are expressed in terms of the following T -duality invariants (obtained by applying T -duality

















































while Q remains intact under T -duality. From these 3 T -duality invariant \coordinates"

















= (X; Y;Q): (273)











































































































































Entropy of BPS black hole with general charge conguration (267) and with arbitrary scalar
asymptotic values depends only on (quantized) charge lattice vectors ~ and  [180], being a













Here, ~ and  are related to the physical charges
~























A subset of the SO(5; 21) T -duality transformation on (279) leads to the following T -duality


















which has dependence on scalar asymptotic values as well as charge lattice vectors.
Near-Extreme Limit Innitesimal deviation from the BPS limit is achieved by taking
the limit in which m and l
1;2







remain as nite, non-zero constants, and then keeping only the leading
order terms in m [180].

















































































































































































Note, when one of the charges is taken small, e.g. Q
(1)
1
! 0, as in study of the microscopic
entropy near the BPS limit [364, 93], the ADM mass is M =M
BPS
+O(m), while the area




). However, when all the charges are non-zero, the deviation from the




) and A = A
BPS
+O(m).
4.5 Rotating Black Holes in Higher Dimensions
We discuss rotating black holes in heterotic string on T
10 D
(4  D  9) with general
U(1)
36 2D
electric charge congurations [182, 445]. The generating solution is parameterized
by the ADM mass M
BH











), and 2 electric charges of the KK and the 2-form U(1) gauge
elds associated with the same compactied direction, which we choose without loss of






, i.e. those associated with the rst compactied direction, as
well as asymptotic values of a toroidal modulus G
111
and the dilaton '
1
.







































































































































































































































































































































































































;  are dened separately for even and odd D in (188) (191).




















































(D   3)m sinh 2
2
: (287)




, i.e. compactication on (10   D)






























, respectively, where p; q 2 Z.
























































is the angular velocity at the (outer)
horizon and is dened by the condition that  is null on the (outer) horizon. The surface



















































The generating solution has a ring-like singularity at (r; ) = (0;

2
) and thus spacetime
is that of the Kerr solution.
The BPS limit of (285), where the ADM mass M
BH










is dened as the limits m ! 0 and 
1;2
! 1 such that Q
(1);(2)
1
remain as nite constants.
For D  6 with only one of l
i
non-zero, the BPS limit is also the extreme limit [362], i.e.
all the horizons collapse to r = 0 as m ! 0. However, with more than one l
i
non-zero, the
singularity at r = 0 becomes naked, i.e. horizons disappear.
5 Black Holes in N = 2 Supergravity Theories
5.1 N = 2 Supergravity Theory
5.1.1 General Matter Coupled N = 2 Supergravity





hypermultiplets. The eld contents are as follows. TheN = 2 supergravity
multiplet contains the graviton, the SU(2) doublet of gravitinos  
i

(the SU(2) index i = 1; 2
labels two supercharges of N = 2 supergravity and  = 0; 1; 2; 3 is a spacetime vector index),






(a = 1; :::; n
v
), which span the n
v
-dimensional special Kahler




( = 1; :::; 2n
H
) with left and right
chiralities and real scalars q
u
(u = 1; :::; 4n
H
), which span the 4n
H
-dimensional quaternionic







































































































of the U(1) gauge elds A


( = 0; 1; :::; n
v
) in the N = 2 supergravity and
N = 2 vector multiplets, and g is the gauge coupling. Here, the gauge covariant dierentials




















































(q)] are the holomorphic [triholomorphic] Killing vectors of the Kahler
[quaternionic] manifold (Cf. see (65)).













The Kahler potential K(z; z) and the period matrix N

are dened in terms of the holomorphic













[210]. The symplectic vector Z
+
of self-dual eld strengths is the






















































(a = 1; :::; n
v
), respectively, correspond to the eld strengths of the gravi-
photon of the supergravity multiplet and the gauge elds of n
v
super-Yang-Mills multiplets.
The supersymmetry transformation laws for the gravitinos, the gauginos and hyperinos










































































] is the at Sp(2) [Sp(2n
H











































is a triplet of real 0-form prepotentials on the quaternionic manifold.
5.1.2 BPS States
The BPS states of the N = 2 theory have mass equal to the central charge, which is just the










Thus, central charge Z is characterized by the vacuum expectation of the moduli in the


























in the following way [543, 544, 210, 134, 131]




















Note, since two vectors V and Q transform covariantly under the symplectic transformation
Sp(2n
v
+ 2), the central charge and, therefore, the ADM mass M = jZj have manifest
symplectic covariance.
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5.2 Supersymmetric Attractor and Black Hole Entropy
Since entropy is a statistical quantity dened as the degeneracy of microscopic states, the
horizon area, which denes the thermal entropy, should be independent of continuous quan-
tities like scalar asymptotic values. This is an another illustration of no-hair theorem where
properties of black holes are independent of scalar hairs; all the information of scalar asymp-
totic values get lost at the event horizon. It was discovered in [258] within N = 2 theories
that this is a generic property of BPS solutions in supersymmetric theory and can be derived
from supersymmetry alone [256, 257, 8].
To illustrate this idea, we consider general magnetic, spherically symmetric solution in





































( = 0; 1; :::; n
v
) depend on r, only.
With these Ansatze, the Killing spinor equations   
i 
= 0 and  
a i
= 0 yield the






















































, etc.. From (302), one obtains the following second order ordinary dierential







































































) are the asymptotic
values (r = 1=!1) of z






















, following damped geodesic motion in the phase space until they run into an attractive






vanish. For the special example under











At the xed point, moduli depend on U(1) charges only, loosing all their information on the
initial conditions at innity. From this observation, one arrives at stronger version of no-hair
theorem for black holes in supersymmetry theories: black holes lose all their scalar hairs near
the horizon and are characterized by discrete U(1) charges (and angular momenta), only.
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Nearby the horizon, the black hole approximates to the Bertotti-Robinson geometry




. This geometry is conformaly at and the
graviphoton eld strength is covariantly constant. Thus, in this region the ADM mass
reduces to the Bertotti-Robinson mass and the supersymmetry is completely restored [288,
394, 408, 449, 296, 136]. In the asymptotic region (r ! 1), the spacetime is at and,
therefore, supersymmetry is unbroken. In between these regions, solutions break fraction of
supersymmetries, indicating the BPS nature.
Note, the supersymmetric conguration under consideration is a bosonic conguration,
i.e. a solution to supergravity theory with all the fermionic elds set equal to zero. However,
the supersymmetry parameters associated with the unbroken supersymmetries, called \anti-
Killing spinors", generate a whole supermultiplets of solutions, i.e. the superpartners to
black hole solution. To generate such solutions, one start with a bosonic conguration
and applies supersymmetry transformations iteratively with the supersymmetry parameters
given by the anti-Killing spinors. Such a procedure induces fermionic elds, as well as
corrections to bosonic elds. It was shown in [403] that when this procedure is performed on
double-extreme black solutions, i.e. extreme solutions with constant scalars, in the N = 2
supergravity coupled to vector and hyper multiplets, there are no corrections to the elds
in the vector and hyper multiplets. This implies that although the metric, graviphoton and
gravitino receive corrections, the moduli at the xed attractor point as functions of U(1)
charges, only, remain intact under the supersymmetry transformations which generate the
fermionic partners of the supersymmetric black holes.
5.3 Explicit Solutions
5.3.1 General Magnetically Charged Solutions
We discuss the general spherically symmetric, magnetic (q
(e)

= 0) solutions in N = 2 super-
gravity coupled to n
v
vector multiplets with scalar elds varying with the radial coordinate
r [258]. The Ansatze for the elds are given in (301) with the scalar elds depending on the
radial coordinate r, only. The scalar elds and the metric components satisfy the dierential
equations (302)   (303).













































































The explicit solutions for N = 2 theories with specic prepotentials F are obtained by
substituting the corresponding Kahler potential K into the general solution (305) [258].
5.3.2 Dyonic Solutions
We generalize the magnetic black holes in section 5.3.1 to include electric charges as well
[572]. Since it would be hard to solve the resulting dierential equations with non-zero
electric and magnetic charges, we take all the moduli elds z
I
to be constant. In fact, as
90
we discuss in the subsequent sections, such class of solutions corresponds to the minimum
energy congurations among extreme solutions and, therefore, is physically interesting.






are constant, from  
a i
= 0 one obtains the


















where C is a constant and the subscript f denotes the xed point. With a suitable choice
of Kahler gauge, which eliminates the redundant degrees of freedom in X
I
by half, one can














From   
i 





























and is normalized to give 2 after being integrated over S
2
) substituted, one

















5.4 Principle of a Minimal Central Charge
At the xed attractor point in phase space, the central charge eigenvalue is extremized with
respect to moduli elds, so-called \principle of a minimal central charge" [256, 257, 411, 410,
252]. For N > 2 theories, the largest eigenvalue is extremized and the smaller central charges
become zero [257] at the xed point
37
. Since scalar asymptotic values are expressed only
in terms of U(1) charges at the xed point, the extremized (largest) central charge depends
only on U(1) charges, thereby becoming a candidate for describing black hole entropy. It
turns out that entropy of extreme black holes for each dimension has the following universal
dependence on the extremal value Z
fix
of the (largest) central charge eigenvalue regardless









where  = 2 [3=2] for D = 4 [D = 5].



























, which leads to the














Thus, for N  4 theories, one can determine moduli elds (at the xed point) in terms of U(1) charges,
by minimizing the largest eigenvalue and setting the remaining eigenvalues equal to zero.
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One can prove the principle of a minimal central charge as follows. We consider the
ungauged N = 2 supergravity coupled to Abelian vector multiplets and hypermultiplets,
dened by the Lagrangian (292) and the supersymmetry transformations (296) with g = 0.









= 0, at the horizon. So, from 
a i






































= 0 is equivalent to F
+ a
= 0, the central charge Z is covariantly constant at the







jQi = 0: (313)
It can be shown [256] that the condition (313) is equivalent to the statement that the central
charge takes extremum value at the xed point:
@
a
jZj = 0: (314)
Thus, within ungauged general Abelian N = 2 supergravity we establish that central charge
is minimized at the xed point of geodesic motion of moduli evolving with  = 1=r.
At the xed point in the moduli space, the central charge is expressed in terms of the








M(N )  Q; (315)
M(N ) 

ImN + (ReN )(ImN )
 1








with the moduli in the matrix M(N ) taking values at the xed attractor point.
The central charge minimization condition (313) xes the asymptotic values of the moduli
in terms ofQ. By using the relations hU
a




V i satised by the general symplectic











































iP   (ImN )
 1



































Alternatively, one can rederive the relations (317) obeyed by the moduli and U(1) charges






























Y ), the relation (317) for the minimal central charge,
which can be expressed in terms of  as  

 = iQ, is satised. In particular, the entropy
















Many black holes are uplifted to intersecting p-branes. In this case, energy of black holes
is sum of energies of the constituent p-branes. The minimal energy of p-branes corresponds
to the ADM mass of the corresponding double-extreme black holes in lower dimensions. In
taking variation of moduli to nd the minimum energy conguration, one has to keep the
gravitational constant of lower dimensions
38
as constant. The minimum energy of p-brane
is achieved when energy contributions from each constituent p-brane are equal [399].
5.4.1 Generalization to Rotating Black Holes
Generally, rotating black holes have naked singularity in the BPS limit. D = 5 rotating
black holes with 3 charges has regular BPS limit (thereby the horizon area can be dened),
if 2 angular momenta have the same absolute values [180, 96]. We discuss generalization of
the principle of minimal central charge to the rotating black hole case [410].
We consider the following truncated theory of 11-dimensional supergravity compactied

































































transformations of the gravitino  


































































Note, lower-dimensional gravitational constant is expressed in terms of the D = 10 gravitational constant
and the volume of the internal space, i.e. a modulus.
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We consider the following D = 5 BPS rotating black hole solution [96, 602, 180] (Cf.















































































































Furthermore, the entropy is still expressed in terms of the central charge Z
fix
at the xed









The argument can be extended to more general rotating solutions in the N = 2 super-
gravity coupled to n
v







































= 0. So, the central charge is
extremized at the xed point: @
a
Z = 0.
We discuss the enhancement of supersymmetry near the horizon [408, 136]. Since the
vector eld in the vector multiplet is zero for (326), the solution is eectively described by






F . The supersymmetry
































































Here, the explicit forms of matrices X
ab
, which can be found in [410], are unimportant for
our purpose. At the horizon (r = r
0




= 0, thereby (331) does
not constraint the spinor ", i.e. supersymmetry is not broken. However, for nite values of




6= 0, " is constrained by the relation:
(1 +  
0
) " = 0; (333)
indicating that 1=2 of supersymmetry is broken.
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5.4.2 Generalization to N > 2 Case
The principle of minimal central charge is generalized to the N = 4; 8 cases by reducing
N = 4; 8 theories to N = 2 theories, and then by applying the formalism of N = 2 theories
[256]. For N  4 theories, there are more than 1 central charge eigenvalues Z
i




The ADM mass of the BPS conguration is given by the maxfjZ
i
jg. When the principle
of minimal central charge is applied to this eigenvalue, the smaller eigenvalues vanish and
all the scalar asymptotic values are expressed in terms of U(1) charges, only [257]. So, the
extremum of the largest central charge continues to depend on integer-valued U(1) charges,
only. The entropy of extreme black holes in each D has the universal dependence on the







, where  = 2 [3=2]
for D = 4 [D = 5], regardless of the number N of supersymmetry.
Pure N = 4 Supergravity Pure N = 4 theory can be regarded as N = 2 supergravity
coupled to one N = 2 vector multiplet. This can also be regarded as either SU(2) SO(4)
or SU(2)  SU(4) invariant truncation of N = 8 theory. The former corresponds to the




and the latter has no prepotential. These two theories

























where the hat denotes the SU(4) model [163]. The SO(4) version [192, 162, 160] of the







































of the SO(4) theory is related to that G






















































At the xed point (@

 = 0), the Killing spinor equations 
I
= 0 x  in terms of electric






. Then, writing 
I







= 0, one learns [405] that


















So, smaller eigenvalues, which correspond to broken supersymmetries, vanish and entropy is
given by the largest eigenvalue at the xed point.
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N = 4 Supergravity Coupled to n
v
Vector Multiplets The target space manifold of












with the rst factor










) (i; j = 1; 2; 3; 4,  = 1; :::; 6+ n
v
and a = 1; :::; n
v















where K =  ln i(S  

S) is the Kahler potential for S.
At the xed point, the gaugino Killing spinor equations 
a
i











The dilatino Killing spinor equation 
i
= 0 requires the following smaller of the central





















































































  (q  p)
2
: (341)
N = 8 Supergravity The consistent truncation of N = 8 down to N = 2 is achieved
by choosing H  SU(8) such that 2 residual supersymmetries are H-singlet. Such theory
corresponds to N = 2 supergravity couple to 15 vector multiplets (n
v
= 15) and 10 hyper-
multiplets (n
H
= 10). (This is the upper limit on the number of matter multiplets that can
coupled to N = 2 supergravity.) Under N = 2 reduction of N = 8, SU(8) group breaks
down to SU(2)  SU(6), leading to the decomposition of 26 central charges Z
AB
of N = 8
into (1; 1) + (2; 6) + (1; 15) under SU(2) SU(6). The SU(2) invariant part (1; 1) + (1; 15)
is (Z;D
i
Z), where Z is the N = 2 central charge. So, the horizon area is again A  jZj
2
.




truncated so that only 2 electric and 2 magnetic
charges are nonzero, the central charge at the xed point is product of U(1) charges, which
is black hole horizon area.




















































This is a special case of STU model
39
[234] with the real parts of complex scalars zero
e
 
= ImS  s; e
 
= ImT  t; e
 
= ImU  u: (343)
39
This model also corresponds to T
2









See section 3.2.2 for the explicit action.
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The following black hole solution to this model is reparameterization [507] of the general



















































































































































































































and nds that the smaller central charges are zero at the xed point.
This result is proven in general setting as follows. We consider the N = 8 supersymmetry









































where 6 supersymmetries are projected onto null states. Here, we splitted the index A as
A = (i; a) in accordance with the breaking of SU(8) to SU(4)  SU(4). By bringing Z
AB
to a block diagonal form [262] through SU(8) transformation (See section 2.2, for details.),






vanish due to (349) and




= 0, one nds that Z
ab







= 0, one nds that Z
2
= 0. So, we proved within the class of congurations
characterized by truncation (349) that the condition for unbroken supersymmetry requires
the smaller central charges to vanish. And the largest central charge at the xed point gives
the ADM mass and the horizon area.
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Five-Dimensional Theories N = 1, N = 2 and N = 4 theories in D = 5 [324, 325, 27,
211, 101, 487, 11] have 1, 2 and 3 central charges, respectively. At the xed point, the largest
central charge is minimized and the smaller central charges vanish. The horizon area is given
in terms of the central charge at the xed point by A = 4Z
3=2
fix
. The general expressions for
the (largest) central charge at the xed point for each case are as follows:























(z) evaluated at the xed point [256].















is the Lorentzian (5; n
v
) norm of other 5 + n
v
charges [573].





























2 Sp(8) is traceless.
5.5 Double Extreme Black Holes
We discuss the most general extreme spherically symmetric black holes in N = 2 theories
in which all the scalars are frozen to be constant all the way from the horizon (r = 0) to
innity (r ! 1) [411], called double-extreme black holes. For this case, the ADM mass
(or the largest central charge) takes the minimum value (related to the horizon area) and,
therefore, is equal to the Bertotti-Robinson mass. Whereas all the scalars are restricted to
take values determined by U(1) charges, all the U(1) charges can take on arbitrary values.
Double-extreme black holes are also of interests since they are the minimum-energy extreme
congurations in a moduli space for given charges.
The general double-extreme solution is obtained by starting from the spherically sym-











; U(r)! 0; as r !1; (350)








= 0) and that
consistency condition F
  i
= 0 for unbroken supersymmetry is satised. Since all the scalars





















rd ^ rsind: (352)
From equations of motion along with (350) (352), one obtains the ADM mass M in
























































































































From the consistency condition F
 a
= 0 for unbroken supersymmetry, one has r
a
Z = 0,
which is equivalent to @
a





with scalars constrained to take values dened by r
a
Z = 0. By solving
r
a


































). Since the ADM mass M for
double-extreme solutions obeys the stabilization equations (356), the entropy is related to




where  = 2 [3=2] for the D = 4 [D = 5] solutions.
5.5.1 Moduli Space and Critical Points
We have seen that the BPS condition requires scalars at the event horizon take their xed
point values expressed in terms of quantized electric/magnetic charges and, thereby, the
(largest) central charge at the event horizon is related to the black hole entropy. In this
subsection, we point out that such property of extreme black holes at the xed point can
be derived from bosonic eld equations and regularity requirement of congurations near
the event horizon without using supersymmetry [252]. For non-extreme congurations, the
horizon area has non-trivial dependence on (continuous) scalar asymptotic values.































































































are moduli dependent matrices. We re-


























































where  runs from 1 (horizon) to 0 (spatial innity). The function U satises the boundary
conditions U ! c as  !  1 and U(0) = 1.
The equations of motion for U() and 
a




















V (; (p; q)); (361)































V (; (p; q)) = c
2
: (362)
where a constant c is related to the entropy S and temperature T as c
2
= 2ST .
For non-extreme congurations, where scalars 
a



















































is non-negative (convexity condition). Here, r
a
is the Levi-Civita covariant derivative with
respect to the scalar manifold metric G
ab














.) For this case, 
a
1









= 0, so that 
a
are





bound A  4V (p; q; 
horizon
), which is derived from the requirement of nite event horizon
area A together with the constraint (362), is saturated for the (double) extreme case.

















which states that the total self-force on black holes due to the attractive forces of gravity
and scalars is not exceeded by the repulsive self-force due to vectors. The net force on black
holes vanishes only in the extreme case (c
2
= 0). In the double-extreme case, the ADM mass
is given by V at the xed point, i.e. M
2
= V (p; q; 
a
fix











= 0, since c = 0 = 
a
. From this, one obtains the bound on
the ADM mass M(S; 
1
; (p; q))  M(S; 
fix
; (p; q)). Note, these results are derived only
from the requirement of regularity of congurations near the event horizon without using
supersymmetry.
We specialize to the case where the target space manifold is a Kahler manifold spanned
by complex scalars z
i


















. We consider the



















































in (358) are given by  + i =  N . So, V in
(361) has the form V (p; q; 
a






, where Z is the central charge
and D
i
Z is its Kahler covariant derivative. By applying properties of special geometries, one
obtains the following ADM mass and scalar charges
M = jZj(z
0












By applying the general results in the previous paragraph, one can see that at the critical
points of V (@
i
V = 0), where 
i
= 0, Z is extremized: D
i






Z. Since the second
covariant derivative of jZj at the critical point coincides with the partial (non-covariant)

















. So, when G

ij
is positive [negative] at




changes its sign and becomes negative, some sort of a phase transition occurs and the
eective Lagrangian breaks down unless new massless states appear.
5.5.2 Examples
In the following, we discuss the explicit expression for M in the metric component (351)
with specic prepotentials.
Axion Dilaton Black Holes The axion-dilaton black holes in the SO(4) [SU(4)] formu-
lation of pure N = 4 supergravity can be regarded as black holes in N = 2 supergravity





The holomorphic sections and U(1) charges of SU(4) theory [163] (with hats) are related to


















































First, we discuss the SO(4) case. We choose the gauge X
0

















and (356) can be solved
















































































From this expression for K, one sees that the real part of the moduli z has to be positive, leading to the














The corresponding expressions in the SU(4) theory are obtained by applying the trans-































N = 2 Heterotic Vacua The eective eld theory of N = 2 heterotic string is described



























[264, 207] with the rst






and the second factor







2; :::; n + 1). S belongs to a vector multiplet and the remaining vector multiplets with the
scalar components z
i
are associated with the U(1) gauge elds in the left moving sector of
heterotic string. In particular, the n = 2 case is the STU -model [59, 117] with the complex
scalars S, T and U parameterizing each SL(2; R) factor of the moduli group. S, T and U










and, therefore, the prepotential takes the form:
F =  STU: (374)





























In this basis, theory has a uniform weak coupling behavior as ImS !1 and the holomorphic
section satises the constraints
hXjXi = hF jF i = X  F = 0: (376)



































By solving (356), along with (375), one xes S in terms of U(1) symplectic charges and











































































= 3 case is the STU model [206, 59].


























































































































































. And the moduli z
a
take the following














































. Then, the ADM mass

















































CP (n 1; 1)Model The CP (n 1; 1) 
SU(1;n)
SU(n)U(1)
model has the isometry group SU(1; n).
The n = 1 case is the axion-dilaton black holes [405, 400, 81, 411]. The form of prepotential
depends on the way in which SU(1; n;Z) is embedded into Sp(2n+ 2;Z) [516].






of M = U + iV 2 SU(1; n) given by:
A = U; C = V; B = V ; D = U; (386)
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For this case, X transforms as a vector under SU(1; n), i.e. X !MX, and the moduli space























































































































































of SU(1; n) into Sp(2n+2) related via the symplectic





































General Quadratic Prepotential We discuss the case where the lower-component of V
































, since the most general case with 
IJ









2 Sp(2n+2) on the conguration with 
IJ
= 0.

































































The ADM mass and entropy transform under this symplectic transformation similarly as (392).
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The case  =  i, where  is an SU(1; n) invariant metric, is the CP (n  1; 1) model, i.e.
(394) reduces to (391).










































































































































5.6 Quantum Aspects of N = 2 Black Holes
Supersymmetric eld theories respect remarkable perturbative non-renormalization theo-
rems. In N = 1 theories, superpotentials are not renormalized in perturbation theory
[317, 371]. N  4 theories are nite to all orders in perturbative quantum corrections
[566, 469]. So, the classical BPS solutions in N  4 theories are exact to all orders in pertur-
bative corrections. (Cf. Some classical solutions of N = 4 theories are also exact solutions
[600, 601, 365, 366, 367, 514, 47, 48, 171, 172] of conformal -model of string theory and,
therefore, exact to all orders in 
0
-corrections.) For N = 2 theories, prepotentials, which
determine the Lagrangians, receive perturbative quantum corrections up to one-loop level
[541, 317, 207, 9]. Hence, one has to study quantum eect on prepotentials for complete
understanding of solutions in N = 2 theories.
In the following, we study the quantum aspects of black holes in the eective N = 2





string on K3  T
2
and the type-II string on a Calabi-Yau manifold are a N = 2 string
dual pair [393, 255, 414, 13, 25, 392, 14, 117]. Since the dilaton-axion eld S belongs
to a vector multiplet [hyper multiplet] of the heterotic [type-II] theory, moduli space of
hyper multiplet [prepotential for a vector multiplet] is exact at the tree level, due to the
absence of neutral perturbative couplings between vector multiplets and hypermultiplets
[431, 414, 13, 165, 166, 116]. Thus, applying the duality between heterotic and type-II strings,
one can compute the exact prepotential for vector multiplets [hyper multiplet superpotential]
of the heterotic [type-II] theory.
The prepotentials of the N = 2 eective eld theories of these string theories contain the
cubic terms:











plus correction terms that include part of quantum corrections, instanton and topological























describe the classical parts and the non-exponential parts of perturbative corrections to the
prepotential. The Kahler potential associated with (398) is












General double-extreme black holes and a special class of extreme black holes with non-
constant scalars of the N = 2 theory with (398) are discussed in [50]. In the following, we
study the eect of the quantum correction terms of the prepotential on the classical solutions





Heterotic String on K3 T
2









(20 from the K3 surface and 45 from the gauge bundle)
and 19 vectors (18 from vector multiplets and 1 from the gravity multiplet). So, the moduli
z
a
(a = 1; :::; n
v
) in the vector multiplets consist of the axion-dilaton S, the T
2
moduli T
and U , and Wilson lines V
i














We denote the moduli other than S as T
m
(m = 2; :::; n
v
). The number of Wilson lines
V
i




with one of U(1) factors coming





) = (12   n; 12 + n) [393, 114, 4]. For example, the STU model (i.e. the complete




) is possible for n = 0; 1; 2.
Since prepotentials of N = 2 theories are not renormalized beyond one-loop perturbative














] is the one-loop [non-perturbative]

















[264, 253, 261, 270, 130, 133, 134] with S residing in the separate moduli space
SU(1;1)
U(1)


































with the corresponding tree-level Kahler potential:
K
(0)






















The scalar components of the remaining hypermultiplets in 56 of E
7
are not spectrum-preserving moduli,
since their non-zero vacuum expectation values induce mass for some of the non-Abelian elds, resulting in
change in the spectrum of light particles in the eective theories.
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) with the innite series terms exponentially suppressed in the decompact-
ication limit of large moduli. Non-perturbative corrections arise from the spacetime gauge
or gravitational instantons [543, 544, 432, 19], and give rise to holomorphic but exponentially




















Since the T -duality is an exact symmetry of the heterotic string to all orders in pertur-
bation, the one-loop correction h(T
m
) [207, 9, 334, 348, 423, 424, 425, 426, 116, 115] has




h(T; U; V ) = p
n
























) are the expansion coecients
of particular Jacobi modular form [115] and p
n
(T; U; V ) is the one-loop cubic polynomial,
which depends on the particular instanton embedding n, given by [68, 447, 115]
p
n





















Perturbative Corrections In section 5.5.2, we obtained the general expression for en-
tropy (or the ADM mass of the double extreme black hole) in the tree level eective theory
of the heterotic string on K3  T
2
. (See (378) for the tree level expression.) The entropy




) through the full triality invariant














[121] and is invariant under T -duality since the




i remain intact under T -duality [134, 207, 121].
Once perturbative quantum corrections are considered, T -duality transformations get


















where the one-loop correction term h(T
m





. For the purpose of discussing duality transformations, it is convenient to go to


















with the corresponding tree-level holomorphic section taking the form (375) in the new basis.
(In this basis, the theory has a uniform weak coupling behavior as ImS ! 1.) Since one-








is not modied at one loop








Xi = 0 at one-loop level. However,
44




gets modied due to the perturbative correction F
(1)
in the following way [12] (Cf. See

































get modied at one-loop level due to the modication of prepotential








































where U 2 SO(2; 2 + n;Z) and the symmetric integral matrix C encodes the quantum










, one sees that S is no longer invariant
under the perturbative T -duality transformation (410), but transforms as [207]































i in the classical expression (378) is still invariant under the perturbative
T -duality, but the dilaton ImS transforms under the perturbative T -duality (411). Since
superstring theories are exact under T -duality order by order in perturbative corrections,
one expects entropy to be invariant under T -duality. One way of making entropy to be
manifestly invariant under T -duality is to introduce the invariant dilaton-axion eld S
pert
[207, 334] which do not transform under T -duality. This motivates the following conjectured














The perturbative dilaton ImS
pert
is understood as follows. The perturbative prepotential
(407) leads to the following perturbative Kahler potential [207]












































































is the Green-Schwarz term [446, 201, 122] describing the mixing of the dilaton with the other
moduli T
m
. From this expression for K, one infers that the true string perturbative coupling
constant g
pert






















One can prove this conjectured form (412) of the perturbative entropy by solving (356) with
(407) substituted.
In the following, as examples of quantum corrections to N = 2 black holes, we nd
explicit expressions of entropy for the axion-free (Re z
a
= 0) solution with special forms of










  6= 0. Note, the
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symplectic magnetic charge in the perturbative basis dened by(408) is expressed in terms












; :::). By solving the stability
equation  

 = iQ with the following perturbative prepotential

































































For the case cp
0

























For the case c = 0 and q
0














with the sign  determined by the condition q
0
 < 0 that the entropy should be positive.
As a special case, when c = p
0
















with the solution having only n
v
+ 1 independent charges, i.e. q
a
= 0. In particular, with


































The explicit solution with non-constant scalar elds is obtained by just substituting the
symplectic charges by the associated harmonic functions in the stabilization equations. For
the case where the prepotential is the general cubic prepotential, i.e. (416) with c = 0, the































































































































As a special case, we consider the following prepotential corresponding to the STU model

























































Note, the quantum correction term acts as a regulator, smoothing out singularity, for example
those of massless black holes [571, 314, 48, 49, 177, 402, 404, 484], of classical solutions.
5.6.2 Type-II String on Calabi-Yau Manifolds
Type-IIA string on a Calabi-Yau three-fold [113, 369] gives rise to N = 2 theory with h
1;1
+1






being the Hodge numbers of the three-
fold), with the additional hyper multiplet and vector eld coming from those associated
with the dilaton and the gravity multiplet, respectively. The moduli in the vector multiplets
consist of the Kahler-class moduli t
a


























































are the rational instanton numbers of genus 0 and  is the Euler number.












are the (1; 1)-forms of the Calabi-Yau 3-fold M . In the large Kahler class moduli limit
(t
a
! 1), only the classical part in the prepotential, which is related to the intersection
numbers, survives. To the general form (430) of the prepotential, one can add an extra
topological term which is determined by the second Chern class c
2



























The eect of adding such term to the prepotential is the symplectic transformation corre-
sponding to constant shift of the -angle [623] (Cf. See the paragraph below (384)).
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n = 2 (an STUV model) [115] corresponds to the compactication on the Calabi-Yau three-
fold P
1;1;2;6;10
(20) [393] with h
1;1
= 4 and Euler number  =  372 [69]. The transformations
between the moduli in the pair of these type-IIA and heterotic theories are
t
1
= U   2V; t
2
= S   T; t
3
= T   U; t
4
= V; (432)
and some of the instanton numbers [69, 115] and the Euler number of the three-fold are








);  = 2c
2
(0): (433)


















































































In the limit t
4
= V = 0 (i.e. the STU model of the heterotic string with n = 2), the model




= 3 and  =  480.
























Entropy Formula For black holes in type-IIA string on a Calabi-Yau 3-fold, entropy
depends not only on U(1) charges, but also on the topological quantities of the 3-fold.
In the following, we consider the double-extreme black holes in the type-IIA superstring
on a Calabi-Yau 3-fold with the following special form of prepotential:
F
II











































Note, the above form of prepotential can be obtained by imposing the symplectic trans-






















= 0 and W
0a
= 0 is obtained in (422).
By imposing the symplectic transformation (437), one obtains the following entropy for the


























The above D = 4 black holes in string theories with the cubic prepotential arise from the












































due to the duality [628] among the heterotic string onK3T
2
, the type-II string on a Calabi-
Yau 3-fold (CY ) and M -theory on CY  S
1
[101, 259, 260]. This solution corresponds to 3
M 5-branes (with the corresponding harmonic functions H
a
, a = 1; 2; 3) intersecting over a
3-brane (with the spatial coordinates ~x), and the momentum (parameterized by the harmonic
function H
0
) owing along the common string. Here, the intersection of 4-cycles that each
M 5-brane wraps around is determined by the parameters C
abc
and each pair of such 4-cycles
intersect over the 2-dimensional line element !
a
.
Compactifying the internal coordinates and the common string direction, one obtains the









































The purpose of this chapter is to review the recent development in p-branes and other higher-
dimensional congurations in string theories. Study of p-branes plays an important part in
understanding non-perturbative aspects of string theories in string dualities. The recently
conjectured string dualities require the existence of p-branes within string spectrum along
with well-understood perturbative string states. Furthermore, microscopic interpretation
of entropy, absorption and radiation rates of black holes within string theories involves
embedding of black holes in higher dimensions as intersecting p-brane.
This chapter is organized as follows. In the rst section, we summarize properties of
single-charged p-branes. In the second section, we systematically study multi-charged p-
branes, which include dyonic p-branes and intersecting p-branes. In the nal section, we
review the lower-dimensional p-branes and their classication. We also discuss various p-
brane embeddings of black holes.
6.1 Single-Charged p-Branes
In this section, we discuss p-branes which carry one type of charge. Such single-charged
p-branes are basic constituents from which \bound state" multi-charged p-branes, such as
dyonic p-branes and intersecting p-branes, are constructed. p-branes in D dimensions are
dened as p-dimensional objects which are localized in D   1   p spatial coordinates and
independent of the other p spatial coordinates, thereby having p translational spacelike
isometries. Note, the allowed values of (D; p) for which supersymmetric p-branes exist are
limited and can be determined by the bose-fermi matching condition [2]. (The details are
discussed in section 2.2.3.)
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is the eld strength of (p+ 1)-form potential A
p+1
. Here, the parameter a(p)
given below is determined by the requirement that the eective action (441) and the -model










where ~p  D   p  4 corresponds to spatial dimensions of the dual brane.
6.1.1 Elementary p-Branes




(p) is carried by the \elementary" p-
brane. The \elementary" p-brane has a -function singularity at the core, requiring existence
of singular electric charge source for its support so that equations of motion are satised
everywhere. Namely, the electric charge carried by the \elementary" p-brane is a Noether





























































) (M = 0; 1; :::; D   1; i = 0; 1; :::; p) is the spacetime trajectory of p-branes,
T
p














^   dX
p+1
. The metric g
MN




































































































































surrounds the elementary p-brane.
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the elementary p-brane solution, one assumes the P
p+1
 SO(D   p   1) symmetry for
the conguration. Here, P
p+1
is the (p + 1)-dimensional Poincare group of the p-brane
worldvolume and SO(D p 1) is the orthogonal group of the transverse space. Accordingly,






), where  = 0; :::; p and m =
p+1; :::; D  1. Due to the P
p+1
invariance, elds are independent of x

, and SO(D  p  1)




















where  = 0; 1; :::; p [m = p + 1; :::; D   1] corresponds to directions internal [transverse] to
the p-brane. The general Ansatz for metric with P
p+1




















By solving the Euler-Lagrange equations with these Ansatze, one obtains the following so-























































g is the determinant of the metric g






































ln y; ~p =  1
: (450)
By solving the Killing spinor equations with the P
p+1
 SO(D   p  1) symmetric eld
Ansatze, one sees that the extreme \elementary" p-brane preserves 1=2 of supersymmetry
with the Killing spinors satisfying the constraint:
(1 
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= 1 and Tr






 ) a projection operator.
This originates from the fermionic -symmetry of the super-p-brane action. The extreme



























is the total energy-momentum pseudo-tensor of the gravity-matter system.
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6.1.2 Solitonic ~p-Branes
The magnetic charge of A
p+1
is carried by a solitonic ~p-brane, which is topological in nature
and free of spacetime singularity. Since magnetic charges can be supported without source
at the core, solitonic ~p-branes are solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equations of the eective
action I
D




















surrounds the solitonic ~p-brane. The magnetic charge P
~p
is quantized relative to
the electric charge Q
p









; n 2 Z: (455)















































is the volume form on S
p+2
and g(y) is given by



















The \solitonic" ~p-brane (456) preserves 1=2 of supersymmetry and saturates the following














Note, the sign dierence in dependence of the mass densities (453) and (458) on the
dilaton asymptotic value 
0
. So, in the limit of large 
0





[small], and vice versa.
6.1.3 Dual Theory








are given by (441) and (443) with p














Since a p-brane from one theory and a ~p-brane from the other theory are both \elemen-
tary" (or \solitonic"), it is natural to assume that these branes are dual pair describing the
same physics. One assumes that the graviton and the dilaton in the pair actions are the









































) lead to the following quantization condition for the tensions of










By performing the Weyl-rescaling of metrics to the string-frame, one sees that the p-brane































Thus, the strongly [weakly] coupled p-branes are the weakly [strongly] coupled ~p-branes. In
particular, a string (p = 1) in D = 6 are dual to another string (~p = 6  1  4 = 1), thereby
strongly [weakly] coupled string theory being equivalent to weakly [strongly] coupled dual
string theory. Other interesting examples are membrane/vebrane dual pair in D = 11,
string/vebrane dual pair in D = 10, self-dual 3-branes in D = 10 and self-dual 0-branes in
D = 4. Note, in D = 11 supergravity strong and weak coupling limits do not have meaning
due to absence of the dilaton.
6.1.4 Blackbranes
We discuss non-extreme generalization of BPS \solitonic" ~p-brane in section 6.1.2. Such
solution is obtained [460] by solving the Euler-Lagrange equations following from I
D
(p) with


































































and i = 1; :::; ~p. The magnetic charge P
~p




































The solution (462) has the event horizon at r = r
+
and the inner horizon at r = r
 
,
















In the limit r
 
= 0,  and A
p+1
become trivial, i.e. P
~p
= 0, and spacetime reduces to the
product of (D  ~p)-dimensional Schwarzschield spacetime and at R
~p





), the symmetry is enhanced to that of the BPS ~p-brane, i.e. P
~p+1








. Such extreme solution is related to the BPS solution (456) through the







. In the extreme limit, the event-horizon and the
singularity completely disappear, i.e. becomes soliton with geodesically complete spacetime







In this section, we discuss p-branes carrying more than one types of charges. These p-branes
are \bound states" of single-charged p-branes. Multi-charged p-branes are classied into two
categories, namely \marginal" and \non-marginal" congurations. The \marginal" (BPS)
bound states have zero binding energy and, therefore, the mass density M is sum of the
charge densities Q
i





. Such bound states with n





of supersymmetry. The marginal bound states in-
clude intersecting and overlapping p-branes. The \non-marginal" (BPS) bound states have











of \non-marginal" bound states take relatively prime integer values. In general,
non-marginal p-brane bound states are obtained from single-charged p-branes or marginal p-
brane bound states by applying the SL(2;Z) electric/magnetic duality transformations and,
therefore, preserve the same amount of supersymmetries as the initial p-brane congura-
tions (before the SL(2;Z) transformations). In particular, intersecting p-branes are further
categorized into orthogonally intersecting p-branes and p-branes intersecting at angles.
6.2.1 Dyonic p-Branes
In D = 2p+4, i.e. dimensions for which p = ~p, p-branes can carry both electric and magnetic
charges of A
p+1
. Examples are dyonic black holes (p = 0) in D = 4; dyonic strings (p = 1)
in D = 6; dyonic membranes (p = 2) in D = 8. Such dyonic p-branes can be constructed by
applying the D = 2(p+ 2) SL(2;Z)
EM
electric/magnetic duality transformations on single-
charged p-branes. These dyonic p-branes have P
p+1
 SO(D   p   1) symmetry and are
characterized by one harmonic function, just like single-charged p-branes, since the SL(2;Z)
transformations leave the Einstein-frame metric intact. In particular, in D = 2 mod 4, the












electric/magnetic duality transformations of 2k-form eld strength F
2k
in D = 4k can generally be understood as the T
2
moduli transformations of D = (4k + 2)
theory compactied on T
2














H ^ ?H]; (464)
where C is a (4k + 2)-form potential with the eld strength H = dC. We compactify the
action (464) on T
2
















+ 2Re dxdy + dx
2
);
C = Bdy + Adx; H = Gy + Fdx; (465)
where  is the moduli parameter of T
2
, (x; y) are coordinates of T
2
(i.e. x  x + 1 and
y  y + 1), and A, B [F , G] are (2k   1)-forms [2k-forms] in D = 4k. By applying the
self-duality condition [618] of H, one nds that 2k-form G is an auxiliary eld, which can
be eliminated by its eld equation as G = Im ? F   Re F , and one nds that F = dA.






















where a real constant  is, in the convention of [384], given by  = 2[(2k)!]
 1
. The complex
scalar  , which is expressed in terms of real scalars  and  as  = 2+ ie
 2
, parameterizes
the target space manifoldM = SL(2;Z)nSL(2;R)=U(1), which is the fundamental domain
of SL(2;Z) in the upper half  complex plane. Here, U(1) is a subgroup of SL(2;R) which
preserves the vacuum expectation value hi. The eld equations are invariant under the
following SL(2;R)
EM














transformation is not S-duality of string theories, since  is not the
D = 4k dilaton. (In (464), the dilaton is set to zero.) The following electric Q and magnetic


















transformation on single-charged (2k 2)-branes yields (2k 2)-branes
which carry both electric and magnetic charges of A
2k 1
. Such dyonic p-branes preserve 1=2




) of two dyonic (2k   2)-branes satisfy the





P 2 Z: (469)
When such dyonic (2k   2)-branes are uplifted to D = (4k + 2) through (465), the
solutions become self-dual (2k   1)-branes [236, 228]. The electric and magnetic charges
of the dyonic (2k   2)-branes are interpreted as winding numbers of the self-dual (2k   1)-
branes around the x and y directions of T
2
. The dyonic (2k   2)-branes (k = 1; 2) uplifted
to D = 11 describe p-brane which interpolates between the M 2-brane and the M 5-brane,





In the following, we specically discuss the k = 2 case [384, 307]. The associated action
((466) with k = 2) is type-IIB eective action (155) consistently truncated and compactied
to D = 8. The N = 2, D = 8 supergravity has an SL(3;R) SL(2;R) on-shell symmetry,
whose SL(3;Z)  SL(2;Z) subset is the conjectured U -duality symmetry of D = 8 type-
II string. The R-R 4-form eld strength and its dual eld strength transform as (1; 2)
under SL(3;R)  SL(2;R). This U -duality group contains as a subset the SO(2; 2;Z) 
[SL(2;Z) SL(2;Z)]=Z
2
T -duality group. The SL(2;Z) factor (in SL(3;Z) SL(2;Z)) is
the electric/magnetic duality (467), which is a subset of \perturbative" T -duality group. All
the \non-perturbative" transformations are contained in the SL(3;Z) factor.
The following dyonic membrane solution with hi = i is obtained by applying the U(1) 
SL(2;R)
EM


























































) is the volume form of M
3
, ? is the Hodge-dual operator in E
5
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and H is a harmonic function given by (457) with p = 2. Here, U(1) is the subgroup of
SL(2;R)
EM
that preserves hi = i. In the quantum theory, the U(1) group breaks down
to Z
2
due to Dirac quantization condition, resulting in either electric or magnetic solutions
when applied to purely magnetic solution. (But the solution in (470) with an arbitrary 
satises the Euler-Lagrange equations following from (466) and, therefore, can be taken as
an initial solution to which the \integer-valued" duality transformations are applied.)
To generate dyonic solutions with an arbitrary hi and are relevant to the quantum
theory, one has to apply the full SL(2;R)
EM
transformation to (470). The pair of electric
and magnetic charges of such dyonic solutions take co-prime integer values. The ADM mass

















and therefore 1=2 of supersymmetry is preserved.
When uplifted to D = 10, this dyonic membrane becomes the following self-dual 3-brane




































) ^ dv; (472)
where the coordinates (u; v) are related to the coordinates (x; y) in (465) through (y; x) =
(v; u)A
 1
(A 2 SL(2;Z)). The electric and magnetic charges of the above D = 8 dyonic
membrane are respectively interpreted as the winding numbers of this D = 10 self-dual
3-brane around x and y directions of T
2
.
The D = 8 dyonic membrane (470) uplifted to D = 11 is a special case of orthogonally


































































This M -brane bound state interpolates
45
between the M 5-brane and the M 2-brane as  is
varied from 0 to

2
. As long as magnetic charge is non-zero ( 6= 0), (473) is non-singular,
thereby singularity of the D = 8 dyonic membrane (470) is resolved by its interpretation in
D = 11. By compactifying an extra spatial isometry direction of (473) on S
1
, one obtains
3 dierent types of dyonic p-branes in type-IIA theory: (i) a membrane within a 4-brane
(2j2; 4), (ii) a membrane within a 5-brane (2j2; 5) and (iii) a string within a 4-brane (1j1; 4).
One can construct dyonic p-branes in D 6= 2(p + 2) by compactifying purely electric or
purely magnetic p-branes down to D = 2(p+2) (or D = 2(~p+2)), applying electric/magnetic
45
The above procedure can be applied to intersecting p-branes to generate p-brane bound states which
interpolate between dierent intersecting p-branes, e.g. the interpolation between the intersecting two (p+2)-
branes and the intersecting two p-branes; the interpolation between the intersecting p-brane and (p+2)-brane
and the intersecting (p+ 2)-brane and p-brane [149].
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duality transformations of p-branes (or ~p-branes) in D = 2(p+2) (or D = 2(~p+2)), and then
uplifting the dyonic solution to the original dimensions. In particular, the Z
2
subset of the
D = 2(p+ 2) (or D = 2(~p+ 2)) electric/magnetic duality transformations relates electric p-
brane and magnetic p-brane. Thus, the elementary p-brane in D 6= 2(p+2) is interpreted as
the electrically charged partner of magnetic p-brane, establishing electric/magnetic duality
between electric \elementary" p-brane and magnetic \solitonic" p-brane in D 6= 2(p+2). To
enlarge this Z
2
electric/magnetic duality symmetry in D = 2(p+2) (or D = 2(~p+2)) to the
SL(2;Z) symmetry so that one can generate dyonic p-branes from single-charged p-branes,
one has to turn on a pseudo-scalar eld. For example, the dyonic 5-brane in D = 10 type-IIB










is a subgroup of SO(5; 5) U -duality group of type-II string on T
4
.) There, it is found out
that non-zero R-R elds (which are related to the pseudo-scalar eld) are needed for the
solution to have both electric and magnetic charges.
The type-IIB SL(2;Z)
IIB
S-duality transformation leads to dyonic p-brane whose electric
and magnetic charges coming from dierent sectors (NS-NS/R-R) of string theory. General
dyonic solutions where form elds carry both electric and magnetic charges are generated
by additionally applying the SL(2;Z)
EM
electric/magnetic transformation in D = 6 [70].
In particular, the electric/magnetic duality transformation that relates the solitonic 5-brane









5-brane solutions preserve 1=2 of supersymmetry.
We comment on generalization of dyonic p-branes discussed in this section. In [228],
general dyonic p-branes within consistently truncated heterotic string on T
6
, where truncated
moduli elds are parameterized by 3 complex modulus parameters T
(i)




, is constructed. Thereby, the O(6; 22;Z) T -duality symmetry of heterotic string on
T
6
is broken down to SL(2;Z)
3
. The general class of multi-charged p-brane solution is
then characterized by harmonic functions each associated with T
(i)
and the dilaton-axion






supersymmetry is preserved for n non-trivial T
(i)
. With non-trivial S, additional 1=2 of
supersymmetries is broken unless all of T
(i)







or none of supersymmetry is preserved, depending on the chirality choices. In particular, a
special case of general class of solution with S and only one of T
(i)
non-trivial corresponds to
generalization of D = 6 self-dual dyonic string, when such solution is uplifted to D = 6. This
dyonic solution is parameterized by 2 harmonic functions, which are respectively associated
with electric and magnetic charges of 2-form potential. In the self-dual limit, i.e. when
the electric and magnetic charges are equal, the solution becomes the D = 6 self-dual
dyonic string. Within the context of non self-dual theory, the solution preserve only 1=4 of
supersymmetry, whereas as a solution of self-dual theory it preserve 1=2 of supersymmetry.
6.2.2 Intersecting p-Branes
Constituent p-Branes Before we discuss intersecting p-branes, we summarize various
single-charged p-branes in D = 10; 11, which are constituents of intersecting and overlap-
ping p-branes. These p-branes are special cases of \elementary" p-branes and \solitonic"
~p-branes discussed in section 6.1. They are characterized by a harmonic function H(y) in




) and break 1=2 of supersymmetry.
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D = 11 supergravity has 3-form potential. So, the basic p-branes (called M p-branes)
































































= 6; :::; 10 (for p = 5); (474)

















. The Killing spinor  of these M p-branes
satises the following constraint:
 
01p









is the product of at spacetime gamma matrices associated with
the worldvolume directions.
In D = 10, there are 3 types of p-branes, depending on types of charges that p-branes


















































































where p = 0; 2; 4; 6 [p = 1; 3; 5; 7] for R-R p-branes in type-IIA [type-IIB] theory. These
R-R p-branes of the eective eld theory are long distance limit of Dp-branes in type-II
superstring theories [191]: the transverse [longitudinal] directions of R-R p-branes correspond
to coordinates with Dirichlet [Neumann] boundary conditions.
The Killing spinors of D = 10 p-branes satisfy one constraint. The left-moving and the




have the same [opposite] chirality for the



















constraints are dierent for type-IIA/B theories:












































Whereas in type-II superstring theories there are D p-branes with p =  1; 0; :::; 9, R-R p-
branes in massless eective eld theories cover only range p  6. So, there is no place in the
massless type-II supergravities for R-R 7- and 8-branes
46
. Although the R-R 7-brane in type-
IIB theory can be related to 8-form dual of pseudo-scalar of type-IIB theory [289], it cannot
be T -dualized to R-R p-branes in type-IIA theory since it is specic to the uncompactied
type IIB theory, only. In [74], it is proposed that D p-branes of type-II superstring theories
with p > 6 can be realized as R-R p-branes of massive type-II supergravity theories. In the
following, we discuss R-R 7- and 8-branes in some detail, since their properties and T -duality
transformation rules are dierent from other R-R p-branes.
The R-R 8-brane is coupled to 9-form potential. The introduction of 10-form eld
strength into the theory does not increase the bosonic degrees of freedom (therefore, is not
ruled out by supersymmetry consideration), but leads to non-zero cosmological constant.
In fact, the massive type-IIA supergravity constructed in [202] contains such cosmological
constant term. It is argued [494] that the existence of the massive type-IIA supergravity
with the cosmological constant is related to the existence of the 9-form potential of type-
IIA theory. In [74], new massive type-IIA supergravity is formulated by introducing 9-form
potential A
9




is interpreted as the cosmological
constant once Hodge-dualized. (Note, the cosmological constant m in the massive type-IIA
supergravity is independent of the dilaton in the string-frame, which is typical for terms in
R-R sector.) In this new formulation, the cosmological constant m is promoted to a eld
M(x) by introducing A
9
as a Lagrange multiplier for the constraint dM = 0 thatM(x) = m
is a constant: the eld equation forM(x) simply determines the new eld strength F
10
, while
the eld equation for A
9
implies that M(x) = m. It is conjectured in [152] that the mas-
sive type-IIA supergravity is related to hypothetical H-theory [44] in D = 13 through the
Scherk-Schwarz type dimensional reduction (see below for the detailed discussion), rather
than to M -theory. The conjectured type-IIB Sl(2;Z) duality requires the pseudo-scalar 
to be periodically identied (   + 1), which together with T -duality between massive
type-IIA and type-IIB supergravities implies that the cosmological constant m is quantized





The massive type-IIA supergravity admits the following 8-brane (or domain wall) as a



























 = . The form of harmonic function
H(y), which is linear in y, depends on M(x). When M(x) = m everywhere, H = mjy   y
0
j,
with a kink singularity at y = y
0
. When M(x) is locally constant, the corresponding solution
is interpreted as a domain wall separating regions with dierent values ofM (or cosmological
constant). An example is H =  Q
 
y + b [H = Q
+
y + b] for y < 0 [y > 0], where 8-brane
charges Q

are dened as the values of M as y ! 1 and b is related to string coupling
constant e






= 0]. The multi 8-brane generalization can be accomplished by allowing




<    < y
n
.
The R-R 8-brane of massive type-IIA supergravity can be interpreted as the KK 6-brane
of D = 11 supergravity [74]. Namely, after the R-R 8-brane is compactied to 6-brane in
46
R-R 9-brane of type-IIB theory is interpreted as D = 10 spacetime.
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D = 8, the 6-brane can be lifted as the R-R 6-brane of massless type-IIA supergravity, which
is interpreted as the KK monopole of M -theory on S
1
[594].
Under the T -duality, the R-R 8-brane is expected to transform to R-R 7-brane or 9-
brane in type-IIB theory. First, T -duality transformation of massless type-II supergravity
along a transverse direction of the R-R 8-brane leads to the product of S
1
and D = 9
Minkowski spacetime, which is 9-brane. (Note, the direct dimensional reduction requires
H to be constant.) Second, T -duality transformation leading to type-IIB 7-brane is much
involved and we discuss in detail in the following.
T -duality transformation involving massive type-IIA supergravity requires construction
of D = 9 massive type-IIB supergravity. D = 9 massive type-IIB supergravity is obtained
from massless type-IIB supergravity through the Scherk-Schwarz type dimensional reduction
procedure [521], i.e. elds are allowed to depend on internal coordinates. This is motivated
by the observation that the `Stuckelberg' type symmetry, which xes the m-dependence
of eld strengths in type-IIA supergravity, is realized within type-IIB supergravity as a
general coordinate transformation in the internal direction, which requires some of R-R
elds to depend on the internal coordinates. Namely, an axionic eld (x; z) (i.e. R-R
0-form eld) is allowed to have an additional linear dependence on the internal coordinate
z, i.e. (x; z)! mz + (x), where x is the lower-dimensional coordinates. Since  appears
always through d in the action, the compactied action has no dependence on the internal
coordinate z. The result is the massive supergravity with cosmological term.
The massive type-IIA supergravity compactied on S
1
through the standard KK pro-
cedure is related via T -duality to the massless type-IIB supergravity compactied on S
1
through the Scherk-Schwarz procedure. This massive T -duality transformation generalizes
those of massless type-II supergravity in [79]. The explicit expression for m-dependent cor-
rection to the T -duality transformation can be found in [74]. Under the massive T -duality,
the type-IIA 8-brane transforms to the type-IIB 7-brane, which is the eld theory realiza-
tion of D 7-brane of type-IIB superstring theory. By applying the T -duality of massless
type-II supergravities to this 7-brane, one obtains a 6-brane of type-IIA theory, whereas
transformation to 8-brane of type-IIA theory requires the application of massive T -duality.
This generalized compactication Ansatz for  is a special case of the generalized
compactication on a d-dimensional manifold M
d
where an (n   1)-form potential A
n 1






is non-trivial is allowed to







(z) + standard terms [152, 439]. (All the other elds are reduced by the standard
KK procedure.) Here, d!
n 1
represents non-trivial n-th cohomology of M
d
. (In the case of
compactication of type-IIB theory on S
1





appears in the action always through dA
n 1
, the lower-dimensional action de-
pends on A
n 1
only through its zero mode harmonics onM
d
, only. The constant m manifests
in lower dimensions as a cosmological constant and, thereby, the compactied D-dimensional
action admits domain wall, i.e. (D  2)-brane, solutions. The general pattern for mass gen-
eration is as follows. First, the KK vector potentials always become massive. Second, a
eld that appears in a bilinear term in the Chern-Simons modication of a higher rank
eld strength acquires mass if it is multiplied by A
n 1
(with general dimensional reduction
Ansatz). Third, when axionic eld A
(ijk)
0
associated with D = 11 3-form potential A
MNP
is used for the Scherk-Schwarz reduction, the lower-dimensional theory contains a topolog-
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ical mass term. In these mechanisms, the elds associated with the Stuckelburg symmetry
(under which the eaten elds undergo pure non-derivative shift symmetries) get absorbed
by other elds to become mass terms for the potentials that absorb them. The consistency
of the theory requires that the elds that are eaten should not appear in the Lagrangian.
Note, whereas the original Scherk-Schwarz mechanism [521] is designed to give a mass to the
gravitino, thus breaking supersymmetry, and do not generate scalar potentials, in our case
a cosmological constant is generated and the full supersymmetry is preserved
47
.
In addition to single-charged p-branes, there are other supersymmetric congurations
which are basic building blocks of p-brane bound states. These are the gravitational plane
fronted wave (denoted 0
w
), called `pp-wave', and the KK monopole (denoted 0
m
). Their
existence within p-brane bound states are required by duality symmetries.
First, the KK monopole in D = 11 is introduced [594] in an attempt to give D = 11
interpretation of type-IIA D 6-brane [363]. The KK monopole is the magnetic dual of the
KK modes of D = 11 theory on S
1
, which is identied as R-R 0-brane (electrically charged
under the KK U(1) gauge eld) [628]. The D = 11 KK monopole, which preserves 1=2 of




























is the volume form on S
2
. The singularity of (480) at  = 0 is a coordinate singularity,
which is removed once the coordinate x
11
is periodically identied with the period 4. By




, one obtains R-R 6-brane in type-IIA theory
(carrying magnetic charge ), which is completely non-singular. When (480) is reduced along
a direction in R
6
, one has the KK monopole in D = 10.
Second, the pp-wave, which preserves 1=2 of supersymmetry, plays as important role as
p-branes. First of all, string dualities require the existence of pp-wave within the string spec-
trum. Namely, T -duality on type-IIA [type-IIB] fundamental string along the longitudinal
direction yields a pp-wave in type-IIB [type-IIA] theory [355, 366]. Furthermore, the type-
IIA D 0-brane has pp-wave as its image in D = 11, with the momentum of pp-wave identied
as the D 0-brane charge. When pp-wave is compactied along a transverse direction, one
has pp-wave in D = 10. The pp-wave propagating in y-direction has the form:
ds
2
= dudv +W (u;x)du
2
+ dx  dx; @
2
x
W = 0; u; v  y  t: (481)
The pp-wave is constructed in the following way. One imposes a Lorentz boost (t; y) !
(t cosh + y sinh ; x cosh + t sinh) on the Schwarzschield solution and takes the extreme
limit, i.e. innite boost (boost with the speed of light) and zero Schwarzschield mass limit




, where n 2 Z
+
depends on D and
the numbers of isometry directions of the conguration. More general solution is obtained









wave with the prole f
i
propagating along y; an asymptotic observer, however, observes










i. When the Lorentz boost is imposed on a
black p-brane and extreme limit is taken, one has a bound state of a p-brane and pp-wave.
47
But the Scherk-Schwarz reduced theories have smaller symmetry than those reduced via the standard
KK procedure [152].
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Orthogonally Intersecting p-Branes From single-charged p-branes, one can construct
\marginal" bound states of p-branes by applying general intersection rules. The \marginal"
bound states are called orthogonally \overlapping" [\intersecting"] p-branes if the constituent
p-branes are separated [located at the same point] in a direction transverse to all of the p-
branes. We denote the conguration where a (p + r)-brane intersects with a (p + s)-brane
over a p-brane as (pjp + r; p + s) [489]. We add subscripts (NS, R, M) in this notation to







denote M 2-brane, NS-NS string (or fundamental string) and R-R 3-brane.
The intersection rules are rst studied in [488] in an attempt to interpret Guven solutions
[323], and general harmonic superposition rules (which prescribe how products of powers of
the harmonic functions of intersecting p-branes occur) of intersecting p-branes are formulated
in [604]. Intersection rules can be independently derived from the `no force' condition on a
p-brane probe moving in another p-brane background [606]. Alternatively, one can derive
general intersection rules for \marginal" bound state p-branes in diverse dimensions from
equations of motion, only [18]. Namely, from the equations of motion following from general
















































= +( ) when the brane A is electric (magnetic). It is interesting that the relation





) and D-branes for higher branes. In the following, we discuss intersection rules for
a pair of branes. Intersecting congurations with more than two constituents are constructed
by applying the intersection rules to all the possible pairs of branes.
There are 3 types of intersecting p-branes: self-intersections, branes ending on branes and
branes within branes. First, p-branes of the same type intersect only over (p  2)-brane (so-
called (p 2) self-intersection rule), denoted as (p 2jp; p). This can be understood [488] from
the fact that p-brane worldvolume theory contains a scalar (interpreted as a Goldstone mode
of spontaneously broken translational invariance by the p-brane), which is Hodge-dualized
to a worldvolume (p  1)-form potential that the (p  2)-brane couples to. The second type,
denoted as (p   1jp; q) with q > p, is interpreted as a q-brane ending on a p-brane with
(p  1)-branes being the ends of q-branes on the p-branes. This type of intersecting p-branes










type, denoted as (pjp; q) with p < q, is interpreted as p-branes inside of the worldvolume
of q-brane [222]. This type of intersecting p-branes preserves fraction of supersymmetry




(dening spinor constraints associated with the










anticommute, one has congurations that preserve 1=2 of supersymmetry. An example is









dimensional reduction on S
1
and T -duality transformations.
The spacetime coordinates of intersecting branes are divided into 3 parts: (i) the overall
worldvolume coordinates 

( = 0; 1; :::; d   1), which are common to all the constituent
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branes; (ii) the relative transverse coordinates x
a
(a = 1; :::; n), which are transverse to part
of the constituent branes; (iii) the overall transverse coordinates y
i
(i = 1; :::; `), which are
transverse to all of the constituent branes. Since a transverse [longitudinal] coordinate of
R-R p-branes corresponds to a coordinate with Dirichlet [Neumann] boundary condition,
these 3 types of coordinates respectively correspond to coordinates of open strings of the
NN-, ND- (or DN-) and DD-types.
Intersecting p-branes are divided into 3 types, according to the dependence of harmonic
functions on these coordinates. The rst type, for which the general intersection rules are
formulated in [488, 604], has all the harmonic functions depending on the overall trans-
verse coordinates, only. For the second type, one harmonic function depends on the overall
transverse coordinates and the other on the relative transverse coordinates. The third type
has both harmonic functions depending on the relative transverse coordinates. For the rst
[third] type, constituent p-branes are, therefore, localized in the overall [relative] transverse
directions but delocalized in the relative [overall] transverse directions. We will be mainly
concerned with intersection rules for the rst type and later we comment on the rest of types.
One can construct supersymmetric (BPS) intersecting p-branes when spinor constraints
associated with constituent p-branes (given in the previous paragraphs) are compatible with
one another with non-zero Killing spinors. When none of spinor constraint is expressed as





of supersymmetry. (Note, from now on N stands for the number of constituent p-branes,
not the number of extended supersymmetries.) One can introduce an additional p-brane
without breaking any more supersymmetry, if some combination of spinor constraints of
existing constituent p-branes gives rise to spinor constraint of the added p-brane.
First, we discuss intersecting M p-branes. Intersecting rules, studies in [488, 604], are:














), interpreted as M 2-
brane ending on M 5-brane over a string. The worldvolume theory is described by
D = 6 (0; 2) supermultiplet with bosonic elds given by 5 scalars and a 2-form that
has self-dual eld strength, andM 2-brane charge is carried by a self-dual string inside
the worldvolume theory.
 One can add momentum along an isometry direction by applying an SO(1; 1) boost
transformation.
All the possible intersecting M -branes are determined by these intersection rules. One can
intersect up to 8 M p-branes by applying intersection rules to each pair of constituent M p-
branes: the complete classication up to T -duality transformations is given in [73].
IntersectingM -brane solutions can be constructed from the harmonic superposition rules.
These are rst formulated in [604] for BPSM -branes and are generalized to the non-extreme
case in [241, 173] and to the rotating case in [183]. First, the harmonic superposition rules
for the BPS case are as follows:
 The overall conformal factor of the metric is the product of the appropriate powers of
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(y)[  ]; (483)
where p
i
= 2; 5, and H
p
i
(y) are harmonic functions in overall transverse space (with
dimension `), namely of (i) the form H
p
i








for ` > 2, (ii) logarithmic









coordinate of the overall transverse space. So, the spacetime is asymptotically at
when ` > 2.
 The metric is diagonal (unless there is a momentum along an isometry direction)
and each component inside of [  ] in (483) is the product of the inverse of harmonic
functions associated with the constituent p
i
-branes whose worldvolume coordinates
include the corresponding coordinate.
 When momentum is added to an isometry direction, say -direction, the above rules















d  d + [K
 1
(y)  1]dt: (484)
 When ` > 3, one can add a KK monopole in a 3-dimensional subspace of the over-
all transverse space. All the harmonic functions depend only on these 3 transverse
















































 Non-zero components of 4-form eld strength F are given by (474) for each constituent
M p-branes.
Now, we discuss generalization of harmonic superposition rules to the non-extreme, ro-
tating case. The solutions get modied by the harmonic functions g
i







with angular momentum parameters l
i
















































Here,  and 
i
are dened in (189) and (191). The harmonic superposition rules are modied
in the following way:
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 Harmonic functions are modied as
H = 1 +
2m sinh  cosh 
y
` 2








where the boost parameter  is associated with electric/magnetic charge or momentum
2m sinh  cosh .

































































is given by the angular metric components of
rotating black hole in (compactied) D = ` + 1 and the general rules for constructing






up to 3 M p-brane
intersections with momentum along an isometry direction are given in [183].)
 The harmonic superposition rule (484) with a momentum along an isometry direction















d  d + [K
0  1
  1]dt; (489)













 The non-zero components of the 4-form eld strength are the same as the BPS case,
when l
i
= 0. For l
i
6= 0, there are additional non-zero components associated with the
induced electric/magnetic elds due to rotations. The general construction rules are
unknown yet; the explicit expressions up to 3 intersections with momentum along an
isometry direction are given in [183].
Next, we discuss intersecting p-branes in D = 10. The intersection rules are as follows:

























p+ q   2n = 4.












p  n = 1.





. These intersection rules are derived in [606] by applying `no force'
condition and in [18] from the equations of motion. Alternatively, one can derive these rules
from the intersection rules of M -branes by applying KK procedure and duality transforma-
tions, which we discuss in the following in details.
Intersecting p-branes in D = 10 can be obtained from intersecting M -branes through
compactication on S
1
and duality transformations. We have the following p-branes in




of M -branes along a longitudinal


























which can be understood from the relations of type-IIA form elds to the D = 11 3-form




in D = 11
































denotes the reduction in the direction associated with Taub-NUT term
[the other directions] of the metric.
Duality transformations further relate dierent types of p-branes.
First, we consider T -duality between type-IIA and type-IIB theories on S
1
. T -duality
(161) on type-IIA/B R-R p-branes along a tangent [transverse] direction leads to type-IIB/A
R-R (p 1)-branes [(p+1)-branes]. Note, T -duality on a longitudinal direction introduces an
additional overall transverse coordinate that harmonic functions have to depend on, which is
not always guaranteed. So, the T -duality on a longitudinal direction is called \dangerous",
whereas the T -duality on a transverse direction is \safe" since the resulting congurations
are guaranteed to be solutions to the equations of motion.
T -duality transformation rules of NS-NS p-branes can be inferred from T -duality transfor-
mation of elds [79] (see also (161)) as follows. Among other things, T -duality interchanges
o-diagonal metric components g

and the same components B

of the NS-NS 2-form po-
tential, where  is the T -duality transformation direction. So, when p-brane has non-trivial
( = t; )-component of the metric or NS-NS 2-form potential, T -duality transformation is
reminiscent of interchange of momentum mode (electric charge of KK U(1) eld g

) and
winding mode (electric charge of NS-NS 2-form U(1) eld B

) under T -duality. So, pp-wave
(whose linear momentum is identied with KK electric charge) and NS-NS string (carrying
electric charge of the NS-NS 2-form eld, identied as string winding mode) are interchanged
when T -duality is performed along the longitudinal direction of string or the direction of pp-
wave propagation. T -duality along the other directions yields the same type of solutions.
Second, the ( = 
i
; )-component of metric [NS-NS 2-form potential], where 
i
are angu-
lar coordinates associated with rotational symmetry, corresponds to the Taub-NUT term
[is associated with magnetic charge of a solitonic 5-brane 5
NS
]. So, magnetic monopole (or
Taub-NUT solution) and NS-NS 5-brane are interchanged when T -duality transformation is
applied along the direction transverse to NS-NS 5-brane or along the coordinate associated
with Taub-NUT term. T -duality along the other directions yields the same type of solutions.
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Second, the type-IIB SL(2;Z) S-duality transformation can be used to relate NS-NS
charged solutions and R-R charged solutions which are coupled to 2-form potentials. Under
the Z
2
subset transformation, NS-NS string and NS-NS 5-brane transform to R-R 1-brane
and R-R 5-brane, respectively. Full SL(2;Z) transformations on NS-NS string [NS-NS 5-
brane] yields \non-marginal" BPS bound states of p NS-NS strings and q R-R strings [p
NS-NS 5-brane and q R-R 5-brane] with the pair of integers (p; q) relatively prime.










































































We now discuss various intersecting p-branes in D = 10.
First, we consider intersecting R-R p-branes in type-II theories. D-brane congurations
are supersymmetric if the number  of coordinates of DN or ND type is the multiple of 4
[497]. (See section 8.3.2 for details on this point.) At the level of low-energy intersecting
R-R p-branes of the eective eld theories, this means that solutions are supersymmetric
when the number of relative transverse coordinates is the multiple of 4, i.e. n = 4; 8. This







the constituent R-R p-branes are compatible with one another. When both of the harmonic
functions depend only on the relative transverse coordinates, BPS congurations are possible
for n = 8 case only, and otherwise only n = 4 congurations are BPS. Since our main concern
is the intersecting R-R p-branes with all the harmonic functions depending only on the overall
transverse coordinates, we concentrate on the n = 4 case. Since T -duality preserves the total
number n of the relative transverse coordinates, one can obtain all the intersecting 2 R-R
p-branes with n = 4 by applying \safe" T -duality transformations to intersecting R-R 0-




). One can further add R-R p-branes in such a way
that n = 4 for each pair of constituent R-R p-branes. It is shown [73] that one can intersect
up to 8 R-R p-branes which satisfy the n = 4 rule for each pair: the complete classication
up to T -dualities is given in [73]. The explicit solutions for BPS intersecting R-R p-branes
can be constructed by the following harmonic superposition rules:







] from each constituent R-R p-brane whose worldvolume [transverse]
coordinates include the associated coordinate.














 Non-zero components of (p + 2)-form eld strengths are given by (478) for each con-
stituent R-R p-branes.
As an example, solution for intersecting R-R (p + r)-brane and R-R (p + s)-brane over a






































































































0  p  8, is nothing but open strings that end on D-brane. This type of congurations






along a longitudinal direction of




)), and then by sequentially applying T -duality





with 1  p  6, are interpreted as Dp-brane ending on NS-NS 5-brane. Namely, NS-NS 5-
branes act as a D-brane for D-branes. This interpretation is consistent with the observation
[46] that M 5-branes are boundaries of M 2-branes. This type of intersecting branes can











))), and then by sequentially applying T -duality transformations along
the longitudinal directions of the NS-NS 5-brane. Third, intersecting NS-NS p-branes can be




) along an overall transverse








) along a relative transverse














We comment on the case some or all of harmonic functions depend on the relative trans-
verse coordinates [73]. These types of intersecting p-branes can be constructed by applying
the general harmonic superposition rules, taking into account of dependence of harmonic
functions on the relative transverse coordinates. In particular, the metric components as-
sociated with the relative coordinates (that harmonic functions depend on) have to be the
same so that the equations of motion are satised. First, the second type of intersecting
p-branes, i.e. one harmonic function depends on the relative transverse coordinates, can
be constructed from the rst type of intersecting p-branes, i.e. all the harmonic functions
depend on the overall transverse coordinates, by letting one of harmonic functions depend on
the relative transverse coordinates. Thus, the classication of the second type is the same as
that of the rst type. The third type of p-branes, i.e. all the harmonic functions depend on
the relative transverse coordinates, have 8 relative transverse coordinates (n = 8) for a pair
of p-branes. It is impossible to have more than two p-branes with each pair having n = 8.












of supersymmetry, since the Killing spinor satises two constraints of the form
(475), each corresponding to a constituent M 5-brane. By compactifying an overall trans-












, which was rst constructed











) can be further added without breaking any more supersymmetry. The added
M 2-brane intersects the M 5-branes over strings and is interpreted as an M 2-brane stretched between two
M 5-branes.
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One can further add a fundamental string along the string intersection without breaking any more su-





propagating along the string intersection. Note, the former conguration preserves only 1=8 of supersym-
metry, rather than 1=4, if regarded as a solution of type-IIB theory.
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The series of application of T -duality transformations, then, yield a set of overlapping 2 R-R
p-branes with n = 8. (Complete list can be found in [284].) These overlapping p-branes
correspond, at string theory level, to D-brane bound states with 8 ND or DN directions, and
therefore should be supersymmetric. When 2 R-R p-branes intersect in a point, one can add
a fundamental string without breaking any more supersymmetry. This type of congura-
tions is interpreted as a fundamental string stretching between two D-branes. For the case
where 2 R-R p-branes intersect in a string, one can add pp-wave along the string intersection
without breaking anymore supersymmetry. Another third type of intersecting p-branes in









), followed by series of T -duality transformations along the longitudi-




) with 3  p  8. One can
further add R-R (p  2)-branes to these congurations; these congurations are interpreted
as a D (p  2)-brane stretching between Dp-brane and NS-NS 5-brane.
Other Variations of Intersecting p-Branes So far, we discussed intersecting p-branes
with p p
0
= 0 mod 4. Existence of such classical intersecting p-branes that preserve fraction
of supersymmetry is expected from the perturbative D-brane argument [500, 497]. One can
construct such solutions by applying the harmonic superposition rules discussed in the above.
In this subsection, we discuss another type of p-brane bound states which do not follow
the intersection rules discussed in the previous subsection. Such p-brane bound states con-
tain pair of constituent p-branes with p p
0
= 2 and still preserve fraction of supersymmetry
50
. These p-brane congurations can be generated by applying dimensional reduction or
T -duality along a direction at angle with a transverse and a longitudinal directions of the
constituent p-branes [515, 94, 150]. (Hereafter, we call them as `tilted' reduction and `tilted'
T -duality.) These p-brane congurations can also be constructed by applying `ordinary' di-





which preserves 1=2 of supersymmetry.
In fact, it conicts with dieomorphic invariance of the underlying theory that one has
to choose specic directions (which are either transverse or longitudinal to the constituent
p-branes) for dimensional reduction or T -duality transformations [150]. So, the existence of
such new p-brane congurations is required by (M -theory/IIA string and IIA/IIB string)
duality symmetries and dieomorphism invariance of the underlying theories.
We now discuss the basic rules of `tilted' T -duality and `tilted' dimensional reduction on
constituent p-branes. Before one applies `tilted' T -duality and dimensional reduction to p-
branes, one rotates a pair of a longitudinal x and a transverse y coordinates of a (constituent)
















(Note, x and y have to be dieomorphic directions so that one can compactify these directions
on S
1




It is argued [500, 497] that D-brane bound state with p  p
0
= 6 is not supersymmetric and is unstable




) is constructed in [150],
its interpretation is ambiguous due to abnormal singularity structure of harmonic functions, and it cannot




) though a chain of T -duality transformations.
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preserve supersymmetry. When  = 0 [ = =2], such compactication or T -duality trans-
formation is the compactication or T -duality transformation along a longitudinal direction
x [a transverse direction y]. Thus, as the angle  is varied from 0 to =2, the resulting bound
state interpolates between the corresponding two limiting congurations.
First, we discuss the `tilted' reduction R

of solutions in D = 11. The `tilted' reduction


























inD = 11, one obtains




























is interpreted as a `boosted' D 0-brane.
Second, we discuss `tilted' T -duality transformations T













of 2-form potential under T -duality. So, the T -transformed solution has diagonal met-










is the worldvolume gauge eld strength
[441]. For R-R p-brane bound states, the corresponding perturbative D-brane now, there-






























, a characteristic of non-threshold bound states. First, the `tilted'



































) preserving 1=2 of supersymmetry is also expected from the perturbative
D-brane considerations. One can apply `tilted' T -duality transformation more than once
to obtain new p-brane bound state congurations. For example, by applying `tilted' T -
duality transformations to D 2-brane in two dierent directions, one obtains D (4; 2; 2; 0)-




in type-IIA/B theory yields


















Next, we discuss p-brane bound states obtained by rst imposing a Lorentz boost along
a transverse direction and then applying T -duality transformation or reduction along the





. The Lorentz boost yields non-threshold bound state of a p-brane
and pp-wave. This bound state interpolates between extreme p-brane and plane wave, as
the boost angle  (see below for its denition) varies from zero (no boost) to =2 (innite
boost). The ADM energy E of such non-threshold bound state of extreme p-brane (with






, a reminiscent of
relativistic kinematic relation of a particle of the rest mass M with the linear momentum
p, rendering the interpretation of such bound state as `boosted' p-brane. The Lorentz boost









(y + t sin): (499)
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In the above, the angle
51
 is related to the boost parameter  as cosh  = 1= cos. After
the Lorentz boost (499), one compacties or applies T -duality transformation along y
0
.
First, we discuss the reduction R
v
along a boost. Since the momentum of pp-wave
manifests as the KK electric charge after reduction along the direction of momentum ow,
the resulting bound state always involves R-R 0-brane. The following type-IIA bound states













































Second, we discuss the T -duality T
v
along a boost. Under the T -duality, the linear momen-
tum of a pp-wave is transformed to the electric charge of the NS-NS 2-form potential [355].
So, the T -dualized congurations always involve a fundamental string with non-zero winding











































The dieomorphic invariance and duality symmetries require new type of bound states
in M -theory that preserve 1=2 of supersymmetry. These new M -theory congurations can
be constructed by uplifting new type-IIA conguration discussed in this subsection. For












, one obtains the M 5-brane and the KK
monopole bound state in D = 11. Another example is the M 2-brane and the KK monopole

















) string, obtained from R-R or NS-NS string through
SL(2;Z) duality, can be related to D = 11 pp-wave compactied at angle [515]. This is
understood as follows. When the compactication torus T
2
(parameterized by isometric





) cycle in T
2











(So, choice of dierent angle  corresponds to dierent choice of a cycle in T
2
.) Starting
from pp-wave propagating along x, one performs coordinate rotation (494) in the plane
(x; y), where y is an isometric transverse direction of the pp-wave, and then compacties
along y
0






with coordinates (x; y). The
resulting type-IIA conguration is a non-threshold bound state of pp-wave and D 0-brane.
Subsequent T -duality transformation along y
1




) string solution. This
is related to the fact that the type-IIB SL(2;Z) symmetry is the modular symmetry of the
D = 11 supergravity on T
2
[79, 531, 532] (see section 3.7 for detailed discussion).
Had we started from the bound state of M 2-brane and pp-wave along a longitudinal di-




) string that preserves
51





) string bound state obtained from D = 11 pp-wave through tilted dimensional
reduction at an angle , followed by T -duality, can also be obtained by reduction along a boost ofM 2-brane
with the same boost angle , followed by T -duality transformation.
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One can straightforwardly apply this procedure to intersecting M -branes, followed by sequence of T -
duality transformations, to construct p-brane bound states that interpolate between those that preserve 1=4
of supersymmetry and those that preserve 1=2 of supersymmetry as  is varied from 0 to =2 [149].
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) 5-brane can be related to M 5-

















) string from M 2-brane.
Branes Intersecting at Angles In [87], it is shown that one can construct BPS D-brane
bound states where the constituent D-branes intersect at angles other than the right angle.
We rst summarize formalism of [87]. Then, we discuss the corresponding classical solutions
[95, 282, 55, 149, 33] in the eective eld theory.
In the presence of a Dp-brane, two spinors " and ~" (corresponding to N = 2 spacetime















is an orthonormal frame spanning D p-brane worldvolume. For N numbers of





















); k = 1; :::; N; (503)




















The lowering operators a
k
dene the `vacuum' j0i, satisfying a
k
















spanned by D p-branes, the


















One can construct intersecting D p-branes at angles in the following way. One starts
from two Dp-branes oriented, say, along the directions Re z
i








to one of D p-branes. For this type of intersecting D p-branes at angles, the

































two spinors have the same [opposite] chirality for p even [odd]. One can further compactify
this intersecting Dp-branes at angles on a torus and then apply T -duality transformations
to obtain other types of intersecting Dp-branes at angles. Alternatively, one can start
from (qj(p + q)
R
; (p + q)
R
) and rotate one D (p + q)-brane relative to the other by apply-
ing the SO(2p) transformation. The resulting conguration is supersymmetric when the
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SU(p)  SO(2p) transformation is applied. When these intersecting D-branes are further
compactied on tori, the consistency of toroidal compactication imposes the quantization
condition for the intersecting angles 's in relation to the moduli of tori [87, 32].
When intersecting D-branes at angles are compactied on a manifoldM, the unbroken
supersymmetry should commute with the `generalized' holonomy group (dened by a modi-
ed connection   with torsion   due to non-zero antisymmetric tensor backgrounds) ofM.








 denes an action of discrete generalized holonomy.
Generally, starting from an intersecting Dp-brane at angles with
^
F = F +B = 0, where F
[B] is the worldvolume 2-form eld strength [the NS-NS 2-form], one obtains a conguration
with
^
F 6= 0 when T -duality is applied. For intersecting D 2-branes at angles, the necessary
and sucient condition for preserving supersymmetry is that
^
F is anti-self-dual [87].
Classical solution realization of intersecting D-branes at angles is rst constructed in
[95]. Starting from n parallel D 2-branes (with each constituent D 2-brane located at ~x =
~x
a
, a = 1; :::; n, and its charge related to `
a




) plane, one rotates





































. The solution in the string












































































































































(a = 1; ::; n) are (block-diagonal) SO(4) matrices that correspond to the above














associated with constituent D 2-branes located at ~x = ~x
a
. This conguration preserves 1=4 of
supersymmetry and interpolates between previously known congurations: (i) 
a
= 0; =2




, 8a, case is parallel n D 2-branes
oriented in dierent direction through SU(2) rotations, etc..











, and is independent of the SU(2) rotation angles 
a
. The physical charge density





) of the intersecting D 2-branes depend on 
a
.
T -duality on (507) yields other types ofD-brane bound states. The T -duality along trans-
verse directions leads to angled Dp-branes with p > 2. The T -duality along worldvolume
directions leads to more exotic bound states of D-branes. Namely, since the constituent D 2-
branes intersect with one another at angles, the worldvolume direction that one chooses for
T -duality transformation is necessarily at angle with some of constituent D 2-branes. Con-
sequently, the resulting conguration is exotic bound state of D p-brane (p 6= 2) and bound
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states of the type studied in [94] (e.g. bound state ofD (p+1)-brane and D (p 1)-brane, and
D (4; 2; 2; 0)-brane bound state) obtained by applying the `tilted' T -duality transformation(s)
on a Dp-brane.
The above intersecting D-branes at angles and related congurations are alternatively
derived by (i) applying the `tilted' boost transformation on the orthogonally intersecting
two D-branes, followed by the sequence of T -S-T transformations of type-II strings [55], or
(ii) applying `reduction along a boost' followed by T -duality transformations [149]. For the
former case [149], the resulting congurations are mixed bound states of R-R branes that
necessarily involves fundamental string. It is essential that one has to turn on both D-brane
charges of original orthogonally intersecting D-branes and apply the S-duality between two
T -duality transformations to have congurations where the D-branes intersect at angles.
Intersecting p-branes at angles in more general setting, starting from M -branes with the
at Euclidean transverse space E
4n
replaced by the toric hyper-Kahler manifold M
n
, are
studied in [282]. We rst discuss the general formalism and then specialize to the case of
intersecting p-branes in D = 10; 11.



























) (i; j = 1; :::; n); (508)
where '
i





+ 2, thereby parameterizing T
n








jr = 1; 2; 3g parameterize n copies of Euclidean spaces E
3
. The n = 1 case is



































. (So, a toric hyper-
Kahler metric is specied by U
ij
alone.) This implies that U
ij





























of the following harmonic functions specied by a set of n real numbers fp
i
ji = 1; :::; ng,






























Regular non-vacuum hyper-Kahler manifold is represented by harmonic functions U
ij
[fpg; a]
associated with a 3(n   1)-plane in E
3n









hyper-Kahler metric (508) is non-singular, provided fpg are coprime integers. The Sl(n;Z)
transformation U ! S
T
US (S 2 Sl(n;Z)) on the hyper-Kahler metric (508) leads to another




















are independent of '
i






3(n 1)-planes dened by two p-vectors fpg and fp
0

















, which is invariant under Sl(n;Z). The
solution (508) is, therefore, specied by angles and distances between mutually intersecting





The special case where U  U   U
(1)
is diagonal (i.e. the p-vectors have the form








: there are only n intersecting 3(n  1)-planes) describes n
fundamental BPS monopoles in maximally-broken rank (n+1) gauge theories found in [440],
thereby called LWY metric. When additionally U
(1)
is diagonal (so that U is diagonal), n




    M
1
. In this case,












, where ? is





preserves fraction of supersymmetry. It admits (n + 1)
covariantly constant SO(4n) spinors (in the decomposition of D-dimensional Lorentz spinor
representation under the subgroup Sl(n;R)  SO(4n)) if the holonomy of M
n
is strictly
Sp(n), which corresponds to the case where 3(n   1)-planes intersect non-orthogonally, i.e.
U
(1)
is non-diagonal. These covariantly constant SO(4n) spinors arise as singlets in the de-
composition of the spinor representation of SO(4n) into representations of holonomy group
ofM
n
, i.e. Sp(n) for this case. The only toric hyper-Kahler manifolds whose holonomy is a
proper subgroup of Sp(n) are those corresponding to the `orthogonally' intersecting or `par-






(i.e. product of n Taub-NUT space)
with Sp(1)
n
holonomy and diagonal U
ij
(thereby, 3(n  1)-planes intersecting orthogonally),
and more supersymmetry is preserved since the non-singlet spinor representations of Sp(n)
are further decomposed under the proper subgroup Sp(1)
n






, i.e. the vacuum hyper-Kahler manifold: since the holonomy group is
trivial, all the supersymmetries are preserved.
The starting point of general class of intersecting p-branes is the following D = 11



























where i = 1; 2. For a general solution with non-diagonal U
ij
, thereby with the Sp(2) holon-
omy forM
2
, (511) admits (n+ 1) = 3 covariantly constant spinors. Namely, 32-component
real spinor in D = 11 is decomposed under Sl(2;R)  SO(8) as 32 ! (2; 8
s
)  (2; 8
c
).






are further, respectively, decomposed under
Sp(2)  SO(8) as 8
s
! 5  1  1  1 and 8
c









and 3-planes orthogonally intersect),
the holonomy group is Sp(1)Sp(1). Under the Sp(1)Sp(1) subgroup, non-singlet Sp(2)
spinor representations 5 and 4 are, respectively, decomposed as 5 ! (2; 2)  (1; 1) and
4! (2; 1) (1; 2). So, 8=32 = 1=4 of supersymmetry is preserved.
One can generalize the solution (511) to include M -branes without breaking any more
supersymmetry, resulting in `generalized M -branes', where the transverse Euclidean space
is replaced byM
n
. The harmonic functions (associated with M -branes) are independent of
the U(1) isometry coordinates '
i
, thereby M p-branes are delocalized in the '
i
-directions.
First, one can naturally include an M 2-brane to the solution (511), since the transverse
54
The subscripts s and c denote two possible SO(8) chiralities.
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) is the volume form on E
2;1
, the signs  are those of M 2-brane charge and
H = H(x
i














, which are related to the signs. So, depending on the sign ofM 2-brane
charge, either all supersymmetries are broken or 3=16 of supersymmetry is preserved.
















































solution (511) when both U and U
(1)
are diagonal.) Here, ? is the Hodge-dual on E
3
. The















































































)] ^ dz: (513)




, (513) preserves 1=8 of supersymmetry, provided the
proper relative sign of M 5-brane charges is chosen.
In the following, we discuss the intersecting (overlapping) p-brane interpretation of so-
lutions obtained via dimensional reduction and duality transformations of the D = 11 solu-
tions (511){(513). Due to the triholomorphicity of the Killing vector elds @=@'
i
, the Killing
spinors survive in these procedures. As for the p-branes associated with the harmonic func-
tions U
ij
, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 3(n   1)-planes and p-branes, and
the intersection angle of p-branes is given by the angle between the corresponding p-vectors,
which dene 3(n  1)-planes.
First, we discuss intersecting (overlapping) p-branes related to (511) and (512). Since
(511) is a special case of (512) with H = 1, we consider p-branes related to (512), and then





without lose of generality, on S
1
, resulting in a type-IIA solution, and then
applies the T -duality transformation along the other U(1) isometry direction, i.e. the '
1
-






















































is the dilaton,   ` + ie
 
B
(` = R-R 0-form eld), B
(i)
(i = 1; 2) are 2-form
potentials in the NS-NS and R-R sectors, D is the 4-form potential, and z  '
1
. This
solution is interpreted as D 3-brane (with harmonic function H) stretching between 5-branes









= a in E
6
. From the expression for  in (514), one sees
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(S 2 Sl(2;R)) inM
2
is realized in this
type-IIB conguration as the type-IIB Sl(2;R) symmetry  !
a+b
c+d






. The condition that Sl(2;R) is broken down to Sl(2;Z) so thatM
2
with




g remains non-singular after the transformation is translated into
the type-IIB language that the Sl(2;R) symmetry of the equations of motion is broken down
to the Sl(2;Z) S-duality symmetry of type-IIB string theory. In the following we discuss
particular cases of (514).















with holonomy Sp(1) Sp(1), thereby preserving 1=4 of supersym-










































where harmonic functions H
i




(i = 1; 2) are respectively associated with
NS-NS 5-brane and R-R 5-brane [282].
A particular case of (514) with U
(1)












So, the restriction thatM
2




g are coprime integer, manifests in the
type-IIB theory that the corresponding p-brane conguration is a non-marginal bound state
of NS-NS 5-brane and R-R 5-brane. There is a correlation between the D = 11 Sl(2;Z)
transformation, which rotates a 3-plane in E
6
, and the type-IIB Sl(2;Z) transformation,
which rotates the charge vectors of the 2-form eld doublet B
(i)
.
The general type-IIB solution (514) with non-diagonal U
(1)
is interpreted as an arbi-
trary number of 5-branes intersecting or overlapping at angles. p-vectors and U
(1)
specify
orientations and charges of 5-branes, and a determines distance of 5-branes from the origin.
Since the correspondingM
2
has the Sp(2) holonomy, 3=16 of supersymmetry is preserved.
Next, we discuss the intersecting p-branes in type-IIA string and M -theory related to
(512). The intersecting p-branes in type-IIA theory are constructed in the following way.
First, one T -dualizes the type-IIB solution (514) along a direction in E
2;1
to obtain the
following type-IIA `generalized fundamental string' solution, which can also be obtained















































































where B is the NS-NS 2-form potential and 
A
is the dilaton. This solution is interpreted
as an arbitrary number of NS-NS 5-branes intersecting on a fundamental string (with a har-
monic function H), generalizing the solutions in [419]. The case with diagonal U represents
orthogonally intersecting NS-NS 5-branes. More general case with non-diagonal U represents
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intersecting NS-NS 5-branes at angles and preserves 3=16 of supersymmetry. The following












































] ^ dy: (518)
When U is of LWY type, this solution represents parallel M 2-branes which intersect inter-
secting 2 M 5-branes (orthogonally when U
(1)
is diagonal as well) over a string. For more
general form of U , the solution represents the M 2-branes intersecting arbitrary numbers of
M 5-branes at angles and preserves 3=16 of supersymmetry.
T -duality on the type-IIA solution (517) along the fundamental string direction leads to
intersecting type-IIB NS-NS 5-branes with a pp-wave along the common intersection direc-
tion. Further application of Z
2
 SL(2;Z) S-duality transformation leads to the following
































is the R-R 2-form potential. The H = 1 case is classical solution realization of
intersecting D-branes at angles of [87]. In [87], the condition for unbroken supersymmetry
is given by the holonomy condition arising in the KK compactications. This corresponds
to the holonomy condition on the hyper-Kahler manifold of [282]. Namely, intersecting R-R
p-branes preserve fraction of supersymmetry if orientations of the constituent R-R p-branes
are related by rotations in the Sp(2) subgroup of SO(8). This is seen by considering spinor
constraints of intersecting two D 5-branes, where one D 5-brane is oriented in the (12345)
5-plane and the other D 5-brane rotated into the (16289) 5-plane by an angle . For this
conguration, type-IIB chiral spinors 
A


























)g is the SO(1; 9)
spinor representation of the above mentioned SO(8) rotation. (The rotational matrix R()
is associated with an element of U(2;H)

=
Sp(2) that commutes with quaternionic conju-
gation, which is the rotation mentioned above.) It can be shown [282] that (i) for  = 0; ,
1=2 of supersymmetry is preserved since the second spinor constraint is trivially satised,
(ii) for  = =2, 1=4 is preserved, and (iii) for all other values of , 3=16 is preserved.
Finally, we discuss intersecting (overlapping) p-branes related to (513). The compacti-
cation on one of the U(1) isometry directions followed by the T -duality along the other U(1)





























































































This solution represents 2 NS-NS 5-branes in the planes (1; 2; 3; 4; 5) and (1; 6; 7; 8; 9) and 2
R-R 5-branes in the planes (1; 5; 6; 7; 8) and (1; 2; 3; 4; 9) intersecting orthogonally. Since the
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spinor constraint associated with one of the constituent p-branes is expressed as a combina-






symmetry. Related intersecting p-brane is constructed by applying T -duality, oxidation and
dimensional reduction. One can further include additional p-branes without breaking any
more supersymmetry, provided the spinor constraints of the added p-branes can be expressed
as a combination of spinor constraints of the existing p-branes.
6.3 Dimensional Reduction and Higher Dimensional Embeddings
The lower-dimensional (D < 10) p-branes can be obtained from those in D = 10; 11 through
dimensional reduction. Reversely, most of lower-dimensional p-branes are related to D =
10; 11 p-branes via dimensional reduction and dualities. In particular, many black holes in
D < 10 originate from D = 10; 11 p-brane bound states, which makes it possible to nd
microscopic origin of black hole entropy. It is purpose of this section to discuss various
p-branes in D < 10. We also discuss various p-brane embeddings of black holes.
There are two ways of compactifying p-branes to lower dimensions. First, one can com-
pactify along a longitudinal direction. It is called the `double dimensional reduction' (since
both worldvolume and spacetime dimensions are reduced, bringing a p-brane in D dimen-
sions to (p   1)-brane in D   1 dimensions diagonally in the D versus p brane-scan) or
`wrapping' of branes (around cycles of compactication manifold). Since target space elds
are independent of longitudinal coordinates, one only needs to require periodicity of elds
in the compactication directions. Second, one can compactify a transverse direction of a
p-brane. It is called the `direct dimensional reduction' (since this takes us vertically on the
bran-scan, taking a p-brane in D dimensions to a p-brane in D   1 dimensions) or `con-
structing periodic arrays' of p-branes (along the compactied direction). Since elds depend
on transverse coordinates, direct dimensional reduction is more involved [418, 283, 457].
For this purpose, one takes periodic array of parallel p-branes (with the period of the size
of compact manifold) along the transverse direction
55
. Then, one takes average over the
transverse coordinate, integrating over continuum of charges distributed over the transverse
direction. The resulting conguration is independent of the transverse coordinate, making
it possible to apply standard Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction
56
. In the double [direct]
dimensional reduction, the values of ~p [p] and  are preserved; in the direct dimensional
reduction, the asymptotic behavior of the elds (which goes as  1=j~yj
~p
) changes.
Conventionally, the direct dimensional reduction uses the zero-force property of BPS
p-branes, which allows the construction of multicentered p-branes. Note, however that it
is also possible to apply the vertical dimensional reduction even for non-BPS extreme p-
branes [457] and non-extreme p-branes [459], contrary to the conventional lore. Namely,
since the equations of motion (of a non-extreme, axially symmetric black (D 4)-brane in D
dimensions, for the non-extreme case) can be reduced to Laplace equations in the transverse
space with suitable choice of eld Ansatze, one can still construct multi-center p-branes
for non-BPS and non-extreme cases as well. For the non-extreme case, when an innite
55
Such staking-up procedure breaks down for (D   3)-branes in D dimensions, due to conical asymptotic
spacetime [457]. This is also related to the fact that (D   2)-branes reside in massive supergravity, rather
than ordinary massless type-II theory.
56
Or one can promote such isometry directions as the spatial worldvolume of a p-brane, leading to an
intersecting p-brane solution [604, 457, 420]
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number of non-extreme p-branes are periodically arrayed along a line, the net force on each
p-brane is zero and the conical singularities along the axis of periodic array act like \struts"
that hold the constituents in place. Furthermore, since the direction of periodic array is
compactied on S
1
with each p-brane precisely separated by the circumference of S
1
, the
instability problem of such a conguration can be overcome.
One can also lift p-branes as another p-branes in higher-dimensions, so-called `dimensional
oxidation'. First, the oxidation of a p-brane inD dimensions to a p-brane inD+1 dimensions
(i.e. the reverse of the direct dimensional reduction) is never possible in the standard KK
dimensional reduction, since the oxidized p-brane in D+1 dimensions has to depend on the
extra transverse coordinate introduced by oxidation
57
. (This is analogous to the `dangerous'
T -duality transformation.) Second, the oxidation of a p-brane in D dimensions to a (p+1)-
brane in D+1 dimensions (i.e. the reverse of the double dimensional reduction) is classied
into two groups. A p-brane in D dimensions is called `rusty' if it can be oxidized to a (p+1)-
brane in D + 1 dimensions. Otherwise, it is called `stainless'. Thus, p-branes in bran scan
are KK descendants of stainless p-branes in some higher dimensions
58
. A p-brane in D
dimensions is `stainless' when (i) there is not the antisymmetric tensor in D+ 1 dimensions
















. (This relation is satised by the expression for a in (531),
provided  remains unchanged in the dimensional reduction procedure.)
In this section, we focus on p-branes in D < 10 with only eld strengths of the same rank
turned on, comprehensively studied in [455, 457, 452, 453, 459, 241, 451, 458, 454, 456]. A
special case is black holes, which are 0-brane bound states. We also discuss their supersym-
metry properties and interpretations as bound states of higher-dimensional p-branes.
6.3.1 General Solutions
















































. So, such p-branes have
interpretation in terms of M -theory or type-II string theory congurations. Although one
can directly reduce the D = 11 action down to D < 11 by compactifying on T
11 D
in one
step, it turns out to be more convenient to reduce the action (521) one dimension at a time
iteratively until one reaches D dimensions. Namely, one compacties 11   D times on S
1
,






















(x) ^ dz; (522)
57
Such a p-brane in D dimensions should rather be viewed as a p-brane in D+1 dimensions whose charge
is uniformly distributed along the extra coordinate. This is interpreted as the limit where one of charges of
intersecting two p-branes in D + 1 dimensions is zero [457].
58
Contrary to the conventional lore that all the p-branes in D < 10 are obtained from those in D = 10; 11
through dimensional reductions, there are stainless p-branes inD < 10 which cannot be viewed as dimensional
reductions of p-branes in D = 10; 11. So, the conventional brane scan is modied [455].
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is a KK 1-form eld, A
n





and   1=
q
2(D   1)(D   2). The explicit form of resulting D < 11 action can
be found elsewhere [452]. The advantage of such compactication procedure is that spin-







) appear in the exponential prefactors of the n-form eld kinetic
terms. The dilatonic scalars originate from the diagonal components of the internal metric
and are true scalars. The couplings of
~
 to n-form potentials A

n
are characterized by the
\dilaton vectors" ~a























The complete expressions for \dilaton vectors", which are expressed as linear combinations
of basic constant vectors, are found in [452]. On the other hand, the remaining spin-0 elds









axionic, being associated with constant shift symmetries, and should rather be called 0-form
potentials, which couple to solitonic (D 3)-branes. (Note, there are no elementary p-branes
for 1-form eld strengths.)
Up to present time, study of p-branes within the above described theory has been mostly
concentrated on the case where only n-form potentials of the same rank are turned on, with
the restrictions that terms related to the last term in (521) (denoted as L
FFA
from now on)
and the \Chern-Simons" terms in (n + 1)-form eld strengths are zero. These restrictions
place constraints on possible charge congurations for p-branes. These constraints become
non-trivial when a p-brane involves both undualized and dualized eld strengths, i.e. when
the p-brane has both electric and magnetic charges coming from dierent eld strengths.
The former
59
[later] type of constraint is satised as long as the dualized and undualized
eld strengths have [do not have] common internal indices i; j; k.
Supersymmetry Properties The supersymmetry preserved by p-branes is determined










































is the Nester's form dened from the supersymmetry transfor-

















































The rst term in N
AB
gives rise to the ADMmass density and the last two terms respectively
contribute to the electric and magnetic charge density terms inM. The Bogomol'nyi matrix




is in the form of the ADM mass density




















In particular, to set the 0-forms A
ijk
0
to zero consistently with their equations of motion, the bilinear







Since the Bogomol'nyi matrix is obtained from the Hermitian supercharges, its eigenval-
ues are non-negative. The matrixM has zero eigenvalues for each component of unbroken




= 0. Since D = 11 spinor
has 32 components, the fraction of preserved supersymmetry is
k
32
, where k is the number
of 0 eigenvalues ofM (i.e. the nullity of the matrixM) or equivalently the number of lin-
early independent Killing spinors. The amount of preserved supersymmetry is determined
as follows. First, one calculates the ADM mass density m from the p-brane solutions. Then,
one plugs m, together with the Page electric and magnetic charge densities of the p-branes,
into the Bogomol'nyi matrix. The multiplicity k of 0 eigenvalues of the resulting matrixM
determines the fraction of supersymmetry preserved by the corresponding p-branes.
Multi-Scalar p-Branes General p-branes with more than one non-zero p-brane charges
are called \multi-scalar p-branes", since such p-branes have more than one non-trivial dila-




































are dened without \Chern-Simons" modications. In
this action, the rank p+2 of eld strengths is assumed to not exceed D=2, namely those with
p+ 2 > D=2 are Hodge-dualized. This is justied by the fact that the dual of eld strength
of an elementary [solitonic] p-brane is identical to the eld strength of solitonic [elementary]
(D   p  2)-brane, with the corresponding dilaton vector diering only by sign.
We consider extreme p-branes with N non-zero (p + 2)-form eld strengths, each of
which is either elementary or solitonic, but not both. For the simplicity of calculations,
the SO(1; p   2)  SO(D   p + 1) symmetric metric Ansatz (448) is assumed to satisfy
(p + 1)A + (~p + 1)B = 0 [453], so that the eld equations are linear. The p-brane solutions






of the dilaton vectors
~a

associated with non-zero (p + 1)-form eld strengths F

p+2
( = 1; :::; N). In solving the








to be not greater than the number of the components in
~
, i.e. N  11 D. For such








 are non-trivial. If one further takes the Ansatz
 '





















The conditions on elds that linearize the eld equations and lead to M

of the form (527)
are also dictated by supersymmetry transformation rules for the BPS congurations. Thus,
a necessary condition for \multi-scalar p-branes" to be BPS is for the dilaton vectors a

associated with participating eld strengths to satisfy (527). The following extreme multi-










































is singular, analysis depends on the number of rescaling parameters [452]. The only new




























) are associated with p-branes




=4, and the eld strengths are given, respectively, for the






















. The ADM mass density is



















Single-Scalar p-Branes We discuss the case where the bosonic Lagrangian for 11-




is consistently truncated to the following form with




























This expression for a is motivated from (442), now with an arbitrary parameter  replacing












and a;  given





























By taking Ansatze which reduce equations of motion for (530) to the rst order, one






































. Although inequivalent charge
congurations give rise to the same , i.e. the same solution, supersymmetry properties
depend on charge congurations.
Note, although one can obtain p-brane solutions (533) for any values of p and a, hence
for any values of , only specic values of p and a can occur in supergravity theories. The
value of  is preserved in the compactication process, provided no elds are truncated.
For p-branes with 1 constituent,  is always 4, as can be seen from the form of a in (442),
determined by the requirement of scaling symmetry
61
, and always 1=2 of supersymmetry is
preserved. The value  = 4 can also be understood from the facts that  = 4 in D = 11,
since there is no dilaton in D = 11, and the value of  is preserved in dimensional reduction
not involving eld truncations.
61
For p-branes with  6= 4, the scaling symmetry of combined worldvolume and eective supergravity
actions is broken.
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When the eld strength is a linear combination of more than one original eld strengths,




=4 of \multi-scalar p-brane" (528) equal, one







in (527) into (532), one has  = 4=N . So, \single-scalar p-branes" with  = 4=N
(N  2) are bound states of N single-charged p-branes (with  = 4) with zero binding
energy, and preserve the same fraction of supersymmetry as their multi-scalar generalizations.
Only \single-scalar p-branes" with  = 4=N (N 2 Z
+
) and \multi-scalar p-branes" can be
supersymmetric. (Non-supersymmetric p-branes in this class is related to supersymmetric
ones by reversing the signs of certain charges.) And only single-scalar p-branes with  = 4=N
(N  2) have multi-scalar generalizations.
Dyonic p-Branes In D = 2(p+2), p-branes can carry both electric and magnetic charges
of (p + 2)-form eld strengths. There are two types of dyonic p-branes [452]: (i) the rst
type has electric and magnetic charges coming from dierent eld strengths, (ii) the second
type has dyonic eld strengths. As in the multi-scalar p-brane case, the requirements that
L
FFA
= 0 and the Chern-Simons terms are zero place constraints on possible dyonic solutions
in D = 2(p + 2) = 4; 6; 8. Such restrictions rule out dyonic p-branes of the rst type in














can be obtained from purely electric/magnetic membrane by duality rotation, unlike dyonic
D = 6 string and D = 4 0-brane of the second type. Dyonic p-branes of the second type
include self-dual 3-branes in D = 10 [363, 236], self-dual string [240] and dyonic string [228]
in D = 6, and dyonic black hole in D = 4 [452].
There are two possible dyonic p-branes (associate with (530)) of the second type
62
with
the Page charge densities 
i
=4 [452]: (1) a
2






























and (2) a = 0 case (i.e.  = p + 1) with the solution










































The solution (535) is invariant under electric/magnetic duality and, therefore, is equivalent
to the purely elementary (
2
= 0) or solitonic (
1














, (534) corresponds to anti-self-dual massless
string with enhanced supersymmetry.
Note, the solutions (534) and (535) are not restricted to those obtained from the D = 11
supergravity on tori. For D = 8; 6 and 4, which are relevant for the D = 11 supergravity on
tori, 's for (534) and (535) are respectively f6; 3g, f4; 2g and f2; 1g. So, (534) and (534)
with p = 2 (i.e. D = 8) are excluded.
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The solutions for dyonic p-branes of the rst type have the form (528) with Lagrangian (526) containing
both Hodge-dualized and undualized eld strengths.
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Black p-Branes We discuss non-extreme p-branes. Non-extreme p-branes are additionally
parameterized by the non-extremality parameter k > 0. There are two ways of constructing
non-extreme p-branes.
The rst method involves a universal prescription for \blackening" extreme p-branes,































. The resulting non-extreme p-branes, called \type-2 non-extreme p-




, which covers the singularity at the











is always larger than the extreme counterpart, and all the supersymmetry is broken since
the Bogomol'nyi bound is not saturated. For type-2 non-extreme p-branes (with p  1),
the Poincare invariance is broken down to R  E
p
because of the extra factor e
2f
in the
(t; t)-component of the metric. For 0-branes, the metric remains isotropic but the quantity
(p+ 1)A+ (~p+ 1)B no longer vanishes.
In the second method, the metric Ansatz (448) remains intact but instead general solution
to the eld equations is obtained [458, 451] without simplifying Ansatze, e.g. (p+1)A+(~p+
1)B = 0, that linearize eld equations. (In solving the eld equations without simplifying
Ansatze, one encounters an additional integration constant interpreted as non-extremality
parameter.) So, the resulting non-extreme p-branes, called \type-1 non-extreme p-branes",
preserve the full Poincare invariance (in the worldvolume) of extreme p-branes. So, type-1
non-extreme p > 0 solutions do not overlap with the type-2 non-extreme counterparts. But
type-1 non-extreme 0-branes contain type-2 non-extreme 0-branes as a subset.
The equations of motion for single-scalar p-branes and dyonic p-branes of the second type
are, respectively, casted into the forms of the Liouville equation and the Toda-like equations
for two variables, which are subject to the rst integral constraint. The equations of motion
for dyonic p-branes are solvable when a
2
= p + 1 (i.e.  = 2(p + 1)) or a
2
= 3(p + 1) (i.e.
 = 4(p + 1)). When a
2
= p + 1, the equations of motion are reduced to two independent
Liouville equations. Since   4 in supergravity theories, only dyonic strings in D = 6 and
dyonic black holes in D = 4 are relevant, with only dyonic strings having BPS limit. When
a
2
= 3(p + 1), the equations of motion are reduced to SU(3) Toda equations. Only dyonic
black holes are possible in supergravity theory for this case. In the extreme limit, such black
holes preserve supersymmetry when either electric or magnetic charge is zero.
For multi-scalar p-branes with N eld strengths, the equations of motion are Toda-like in
general, but when the extreme limit is BPS (i.e. dilaton vectors satisfy (527)) the equations
of motion become N independent Liouville equations. The requirements that non-extreme p-
branes are asymptotically Minkowskian and dilatons are nite at the event horizon (thereby
the event horizon is regular) place restrictions on parameters of the solutions.
Massless p-Branes For multi-scalar p-branes and a dyonic p-brane (535) of the second





. So, they can be massless when
some of the Page charges are negative. In this case, there are additional 0 eigenvalues of
the Bogomol'nyi matrix, enhancing supersymmetry. Generally massless p-branes are ruled
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out if one requires the Bogomol'nyi matrix to have only non-negative eigenvalues
63
, since
the Bogomol'nyi matrix is obtained from the commutator of the Hermitian supercharges.
Since some of the Page charges are negative, the massless p-branes have naked singularity.
On the other hand, if one allows negative eigenvalues, one can have p-branes preserving
more than 1=2 of supersymmetry and some of non-BPS multi-scalar p-branes can become
supersymmetric due to the appearance of 0 eigenvalues with suitable sign choice of Page
charges (but their single-scalar counterparts are non-BPS, since Page charges have to be
equal in the single-scalar limit) [453].
6.3.2 Classication of Solutions
In this subsection, we classify p-branes discussed in the previous subsection according to their
supersymmetry properties. Since single-scalar p-branes and their multi-scalar generalizations
preserve the same amount of supersymmetry (except for the special case of massless p-
branes), the classication of multi-scalar p-branes is along the same line as that of single-
scalar p-branes. Single-scalar p-branes are supersymmetric only when  = 4=N (N 2 Z
+
)
and the dilaton vectors ~a

(associated with the participating eld strengths) of their multi-
scalar p-brane counterparts satisfy the relations (527).
Spin-0 elds, i.e. dilatonic scalars and 0-form elds, form target space manifold of -
model. The target space manifold has a coset structure G=H, where G ' E
n(+n)
(R) (n =
11 D) is the (real-valued) U -duality group
64
and H is a linearly-realized maximal subgroup
of G. Under the G-transformations, the equations of motion are invariant. When the DSZ
quantization is taken into account, G and H break down to integer-valued subgroups. The
subgroup G(Z) is the conjectured U -duality group
65
of type-II string on tori.
The asymptotic values of spin-0 elds, called \moduli", dene the \scalar vacuum". The
asymptotic values of dilatonic scalars and 0-form elds are, respectively, interpreted as the
\coupling constants" and \-angles" of the theory. One can parameterize spin-0 elds by a
G-valued matrix V (x) which transforms under rigidG-transformation by right multiplication
and under local H-transformation by left transformation: V (x)! h(x)V (x)
 1
, h(x) 2 H
and  2 G. It is convenient to dene a new scalar matrixM  V
T
V , which is inert under H
but transforms under G as M ! M
T
. So, the U -duality group G generally changes the
\vacuum" of the theory. By applying aG-transformation, one can bring the asymptotic value
of M to the canonical form M
1
= 1. The subgroup H leaves M
1
= 1 intact (i.e. H is the
U -duality little group of the scalar vacuum), thereby acting as solution classifying isotropy
group (of the vacuum) that organizes the distinct solutions of the theory into families of the
same energy. The integer-valued subgroup G(Z) \ H is identied with the Weyl group of
G that transforms the set of dilaton vectors ~a

associated with eld strengths of the same
rank as weight vectors of the irreducible representations of G(Z).
The U Weyl group in D  9 contains a subgroup S
11 D
consisting of the permutations




In the exceptional case of 4-scalar solution with 2-form eld strengths in D = 4, it is possible to have
massless p-branes where the Bogomol'nyi matrices have no negative eigenvalues [453].
64
For D  6, this is the case only when all the eld strengths are Hodge-dualized to those with rank
 D=2 [454].
65
In the following, we also call the real-valued group G as the U -duality group, but the distinction between
G(R) and G(Z) will be clear from the context.
66
This permutation is a discrete subset of G(R) which acts on a eld strength multiplet linearly.
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and (for D  8) the additional discrete symmetries that interchange eld strengths and the
Hodge dualized eld strengths (namely, the interchange of eld strength equations of motion
and Bianchi identity). At the same time, the associated dilaton vectors transform in such
a way that theory is invariant, respectively, by permutation or change of signs, forming an
irreducible multiplet under the Weyl group.
In particular, M

are invariant under the U Weyl transformations and therefore  is
also preserved. Furthermore, since the Bogomol'nyi matrixM is invariant under the U Weyl
group, p-branes with the same eigenvalues of M and, therefore, the same supersymmetry
property are related by the U Weyl group. Starting with a p-brane with a set of ~a

, one
generates a U Weyl group multiplet of p-branes with the sameM

(or same ) and the same
eigenvalues ofM. In the case of multi-scalar or dyonic p-branes, where the N Page charges
are independent parameters, the size of the U Weyl multiplet is larger than that of single-
scalar p-brane counterparts, since the participating eld strengths are now distinguishable.
We classify p-branes according to the rank of eld strengths that p-branes couple to [452,
453]. Particularly, BPS p-branes are possible withN = 1 4-form/3-form eld strength, N  4
2-form eld strengths and N  7 1-form eld strengths. BPS p-branes with N participating
eld strengths appear in lower dimensions once they occur in some higher dimensions; the
p-branes in those maximal dimensions are \stainless super p-branes". Generally, BPS p-






















, which occur only in D = 4, all preserve
1
16
. As for the super p-branes with 4 eld




(denoted  = 1
0
) and are coupled to 2-form and 1-form eld strengths (ii) those that preserve
1
16
(denoted  = 1) and are coupled to 1-form eld strengths, only. Lastly, we show that
H-transformations on black holes discussed in chapter 4 generate the most general black
holes in D = 11 supergravity on tori [169].
4-Form Field Strength There is only one 4-form eld strength in each dimension, but
within the supergravity models under consideration in this section, the 4-form eld strength
exists only in D  8, since those in D < 8 are Hodge-dualized to lower ranks. So, no
multi-scalar generalization is possible. There is a unique single-scalar p-brane, which is
either elementary membrane or solitonic (D  6)-brane. In D = 8, one can construct dyonic
membrane of the second type (534), but it is ruled out by the constraint L
FFA
= 0.
3-Form Field Strengths There are 11 D 3-forms inD  6, except inD = 7 where there








, which are not of the form (527), and, therefore, the
multi-scalar generalization is not possible. In fact, this expression for M

yields  = 2+
2
N





=N; 8: supersymmetry is completely broken unless N = 1 (i.e.  = 4),
in which case 1=2 of supersymmetry is preserved. In D = 6, one can construct dyonic strings.
Due to the constraint L
FFA
= 0, only dyonic strings of the second type, which are (534) and
(535) with  = 4 and 2, respectively, are possible.
2-Form Field Strengths Two-form eld strengths couple to elementary 0-branes and
solitonic (D   4)-branes. Analysis of 2-form eld strengths and 1-form eld strengths is
complicated due to their proliferation in lower dimensions. We therefore discuss only super-
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symmetric cases; complete classication of p-branes including non-supersymmetric ones can
be found in [452, 453]. The dilaton vectors ~a

associated with N participating 2-form eld
strengths satisfy (527) only for N  4. The dimensions D in which these BPS p-branes with
N = 1; 2; 3; 4 2-form eld strengths appear are, respectively, D  10; 9; 5; 4. For N = 1; 2; 3,
the p-branes preserve 2
 N
of supersymmetry, and for the N = 4 case, the solutions preserve
1=8. Whereas p-branes with N  3 can be either purely electric/magnetic or dyonic (of the
rst type), p-branes with N = 4 are intrinsically dyonic (of the rst type).
In D = 4, there are 4 inequivalent BPS black holes with  =
4
N
(N = 1; 2; 3; 4),








. These black holes are
interpreted as bound states of N D = 5 KK black holes with a =
p
3 [507, 247].
In D = 4, dyonic 0-branes of both rst and second types satisfy the constraint L
FFA
= 0.
Discussion on the rst type is along the same line as the multi-scalar 0-branes. As for the
second type, we have solutions (534) and (535) with a = 1=
p
3 (i.e. N = 2) and a = 0
(i.e. N = 4), respectively. First, a = 0 case is intrinsically dyonic of the rst type even
when 
1
= 0 or 
2
= 0. Although the explicit forms of solutions are insensitive to signs
of Page charges, their supersymmetry properties depend on their relative signs. Second,
the supersymmetry property of a = 1=
p
3 case is insensitive to the signs of Page charges.
Supersymmetry is preserved when (i) 
1
= 0 or 
2
= 0, corresponding to purely solitonic or




, corresponding to a
massless black hole preserving 1=2.
1-Form Field Strengths 1-form eld strengths couple to solitonic (D   3)-branes, only.
The dilaton vectors satisfy (527) for N  7 participating eld strengths. N = 1; 2; 3 cases
occur, respectively, in D  9; 8; 6, whereas N = 5; 6; 7 cases occur in D = 4, only. As for the
N = 4 case, there are 2 inequivalent BPS solutions: (i) those occurring in D  6, denoted
N = 4
0
or  = 1
0
and (ii) those occurring only in D = 4, denoted N = 4 or  = 1. For





] of supersymmetry for N = 1; 2; 3; 4
















, p-branes are BPS




supersymmetry properties are independent of the Page charge signs.
Black Holes in 4  D  9 The 0-branes in D = 11 supergravity on tori with the most
general charge congurations can be obtained by applying subsets of U -duality transforma-
tions on the generating solutions. As in the case of black holes in heterotic string theory
on tori, the set of transformations that generate the general black holes with the canonical
asymptotic value of scalar matrix M
1





is the largest subgroup of H that leaves the generating solutions intact.
The H=H
0
transformation introduces dim(H)   dim(H
0
) parameters, which together with
the parameters of the generating solutions form the complete parameters of the most general
solution. The number of U(1) charges of the generating solutions are 5, 3, 2 for D = 4; 5; 6,
respectively. The charge congurations for these generating solutions are the same as the
heterotic case in chapter 4, with all the charges coming from the NS-NS sector. To gener-
ate solutions with an arbitrary asymptotic value of the scalar matrix M , one additionally
imposes a general (real-valued) U -duality transformation.
67
Note, only for these values of a, the 0-branes have a regular event horizon.
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(A;B = 1; :::; N), where N is the number of the maximal supersym-




are invariant under the global G-transformation but
transform under the localH-transformation. Z
DAB









. In general, Z
DAB







trices. Two diagonal blocks Z
R;L
correspond to NS-NS charges and two o-diagonal blocks










one can bring the matrix Z
D
into the skew-diagonal form with complex skew eigenvalues 
i
(i = 1; :::; N=2). These eigenvalues 
i
are related to charges of the generating solutions in a
simple way, which we show in the following.
We now discuss the subsets of H that generate 0-branes with the most general charge
congurations from the generating solutions.
 D = 4: The most general 0-brane carries 28 + 28 electric and magnetic charges of
the U(1)
28
gauge group. The U -duality group is G = E
7
with the maximal compact
subgroup H = SU(8). The skew eigenvalues 
i




















































introduced to the generating solution.
 D = 5: The \dressed" 27 electric charges of the most general 0-brane transform as













































] transformation introduces remaining 36  12 = 24 charge
degrees of freedom into the generating solution.
 D = 6: The most general 0-brane carries 16 electric charges, which transform as a 16
(spinor) of the SO(5; 5) U -duality group, whereas the \dressed" charges transform as
(4; 4) under the maximal compact subgroup SO(5) SO(5). The skew eigenvalues 
i

















For 0-branes in D = 4, the matrix Z
4AB





charges of the U(1)
28


















invariant under G but transforms under local SU(8). The central charge matrix Z
4AB
, which is the complex
antisymmetric representation of SU(8), that appears in the N = 8, D = 4 supersymmetry algebra is related

























of the maximal compact subgroup SO(5)  SO(5)





] introduces remaining 2(10  3) = 14 charge degrees of freedom.
 D = 7: The most general 0-brane carries 10 electric charges, which transform as a
10 under the SL(5;R) U -duality group, whereas the \dressed" charges also transform
as 10 under SO(5). The skew eigenvalues 
i
















] are introduced into the generating solution.
 D = 8: 6 electric charges of the general 0-brane transform as (3; 2) under the U -duality
group SL(3;R) SL(2;R). There is no subgroup of the maximal compact subgroup
SO(3)  U(1) that leaves the generating solution intact. The SO(3)  U(1) trans-
formation induces 3 + 1 = 4 remaining charge degrees of freedom into the generating
solution.
 D = 9: 4 electric charges of the general 0-brane transform as (3; 1) under the U -duality
group SL(2;R)R
+
. The maximal compact subgroup U(1) introduces an additional
electric charge into the generating solution.
Since the equations of motion and, especially, the Einstein frame metric are invariant
under the U -duality, it is natural to expect that quantities derived from the metric, e.g. the
ADM mass and the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, are U -duality invariant. In fact, one can
express the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy in a manifestly U -duality invariant form in terms
of unique G invariants of D = 11 supergravity on tori. Such manifestly U -duality invariant
entropy depends only on \integer-valued" quantized bare charges [258].
In the following, we give the manifestly U -duality invariant form for the Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy of black holes with general charge conguration.
 D = 4: The quartic E
7(7)















































































































in (537) into the following E
7
invariant entropy [401, 409], one











 D = 5: The cubic E
6(6)





































 is the USp(8) symplectic invariant. The manifestly E
6(6)
invariant expression










which reproduces the entropy (276) of the generating solution if the expressions for 
i
in (538) are substituted.
 6  D  9: There is no non-trivial U -duality invariant in D  6. This is consistent
with the fact that the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the general BPS black holes in
D  6 is zero, which is the only U -duality invariant in D  6. For near-extreme black
holes, which has non-zero Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, the entropy can be expressed
in a duality invariant form in terms of \dressed" electric charges and, therefore, has
dependence on scalar asymptotic values [169].





. The U -duality invariant form of the ADM mass can be expressed in terms of
the U -duality invariant quantities Tr(Y
m
D












). The BPS solution preserves p=N of supersymmetry if p of the central
charge eigenvalues have the same magnitude, i.e. j
1
j =    = j
p
j. This depends on
charge congurations of black holes. As for the generating solutions, the number of identical
eigenvalues j
i
j can be determined from (537), (538) and (539). In the following, we discuss
D = 4 black holes as an example
69
[169].
 p = 4 case: The generating solution preserves 1=2 of supersymmetry when only one





















































are non-zero. The U -duality
invariant massM is the largest root of a cubic equation inM with coecients involving
U -duality invariants Tr(Y
m
4
) (m = 1; 2; 3).
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The fraction of supersymmetry preserved by N = 8, D = 4 BPS black holes can also be determined
from the Killing spinor equations [138].
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are non-zero, or the case
where all the ve charges are non-zero and independent. The largest root of a quartic
equation involving invariants Tr(Y
m
4
) (m = 1; :::; 4) corresponds to the ADM mass of
the BPS solution.
6.3.3 p-Brane Embedding of Black Holes
We discuss the D = 10; 11 p-brane embeddings of black holes in D < 10. Starting from
p-branes in D = 10; 11, one obtains 0-branes in D < 10 by wrapping all the constituent
p-branes around the cycles of the internal manifold. The resulting black hole solution has



































] is harmonic function associated with non-extremality
parameter m [charge Q

= (D  3)m sinh 2







(r). The ADM mass and



































































where   (D   3)m is the rescaled non-extremality parameter and we neglected overall






As can be seen from (546), dimensional reduction of single-charged p-branes leads to
black holes with singular horizon and zero horizon area in the BPS limit. To construct black
holes with regular event horizon and non-zero horizon area in the BPS limit, one has to
start from multi-charged p-branes in higher dimensions. This is achieved in D = 4; 5 with
N = 4; 3, respectively, which can be seen from the BPS limit of entropy in (547). In fact, it
is shown in [73] that the number N of distinct BPS black hole solutions to the equations of
motion for the action (530) that have intersecting p-brane origins in D = 11; 10 is N = 4; 3
and 2 for D = 4; 5 and D  6, respectively.
In the following, we discuss intersecting p-branes which give rise to regular BPS black
holes in D = 4; 5, as well as black holes with singular BPS limit. We concentrate on in-
tersecting M -branes; intersecting p-branes in D = 10 are related to intersecting M -branes
70
Generally, for a multi-charged black p-brane with the Page charges 

= (~p + 1)m sinh 2

( =




































































, where   (~p+ 1)m is the rescaled
non-extremality parameter.
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through dimensional reduction and dualities. All the possible D = 10; 11 BPS, intersect-
ing p-branes that satisfy intersection rules are classied in [73]. Also, there is a M -brane
conguration (473) interpreted as a M 2-brane within a M 5-brane (2  5), which preserves
1=2 of supersymmetry [384]. By including 2  5 congurations, one constructs new type
of black holes [147, 148] which are mixture of marginal and non-marginal bound states.









































] is charge of M 2-brane [M 5-brane] in the 2  5 constituent
and c; c
0
are appropriate constants. One can also add KK monopole to intersectingM -branes
with overall transverse space dimensions higher than 3. We will not show the explicit inter-
secting p-brane solutions, since one can straightforwardly construct them applying harmonic
superposition rules discussed in the previous section; explicit solutions can be found, for
example, in [428, 604, 173, 147, 148].
Four-Dimensional Black Holes Intersecting M -branes which reduce to D = 4 black
holes with 4 charges, i.e. (546) with N = 4, should have 4 or 3 (with momentum along a
isometry direction)M p-brane constituents and at least 3 overall transverse directions. Such
congurations are (i) 2 ? 2 ? 5 ? 5 for N = 4, and (ii) 5 ? 5 ? 5, 2 ? 5 ? 5 and
2 ? 2 ? 5 for N = 3. Additionally, one has the following D = 11 congurations that reduce
to D = 4 black holes preserving 1=8 of supersymmetry: (i) 2 ? 2 ? 2 ? +KK monopole,
(ii) 2 ? 5 + boost + KK monople, (iii) (2  5) ? (2  5) ? (2  5), (iv) (2  5) ?
5 + boost, (v) (2  5) ? 2 +KK monopole, (vi) (2  5) + boost+KK monopole. Also, the
boost +KK monoplole conguration reduces to D = 4 black hole that carries KK electric
and magnetic charges and preserves 1=4 of supersymmetry.
Five-Dimensional Black Holes Intersecting M -branes with 3 or 2 (with a boost along
a isometry direction) M p-brane constituents and at least 4 overall transverse directions can
be reduced to D = 5 black holes with 3 charges. These are 2 ? 2 ? 2 and 2 ? 5 with a
momentum along a isometry direction. An additional M -brane conguration that reduces
to D = 5 black hole with 3 charges is (2  5) ? 2, which preserves 1=4 of supersymmetry.
Black Holes in D  6 0-branes in D  6 can be supersymmetric with up to 2 constituent
p-branes. Supersymmetric 2 intersecting M -branes are 5 ? 5, 2 ? 5 and 2 ? 2, which are
compactied to 2-charged black holes in D = 4; 5 and 7, respectively, after wrapping each
constituent M p-brane around cycles of a compact manifold. One can compactify overall
transverse directions of these D = 5; 7 black holes to obtain black holes with 2 charges in
D = 4 and D  6, respectively. One can also construct black holes in D  9 and D  5
by compactifying M 2-brane and M 5-brane with momentum along a longitudinal direction,
respectively. Additionally, theM -brane conguration (2 ? 5)+boost reduces to D = 6 black
hole that preserves 1=4 of supersymmetry.
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7 Entropy of Black Holes and Perturbative String
States
One of challenging problems in quantum gravity for past decades is the issues related to black
hole thermodynamics. It was early 1970's [61, 62, 63, 124, 38] when it was rst noticed that
the event horizon area A behaves much like entropy S of classical thermodynamics. Namely,
it is observed [492, 339] that the event horizon area tends to grow (A  0), resembling
the second law of thermodynamics (S  0). Furthermore, Bardeen, Carter and Hawking
[38] proved that the surface gravity  of a stationary black hole is constant over the event
horizon, resembling the zeroth law of thermodynamics, which states that the temperature
is uniform over a body in thermal equilibrium. They also realized the following relation
71






which resembles the thermodynamic relation between energy E and entropy S (the rst law
of thermodynamics):
dE = TdS; (549)
if one identies the energy E with the ADMmassM and the entropy S with the event horizon
area A with some unknown constant of proportionally. Such analogy between horizon area
and entropy met initially with skepticism, until Hawking discovered [341, 342] that black
hole is indeed thermal system which radiates (quasi-Planckian black body) thermal spectrum
with temperature T
H
= h=2, due to quantum eect. Since then, it is widely accepted that
a black hole, as a thermal system, is endowed with \thermodynamic" entropy given by a
quarter of the event horizon area in Planck units, the so-called Bekenstein-Hawking entropy








Puzzles on black hole entropy stem from the fact that entropy is a thermodynamic quan-
tity, which arises from the fundamental microscopic dynamics of a large complicated system
as a universal macroscopic quantity which does not depend on the details of the underly-
ing microscopic dynamics. So, if the correspondence between laws of black hole mechanics
and thermodynamic laws is to be valid, the thermodynamic black hole entropy (550) should
have a statistical interpretation in terms of the degeneracy of the corresponding microscopic
degrees of freedom. Based upon our knowledge of statistical mechanics, one could guess sev-
eral possible interpretations of the statistical origin of black hole entropy: (i) internal black
hole states associated with a single black hole exterior [62, 64, 65, 343], (ii) the number of
dierent ways the black holes can be formed [62, 343], (iii) the number of horizon quantum
states [587, 580], (iv) missing information during the black hole evolution [344, 298]. Another
diculty comes from the fact that contrary to ordinary thermodynamics, understanding of
71







] is the potential [angular velocity] at the event horizon and Q [J ] is a U(1) charge [angular momentum].
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black hole thermodynamics requires the treatment of quantum eects, as we noted the cru-
cial role that the Hawking eect plays in establishing black hole thermodynamics. Thus, the
statistical interpretation of black hole entropy should necessarily entail quantum theory of
gravity, of which we have only rudimentary understanding.
The early attempts during the 1970's and 1980's were not successful in the sense that the
most of approaches either (i) did not touch upon the statistical meaning of entropy, since
the calculations were mostly based on thermodynamic relations (e.g. calculating entropy
using Clausius's rule S =
R
dM=T given that the black hole temperature T is determined by
the surface gravity method [38, 619]), or (ii) is purely classical (e.g. in Gibbons-Hawking
Euclidean (on-shell functional integral) method [290] involving grand partition function, the
black hole entropy A=(4hG
N
) is reproduced at tree-level of quantum gravity calculation).
Another major was the ultraviolet quadratic divergence
72
(related to the divergence of the
number of energy levels a particle can occupy in the vicinity of black hole horizon) in black
hole entropy when the Euclidean functional formulation of the partition function is evaluated
for quantum elds in the black hole background. To avoid such divergences, 't Hooft [586]
introduced \cuto" at a small distance " just above the event horizon in the path integral of
real free scalar eld
73
, assuming that there are no states at the interval between the event
horizon and the cuto (the so-called brick-wall method). The black hole entropy in eld







, reecting the quadratic divergence. It was conjectured [587] by 't Hooft that such
ultraviolet divergence of the statistical entropy might be related to Hawking's information
paradox [344], i.e. a black hole is an innite sink of information.
In [581], it is shown that the divergence associated with the Euclidean functional for-
mulation of the partition function for canonical quantum gravity (of point-like particles) is
related to the renormalization of the gravitational coupling G
N
. When the contributions to
entropy (obtained from the partition function) from the pure gravity and matter elds are











) similar to (550) but the bare
gravitational constant G
N
is renormalized. The explicit calculation of quantum corrections
of quantum gravity shows [200, 390, 391] that the renormalized gravitational constant G
N
takes the same form. Since superstring theory is a promising candidate for a nite theory of
quantum gravity, the contradiction encountered in the point-like particle eld theory has to
be resolved [576, 578, 581, 582]. It is indeed shown in [581, 184] that theory of superstring
propagating in a black hole background gives rise to a nite expression for black hole en-
tropy in the calculation of partition function through Euclidean path integral, with the nite
renormalized gravitational coupling G
N
: the genus zero contribution gives rise to the clas-
sical result (550) with a bare Newton's constant G
N
and the higher genus terms contribute
to nite corrections to G
N
.
This can be seen intuitively by considering microscopic states near the event horizon
[577]. For point-like particles, due to the arbitrarily small longitudinal Lorentz contraction
near the event horizon, an arbitrarily large number of particles can be packed close to the
event horizon, giving rise to a divergent entropy. However, the Lorentz contraction of strings
along the longitudinal direction is eventually halted to a nite extent and, therefore, only
72
This is closely related to the fact that quantum gravity in point-like particle eld theory is non-
renormalizable, as we will discuss below.
73
't Hooft proposed that the entropy of black hole is nothing but the entropy of particles which are in
thermal equilibrium with black hole background [585, 586, 588].
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nite number of strings can be packed near the horizon, leading to nite entropy.
Just as only contribution to the rst-quantized path integral of the point-like particle
eld theory is from the set of paths that encircle or touch the black hole event horizon,
only string graphs which contribute to the entropy through the partition functions are those
that are somehow entangled with the event horizon. From the point of view of an external
observer, this kind of closed strings, which are partially hidden behind the event horizon,
look like open strings frozen to the horizon. Thus, the black hole entropy can somehow be
interpreted as being associated with oscillation degrees of freedom of uctuating open strings
whose ends are attached to the black hole horizon [581].
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 7.1, we discuss connection between black
holes and perturbative string states. Identication of black holes with string states makes
it possible to do explicit calculations of statistical entropy of black holes, based on the
conjecture that microscopic origin of entropy is from degenerate string states with mass
given by the corresponding ADM mass of the black hole. In section 7.2, we discuss Sen's
original calculation of statistical entropy of the BPS static black hole, which was compared to
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy evaluated at the stretched horizon. In section 7.3, we generalize
Sen's result to near-extreme rotating black holes. In section 7.4, we discuss the level matching
of black holes to macroscopic string states at the core. This justies our working hypothesis
that black holes are perturbative string states. In section 7.5, we summarize Tseytlin's
method of chiral null model for calculating statistical entropy of the BPS black holes that
carries magnetic charges as well as perturbative NS-NS electric charges.
7.1 Black Holes as String States
It is not a new idea that elementary particles might behave like black holes [338, 519, 587].
A particle whose mass exceeds the Plank mass and therefore whose wavelength is less than
its Schwarzschield radius exhibits an event horizon, a characteristic property of black holes.
Since typical massive excitations of strings have mass of the order of the Planck mass, one
would expect that massive string states become black holes when gravitational coupling (or
string coupling) is large enough. It has been shown that black holes with given charges and
angular momenta behave like string states with the corresponding quantum numbers.
Before we discuss identication of black holes with string states, we summarize [304]
some aspects of perturbative spectrum, moduli space and T -duality of heterotic string on a
torus. Heterotic string [318] is a theory of closed string whose left- and right-moving modes
are respectively described by bosonic and super string theories. So, the critical dimensions,
in which the conformal anomali is absent, for each mode are dierent: D = 26 for the left-
movers and D = 10 for the right-movers. In compactifying the extra 16 coordinates of the
left-movers on T
16
, one obtains a rank 16 non-Abelian gauge group which is associated with






. Thus, the massless bosonic
modes of heterotic string in D = 10 at a generic point of moduli space are U(1)
16
gauge
elds, as well as graviton, 2-form eld and dilaton in the NS-NS sector ground state.
We compactify the extra d spatial coordinates X

( = 1; :::; d) on T
d
to obtain a theory
in D = 10   d. The toroidal compactication is dened by the periodic identication of








is the integer-valued string
\winding mode". Since the holonomy of a torus is trivial, all of supersymmetry is preserved




part of the heterotic
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] + (ferminionic terms); (551)



















The internal coordinates X



















, can be organized into the \background matrix" of the form:

















where B [G] is the antisymmetric [symmetric] part of E. (For the relations between the back-































= 0 (I < J): (554)
The Narain lattice [476, 477] 
(d+16)



























where the vectors fE

I
jI = 1; :::; 16g and fe

i









































































































































The heterotic string with the action (551) has an O(d + 16; d;Z) T -duality symmetry.
This group is a subgroup of the following O(d+ 16; d+16;Z) transformation that preserves
the triangular form of E in (553):
E ! E
0














transforms as a vector. T -duality is proven [303] to be exact to all
orders in string coupling.




























are left- and right-moving oscillator numbers, 
(0)
2
is the vacuum expectation
value of the dilaton (or string coupling).
We now identify string states with black holes. The mass of the BPS purely electric





of the N = 4 supersymmetry, is

















where ~ is the charge lattice vector on an even, self-dual, Lorentzian lattice  with the
O(6; 22) metric L and the subscript (0) denotes asymptotic values. Here, M is the moduli
matrix of T
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 2 O(6; 22) (563)










































The string momentum [winding] zero modes are identied with the quantized electric









[246]: the BPS black holes are identied with the ground states of the right movers. With a
further inspection of (561), one nds N
L
























L~   2. So, the various BPS black holes in the heterotic string on a torus





Non-extreme black holes are identied with string states with the right movers excited
as well. Identication of black holes in other dimensions and in type-II theories with string
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Since the type-II strings have supersymmetry in both the right- and left-moving sectors,















> 1=2), leading to long supermultiplet. Further study of equivalence of
string states and extreme black holes, including spins of string states and dipole moments
of rotating black holes, is carried out in [247, 235].
7.2 BPS, Purely Electric Black Holes and Perturbative String
States
In the previous section, we showed that BPS electric black holes in the string low energy
eective actions are identied with perturbative string states. Thus, it is natural to infer
that the microscopic degeneracy of black holes originates from the degenerate string states
in a corresponding level.
In general, non-extreme black holes are also identied with perturbative string states.
However, non-extreme solutions are plagued with (unknown gravitational) quantum cor-
rections and, therefore, the ADM mass cannot be trusted. In fact, the number of states



















[576, 513]. In [576], Susskind attributes the discrepancy to the mass renormalization
due to unknown quantum corrections. (See also section 8.2, where it is discussed that the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of non-extreme black holes has to be evaluated at the specic
string coupling at the black hole and microscopic conguration (D-branes and fundamental
string) transition point.)
As rst pointed out by Vafa [576], the BPS solutions do not receive quantum corrections
[481] due to renormalization theorem of supersymmetry. Such class of solutions
75
are,
therefore, suitable for testing the hypothesis that the statistical origin of black hole entropy
is from the degenerate string states with mass given by the ADM mass of black hole.
So, one can calculate the \statistical" entropy by taking logarithm of the string level




. However, the \thermal" entropy of
the BPS purely electric black holes in heterotic string is zero. In [557], Sen circumvented with
problem by postulating that the \thermal" entropy of the BPS black hole is not the event
horizon area, but the area of a surface close to the event horizon, a so-called \stretched"
horizon [589, 580, 579]. Although the BPS electric black hole solutions are free of quantum
75
It is argued in [346] that the Bekenstein-Hawking formula for entropy, i.e. (entropy) / (horizon area),
ceases to hold for extreme case and entropy of an extreme black hole is always zero, displaying discontinuity
in going from non-extreme to extreme case. This is attributed [346] as being due to dierence in Euclidean
topologies for the two cases. The cure for this discontinuity is proposed in [287], where it is suggested that
one has to extremize after quantization, rather than quantizing after extremization.
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corrections, they receive (classical) stringy 
0
corrections due to the singularity at the event
horizon. This leads to the shift of the event horizon by the amount of an order of 
0
.
Originally, the stretched horizon is dened [580] as the surface where the local Unruh
temperature for an observer, who is stationary in the Schwarzschield coordinate, is of the
order of the Hagedorn temperature [327]. Namely, it is a surface where the string interactions
become signicant. In [415, 575, 471], it is observed that the transverse size of strings
diverges logarithmically and ll up a region at the stretched horizon, melting to form a single
string. Thereby, information in the string states is stored and thermalized with black hole
environment in the region near the stretched horizon [575, 577, 450, 448, 471], and black
hole states are in one-to-one correspondence with single string states. So, the statistical
entropy is due to degenerate strings states in equilibrium with the black hole background at
the stretched horizon [581].
In this section, we summarize [557, 491] to illustrate this idea. The electric black hole
considered in [557] is a special case of the general solution [176] discussed in section 4.2.1. But
for the purpose of illustrating the idea of perturbative string state and black hole correspon-
dence, we follow Sen's parameterization of solution in terms of left-moving and right-moving
electric charges, rather than in terms of KK and 2-form electric charges.
7.2.1 Black Hole Solution
In Sen's notation, the most general non-rotating, electric black hole solution in the heterotic
string on T
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sinhcosh for 23  i  28
; (568)

















































The solution (567) is in the frame where the O(6; 22) invariant metric L (127) is diagonal.
This parameterization of black hole solution has a convenient form in which only left [right]
handed charges are non-zero when  = 0 [ = 0] with all the parameters nite.
The solution has 2 horizons at r = r
+; 












= 8m(cosh + cosh): (570)
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7.2.2 Extreme Limit and String States
The extreme limit is dened as a limit where the inner and outer horizons coincide, i.e.
m ! 0. In taking the \non-extremality parameter" m to zero, one has to let one (or both)
of the boost parameters  and  go to innity so that the electric charges (569) do not
vanish. Since we are interested in the BPS solutions, we let the ADM mass depend only on
the right-handed electric charge. This is achieved by taking the limit  ! 1 and m ! 0





remains as a nite non-zero constant, while  remaining nite. In this






















































+ 2m^rcosh + m^
2
): (574)
The event horizon area (570) is zero in the BPS limit. However, the string states are
degenerate. One can circumvent such problem by calculating entropy at the \stretched
horizon" right above the event horizon. To nd a location of the stretched horizon, one


























































t  t=m^. Note, in the frame (

t; r; ; ), all the dependence on the other
parameters has disappeared. One can show that the other background elds also become
independent of the parameters near the event horizon, if one performs a suitable O(6; 22)
transformation. Thus, the location of stretched horizon, i.e. the location where higher order
stringy corrections become important, is unambiguously estimated to be located at r = C,
a distance of order 1 (in unit of string scale) from the event horizon. In terms of the original
coordinate, the stretched horizon is located at r = C=g
s
 .
The stretched horizon area, calculated from (567) with m = 0 and (574), is
















. To compare this expression with the statistical entropy, one expresses S
BH
in



































Now we compare the thermal entropy (577) with the degeneracy of string states. Since






the string state degeneracy is from the left movers with N
L
given in terms of electric charges


























































as the thermal entropy
(577) calculated at the stretched horizon, and the two expressions agree if one chooses C = 4
in (577). Note, it is crucial that the constant C does not depend on parameters of black










cannot trusted because of
the unknown dependence of C on these parameters.
7.3 Near-Extreme Black Holes as String States
In the previous section, we saw that thermal entropy of the BPS, non-rotating, electric
black holes agrees (up to numerical factor of order one) with statistical entropy associated
with the degeneracy of string states, if it is evaluated at the \stretched horizon". However,
the rotating black hole case is problematic for the following reasons. Since the electric,
rotating black hole (285) in the BPS limit with all the angular momenta non-zero has naked
singularity, thermal quantities cannot be dened. The BPS limit with a horizon is possible
in D  6 with at most 1 non-zero angular momentum [362]. Even for this case, not only the
event horizon is singular (i.e. the event horizon and the singularity coincide) and has zero
surface area, but also the area of the stretched horizon (which is assumed to be independent
of parameters of the black hole) is independent of angular momenta. We surmise that
this is due to the unknown dependence of the location of the stretched horizon on physical
parameters, unlike the non-rotating black hole case. The determination of the stretched
horizon location may require understanding of 
0
corrections with rotating black hole as the
target space conguration, which is dicult to estimate at this point.
We propose [182] an alternative way to circumvent the problems of the BPS electric
black holes. Instead of dening the thermal entropy of the BPS black holes at the stretched
horizon, we propose to calculate the thermal entropy of near extreme black holes at the event
horizon. Then, the thermal entropy of near-extreme black holes takes suggestive form which
165
can be interpreted in terms of string state degeneracy. We attempt statistical interpretation
of such thermal entropy expression by using the conformal eld theory of -model with the




] U(1) left-moving world-sheet currents.
7.3.1 Thermal Entropy of Near-BPS Black Holes
The proper way of taking the near-BPS limit of rotating black holes is to take the limit in
such a way that the angular momentum contribution to the thermal entropy is not negligible
compared with the contribution of the other terms, while ensuring the regular horizon so
that thermal quantities can be evaluated at the event horizon. This is achieved as follows.
First of all, the near-BPS limit is dened as the limit in which the non-extremal parameter
m > 0 is very small and the boost parameters 
i








(287) do not vanish. Second, the requirement of the regular event horizon restricts the range
of the parameters of the solution [474], e.g. m  jl
1




















Third, for the thermal entropy to be macroscopically non-negligible, the electric charges
have to be very large, i.e. Q
(1);(2)
1
 m = O(1). This is required also for the statistical
entropy, since the system has to be very large so that statistical quantities approach the
exact values. Fourth, while keeping the angular momenta small so that the regular horizon
is always ensured as m  0, one has to make sure that angular momenta contribution to
entropy is not macroscopically negligible compared with the other terms. This is achieved





















































In this section, we calculate the statistical entropy of near-extreme, rotating black holes by
counting the degenerate string states with the specic angular momenta.
In principle, to calculate the statistical entropy of rotating black holes, one has to extract
the degenerate string states (in a given level) with the specic values of angular momenta.
This was rst attempted in [513]. Note, string states in a given level consist of states with
dierent angular momenta (with the maximum angular momentum determined by the level).
Alternatively, one can use the level density formula that has contribution from all the
possible angular momenta in a given level and employ the technique of conformal eld theory
to extract the specic contribution of states with given angular momenta. The main point is
that the U(1) charges of the left-moving worldsheet currents are interpreted as target space
spins of string states. States with non-zero spins are obtained by applying the ane U(1)
current operators to spin zero states. The procedures described in the following paragraphs
are also applicable to D-brane interpretation of entropy of rotating black holes [96, 93, 467].
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As in the BPS case, one identies the KK electric charges Q
(1)
i




] with the (internal) momentum zero modes [string winding modes]. Then, mass of the








































. From the second equality in














































By identifying the ADM mass (583) with the mass of string state (581), one nds that the




































































with the right-mover contributions neglected, just like BPS black holes. Here, c
eff
= 26 2 =
24 since we are considering left moving bosonic string modes, only. Note, this level density





To extract the contribution by the states with particular spins, we employ conformal eld
theory technique. Recall that the -model with the target space conguration [102, 103]






ane Lie algebra (i.e. Cartan sub-algebra of the O(D   1) rotational group),
















are interpreted as the [
D 1
2
] spins of string states. A general state in this WZNW model




































is a conformal eld without U(1) charges, or without target space spins. Thus,
the left-moving conformal dimensions
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This implies that the total number N
L 0













relative to the total number N
L
of left moving oscillations of states






































) by a numerical factor, which can be




) limit if one takes logarithm of the level densities. So, one
can use the formula (584) as the logarithm of the level density of spinless states to a good









































































 1 has to be satised.










. So, in terms of electric charges and angular





























This qualitatively agrees with the thermal entropy (580).
7.4 Black Holes and Fundamental Strings
In the previous sections, we calculated statistical entropy of black holes by assuming that
perturbative string states are black holes. Based on this assumption, we equated the mass
of string states with the ADM mass of black holes, and identied the left and right moving
momentum zero modes of the string states with the left and right handed electric charges
of black holes. This xes N
L;R
(which determines the microscopic degeneracy of states)
in terms of the macroscopic parameters of black holes, making it possible to calculate the
statistical entropy of black holes.
In this section, we justify [187, 108] such identication of perturbative string states with
microscopic black hole states. The starting point is the fundamental string in 5  D 
10. Here, the fundamental string is dened as a 1-brane solution of the combined action
S + S

with macroscopic string (described by S

) as its electric charge source. When the
fundamental string is compactied on S
1
along its longitudinal direction, it asymptotically
approaches black hole, as r!1, with its core having milder singularity (than black hole in
(D  1) dimensions) of a D-dimensional string source. With this identication, microscopic
degrees of freedom of the asymptotic black hole in (D 1) dimensions is interpreted as being
168
due to oscillating macroscopic string at its core. And electric charges and angular momenta
of the black hole are determined by momentum and winding modes of the core string along
its longitudinal direction and the frequency of string oscillation in the rotational planes.
7.4.1 Fundamental String in D Dimensions
We consider the following worldsheet action of macroscopic string moving in a background















































The conformal invariance of S

leads to the equations of motion for the massless background
elds [599, 600]. These equations of motion can be reproduced [109] by the Euler-Lagrange




































where the D-dimensional gravitational constant 
D





















= 0, one can exactly solve the
-model (590) to construct perturbative string states. We concentrate on compactication
of the -model on S
1
of radius R in at background. The string states in this model are
characterized by string winding number n and quantized momentum zero mode m=R along
the S
1






















For BPS states in heterotic string, whose supersymmetry is generated by right-moving world-





) and the total number
of left-moving oscillations is determined by the Virasoro constraint to be:
N
L








) = 1 mn: (593)










From now on, we concentrate on BPS fundamental string solution [189, 188, 187, 185, 376]




































































are the lightcone coordinates along the string
worldsheet, and x
m
(m = 1; :::; (D   2)) are the transverse coordinates. In deriving this












= (; ) is the worldsheet coordinate. This fundamental string solution preserves
1=2 of the spacetime supersymmetry [188]. When the fundamental string is compactied
along its longitudinal direction on S
1




+ 2R, one obtains
point-like solution in D   1 dimensions with its charge proportional to the winding number
n along the S
1
-direction.
We now obtain solution that also has an arbitrary left-moving oscillation, which is a
source for microscopic degeneracy. The zero-modes of the left-moving oscillation induce
momentumm=R in the S
1
-direction. Applying the general prescription of solution generating
transformation discussed in [610, 611, 277, 280, 278] to the straight fundamental string












(dudv   T (v; ~x)dv
2




















where T (v; ~x) is a solution to @
2
~x
T (v; ~x) = 0. The general form of T (v; ~x) that can be matched
onto the string source at the core is
T (v; ~x) =
~
f(v)  ~x+ p(v)r
 D+4
; (598)
where the rst term corresponds to oscillating string source and the second term corresponds
to a momentum without oscillations.


















































































































This solution has the ADM mass 
0;0
ADM





















































7.4.2 Level Matching Condition
In section 7.4.1, we constructed oscillating fundamental string solution by solving the equa-
tions of motion (following from S + S

) of the target space background elds and imposing
solution generating transformations. Note, all of such solutions do not correspond to the
underlying string states. To ensure that these solutions match onto the perturbative string
states at the core, one has to additionally solve the equations of motion for string coordi-
nates X
M
and the Virasoro constraints. From the Virasoro constraints (or the level matching
conditions), one extracts the relations between the macroscopic quantities of the oscillating
fundamental string (600) and the microscopic quantities of the perturbative string states.
This allows to interpret the entropy of the target space solution in terms of the perturbative
string state degrees of freedom.
We start by choosing the following static gauge for the string coordinates X
M
in the














=    are the light-cone worldsheet coordinates. Also, we choose the conformal
gauge for strings, i.e. 

= diag( 1; 1). From the Virasoro constraints T
++
= 0 = T
  
, one
has the following form of string coordinates (602):
U = (2Rn+ a)
 
















. And the constant Q in (597) is expressed in











More information on matching of the spacetime solution onto states of the core string
source is extracted by taking the at spacetime limit 
D
! 0, in which for example the
Virasoro relations (592), (593) and (561) are valid. For this purpose, we go to the frame
represented by (600), where the metric is manifestly asymptotically at, by applying the































). In the at space-
time limit, i.e. 
D
! 0 or h
^




, obtained from S

) and the winding vector n
M























This expression for p
M
agrees with the 
D




of the target space solution (600) with Q given by (604). This conrms that oscillating
fundamental strings are matched onto perturbative states of the core macroscopic string.
Since the momentum zero mode of a perturbative string state along the (compactied)
X
D 1
-direction is m=R and N
L
=  nm ((593) in the large N
L




in (606) to express m and N
L













Thus, we see that the oscillating fundamental string solution (600) with p(v) = 0 is matched
onto the perturbative string state with n, m and N
L
given in (607). These are a subclass of
solutions (600) that can be matched onto perturbative states of the core source string.
7.4.3 Black Holes as String States
When the longitudinal direction of the fundamental string (600) is compactied, one has
point-like object in D   1 dimensions. Such a solution approaches Sen's BPS electric black
hole [555] as r!1. This allows one to relate the macroscopic quantities, which are dened
at spatial innity, of black holes to the microscopic quantities of perturbative string states.
Note, such point-like solutions in D   1 dimensions asymptotically approach only a subset
of Sen's black holes that can be matched onto perturbative string states. So, for example,
the angular momenta of such solutions follow the Regge bound of perturbative string states,
whereas Sen's rotating black holes [555], in general, take arbitrary values of angular momenta,
which do not satisfy the Regge bound. In the following, we discuss the D = 5 case for the
purpose of illustrating basic ideas. The generalization to an arbitrary D is straight forward;
one starts from D-dimensional solution (600) with more general prole function
~
F (v).
One compacties the longitudinal direction of the D = 5 fundamental string (600) with
p(v) = 0 on S
1
of radius R to obtain a point-like solution in D = 4. To make the resulting
D = 4 point-like solution approach a \rotating" black hole asymptotically, one chooses
the following form of
~
















is a unit vector in the x
i
-direction.
Since the D = 4 point-like solution depends on the compactied coordinate x
4
and the
time coordinate t through v = x
4
+ t, the compactication on x
4
(i.e. taking average over
x
4
so that only the zero modes of elds are kept) is equivalent to taking the time-average.
By taking the time-average of the leading order terms of the elds at large r, one can read
o the following ADM mass M
BH










, and the right- and left-handed magnetic moments 
R;L
of the















































The generalization to a (D  1)-dimensional rotational black hole with [
D 2
2
] angular momenta involves
~
F representing independent rotations in [
D 2
2
] mutually orthogonal planes.
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with choice of unit in which G
D













. Furthermore, the periodicity
of x
4
requires ! = `=(nR) for some integer `.




, as one would expect from the fact that the
target space solution with the ADM mass M
BH
is matched onto the string source with the
right moving momentum p
R
. This proves the assumption that the perturbative string states






















, with J forming the Regge trajectory when ` = 1.
Finally, the gyromagnetic ratios g
L;R
















This result is consistent with the fact that the BPS black holes correspond to the perturbative
string states with only left-mover excited, since the gyromagnetic ratios are related to the











. Moreover, the right-moving
gyromagnetic ratio is 2 as expected from the fact that the underlying states are fundamental.
7.5 Dyonic Black Holes and Chiral Null Model
So far, we discussed statistical interpretation for entropy of purely electric black holes in
terms of microscopic degrees of freedom of perturbative string states. The BPS electric
black holes have a nice virtue of being free of quantum corrections, thereby the ADM mass






-corrections. Thus, entropy is known only up to the order of 
0
. Furthermore,
such solutions are not black holes in the conventional sense, since the event horizon coincides
with the singularity and has zero area.
It is the construction of dyonic solutions [176] in the heterotic string on T
6
that triggered
renewed interests in black hole entropy and made the precise calculation of the statistical
entropy possible. Such dyonic solutions not only do not receive quantum corrections, but also
are free of classical 
0
-corrections[171] since they are described by exact conformal -model
and the event horizon is free of singularity. Such dyonic solutions contain as a subset the
Reissner-Nordstrom solution and have non-zero event horizon area. Since the event horizon is
regular, the 
0
-corrections are under control at the event horizon. And as in the pure electric
case, the dilaton is nite at the event horizon, implying that the string loop corrections are
under control. Being free of plagues (i.e. 
0
-corrections of purely electric solutions and the
string loop corrections of the purely magnetic solutions) suered by the previously known
solutions in string theories, the dyonic solution [176] is suitable for studying statistical origin
of black hole entropy. Such observation was rst made in [437], where it is proposed that
the microscopic degrees of freedom of the dyonic black holes are due to the hair associated
with the oscillations in the internal dimensions.
The rst attempt to explain the statistical origin of the BPS black holes with non-zero
event horizon area is based upon a special class of string worldsheet -model called \chiral
null model". In this approach, the BPS black holes are embedded as background elds of
the chiral null model and the throat region conformal model is studied for understanding
microscopic degeneracy of string states. Remarkably, the throat region conformal theory
approximates to the WZNW model of perturbative string theory with string tension rescaled
173
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by magnetic charges of the black holes. So, the degeneracy of string states carrying
magnetic charges is obtained by applying level density formula of perturbative string states.
In this section, we summarize the results of [172, 602, 605], which study chiral null model
interpretation of black hole entropy.
7.5.1 Chiral Null Model
String theory is a promising candidate for consistent quantum gravity theory, being free
from ultra-violet divergences, which plagued quantum gravity of point-like particles. So, it
is useful to study classical string solutions to address problems in quantum gravity. However,
it is almost hopeless to obtain exact classical solutions to the equations of motion following
from eective eld theory of string massless states, since the eective action consists of
innite series of terms of all derivatives multiplied by powers of 
0
, which are also ambiguous
due to the freedom of choosing dierent renormalization schemes (or eld redenitions). So,
the only exact classical string solutions that one can study are those that do not have 
0
-
corrections. In fact, there exist classes of string -models whose background elds do not
receive 
0
-corrections in a special renormalization scheme. One starts from a string -model
which is shown to be conformal to all orders in 
0
and looks for classical solutions to the
leading order (in 
0
) eective eld theory which can be embedded as target space background
eld congurations of the -model, or vice versa.
This approach of studying classical solutions of string theory is based upon a remark-
able relationship between the conformaly invariant string -model and the extremum of the
eective action. To the leading order in string coupling, the string eld equations are ob-
tained by the conformal (Weyl) invariance condition of -model, which are equivalent to the
stationary conditions of the eective action due to the proportionality between the Weyl
anomality coecients and derivatives (with respect to elds) of the eective action. Given
a conformal -model, one obtains a string solution not modied by 
0
-corrections.




























The chiral null model is a special case of (611) with the Lagrangian:





























= (u; v; x
i
). Note, F does not depend on u.
There exists a special renormalization scheme in which the -model (612) is conformal
to all orders in 
0













In dierent approach [331, 330, 329, 328] based upon the Rindler geometry in throat region, black hole
in the weak coupling limit is described by closed strings in the background of black hole carrying non-
perturbative charges. The eect of these non-perturbative charges on closed strings is to rescale the string
tension, as in the case of chiral null model approach.
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where     
1
2
ln F , is conformal and (ii) F , K, A
i
and  satisfy conformal invariance
conditions, which for the case L
?
































































































The chiral null model has one null Killing vector which generates shifts of v: the action is
invariant under an ane symmetry v ! v
0
= v+h( +). The associated null Killing vector
@=@v gives rise to the conserved current J
v
= F (x)@u on the string worldsheet. A balance




) implies that the conserved
current J
v
is chiral, which is a crucial condition for the conformal invariance [365, 367]. The
action (613) is also invariant under the following subgroup of coordinate transformations on
v combined with a gauge transformation of K and A
i
:











and  do not depend on u, one can choose a gauge in which K = 0 by applying
(614). When the elds are independent of u, the chiral null model turns out to be self-dual.
Namely, a leading-order duality transformation along any non-null direction in the (u; v)-
plane (say along the u-direction, where v = v^ + au with a constant) leads to a -model of
the same form with duality transformed background elds given by
F
0
















ln[F (K + a)]: (615)
When background elds are independent of u, the conformal invariance conditions (613)
take the form of the Laplace equations in the transverse space. Background eld solutions
to the conformal invariance conditions are then parameterized by harmonic functions in the
transverse space. Since the equations are linear, one can superpose harmonic functions to
generate multi-center solutions. One can further generalize background elds to depend on u
in such a way that the conformal invariance conditions (613) are still satised. Such changing
of background elds is viewed as `marginal deformations' [367] of the conformal eld theory.
In particular, adding zero modes of A
i
has the eect of adding a Taub-NUT charge, angular
momenta or extra electric/magnetic charges to the original solutions.
The chiral null model (612) generalizes K-model (plane fronted wave solution) and F -
model (a generalization of the fundamental string solution). First, in the limit F = 1, (612)
describes a class of plane fronted wave backgrounds which have a covariantly constant null








to the Lagrangian while still preserving conformal invariance but breaking chiral structure.
Second, when K = 0 with background elds independent of u, (612) reduces to the F -
model, which has two null Killing vectors @=@u and @=@v associated with ane symmetries
u
0
= u+ f(  ) and v
0













= F@u are chiral. The F model and
the K model are related by a duality transformation (615) along u with a = 0.
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The dimensional reduction of chiral null model leads to various charged (under the KK
or 2-form gauge eld) black hole and string solutions, which can also carry angular momenta
or the Taub-NUT charge. The chiral coupling leads to a no-force condition (a characteristic
of BPS solutions) on the solutions, which allows the construction of multi-centered solu-




in chiral theories manifests in lower dimensional
solutions as the xed ratio of mass and charge, i.e. the BPS condition.
In the following, we discuss black hole solutions that satisfy the conformal invariance
conditions (613) and therefore are exact to all orders in 
0
. For the purpose of obtaining













), where s = 1; :::; D   1 and n = 1; :::; 9   D.









. The chiral null model Lagrangian (612) is accordingly expressed as the
sum of two terms associated with each space. Here, M
4
has SO(3) [SO(4)] symmetry for
the D = 4 [D = 5] black holes and, therefore, M
4




















We consider the case where M
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General Four-dimensional, Static, BPS Black Hole We consider the case where







r  r(g) and g
ij
is a hyper-Kahler metric with a translational isometry in the x
4
-direction.




) of (612) then takes the special form:










































































and u = y
2
. Here, we chose A
i
in (612) to take the form A
4





D = 4 metric has no Taub-NUT term.







and q !  q):
f ! k
 1
















; K ! F
 1
; (F )! (K
 1
): (618)
When A = 0, the Lagrangian has remarkable manifest invariance under D = 4 S-duality,





; K ! k
 1





and under the D = 6 string-string duality (G! e
 2
G, dB ! e
 2
?dB, !  ) between
the heterotic string on T
4
and the type-II string on K3:
F ! f
 1
; K ! K; f ! F
 1
; k ! k: (620)
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Note, the invariance of (616) under the T -duality is manifest only when all the charges









corresponds to the D = 4 Reissner-Nordstrom solution.
As expected, the combined transformation of T -duality and the string-string duality yields
the D = 4 S-duality (619).
One can obtainD = 4 black hole solution which is exact to all orders in 
0
by solving (613)
with (616) and all the background elds depending on non-compact transverse coordinates
x
s
, only. Solutions for background elds are expressed in terms of harmonic functions f ,
k, F and K, which satisfy (linear) Laplace equations. Particularly, A is given in terms










= const). If one further assumes the














































































). Since the resulting (conformal invariance condition) equations are
of Laplace-type, one can superpose harmonic functions to obtain multi-center generalization
of the above.
The D = 4 spherically symmetric solution in (200) is obtained by applying the standard
KK procedure with all the background eld in (612) properly identied with those in (611)
and setting u = y
2





General Five-Dimensional, Rotating, BPS Black Hole We consider the case where
M
4
-part is (locally) SO(4)-invariant. The D = 6 part of chiral null model Lagrangian is






















where m;n; ::: = 1; :::; 4, and the elds are given in terms of a harmonic function f(x)
(@
2
f = 0) by  =
1
2



















solving the conformal invariance conditions (613) with above Ansatze, one obtains




































































) = 0 is solved by imposing the at-space
anti-self-duality condition F
+mn
= 0 on the eld strength of the potentialA
m
, and as a result
the 2 angular momenta are the same. By superposing harmonic functions, one obtains the
multi-center generalization of the above.











; P ), where P is a magnetic charge of the NS-NS 3-form
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7.5.2 Level Matching Condition
To calculate statistical entropy of black holes, one has to relate macroscopic quantities of
black holes to microscopic quantities of perturbative string states through \level matching
condition" [187]. Strictly speaking, level matching process is possible for electric solutions,
only, since perturbative string states do not carry magnetic charges and string momentum
[winding] modes are matched onto \electric" charges of KK [2-form eld] U(1) elds. Fur-
thermore, magnetic solutions can be supported without source at the core (Cf. magnetic
solutions are regular everywhere including the core), since they are topological in character.
However, it turns out [172] that the dyonic solution found in [176], which is a `bound state'
of fundamental string and solitonic 5-brane, still needs a source for its support and satises
the same form of level matching condition as the fundamental string.
The crucial point in the level matching of such dyonic solutions onto the perturbative
string spectrum is that as in the purely magnetic case elds are perfectly regular near the
horizon (or the throat region), making it possible to describe the solutions at the throat
region in terms of WZNW conformal model [480, 625, 433, 285]. Since the solution is regular
and the dilaton is nite near the event horizon (implying that the classical 
0
and the string
loop corrections are under control), such eective WZNW model near the horizon can be
trusted. For large magnetic charges (or large level), the theory eectively looks like a free
-model for perturbative string theory with the string tension rescaled by magnetic charges.
Namely, for large magnetic charges, the dyonic solutions are matched onto perturbative
string states with string tension rescaled by magnetic charges.
To match background eld solutions onto the macroscopic string source at the core, one
considers the combined action of string -model and the eective eld theory. Among the
equations of motion of the combined action, the relevant parts are the Einstein equations
for target space metric, equations of motion for X

and the Virasoro conditions. Requiring







duE(u) = 0; (E(u)  [F (x)K(u; x)]
x!0
= 0): (625)
This condition is satised without modication even when solutions carry magnetic charges.
7.5.3 Throat Region Conformal Model and Magnetic Renormalization of String
Tension





















) takes the following form near
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. (Since the level has






2 Z.) Here, the coordinates





































(or ), the transverse (; ~y
1
; '; ) part of (626) looks like a free theory of
perturbative string with the string tension T = 1=(2
0



































is the radius of the internal coordinate associated with P
1;2
.
Five-Dimensional Dyonic Solution The -model with the target space conguration
given by the 3-charged, BPS, non-rotating black hole, i.e. (263) with J = 0, takes the














































































; ) of (628) reduces















The degeneracy of micro-states responsible for statistical entropy is traced to the degrees of
freedom associated with oscillations or marginal deformations around the classical solutions.
The marginal deformations lead to a family of all the possible solutions (obeying conformal
and BPS conditions) with the same values of electric/magnetic charges but dierent short
distance structures that depend on a choice of oscillation prole function. Thus, one has
to consider the region near the horizon (at r = 0) to determine the microscopic degrees of
freedom, since in this region degeneracy of solutions is lifted.
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The chiral null model corresponding to rotating black hole (624) also approaches the SL(2;R) SU(2)
WZW model in the throat limit. The requirements that the level  = P=
0



















) has the period 4 lead to the quantization of P and J : P = 
0
 and
J = wl with k; l 2 Z (w = string winding number). The regularity of the underlying conformal model
requires that J
2
< mw, i.e. the `Regge bound'.
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General chiral null model action which represents deformation from the classical BPS
solutions in section 7.5.1 and preserves the BPS and conformal invariance properties is






) having an additional dependence on u, where



















) are respectively `deformations' in
the non-compact x
m
and the compact y
a
directions. On the other hand, the perturbation
















represent various `left-moving' waves propagating along



































thereby contributing to the microscopic degrees of freedom.
These marginal deformations do not contribute to the microscopic degeneracy of black
holes with the same order of magnitude [605]. This can be inferred from the fact that the
classical BPS black holes are solutions of both heterotic and type-II string. Namely, although
the thermal entropy is the same whether one embeds the solutions within heterotic or type-II
string, one faces the discrepancy in factor of 2 in the statistical entropies within the two the-
ories, if one takes the degeneracy contributions of all the oscillators to be of the same order of










in the compact directions y
a
are decoupled from the non-trivial non-





are non-trivially coupled to the magnetic harmonic functions, with the net
eect being the rescaling of q
2
m
(u) terms by the magnetic charges. (This is related to the
scaling of the string tension in the transverse directions by the magnetic charge(s).) So, the
marginal deformation contributions from the compact directions, which are dierent for the
two theories, are suppressed relative to those of non-compact directions by the factor of the
inverse of magnetic charge(s), thereby negligible for a large magnetic charge(s) or the large
level . Only the marginal deformations from the non-compact directions and the compact
direction associated with non-zero magnetic charge(s), which are common for both theories,
have the leading contribution to the degeneracy. Only these 4 string coordinates get their
tension eectively rescaled by the magnetic charge(s). Furthermore, the marginal deforma-
tions on the original black hole solutions have to be only left-moving (i.e. depend only on
u, not on v) so that marginally deformed -models are conformaly invariant. This is related
to the `chiral' condition on the -model; only left-moving deformations lead to supersym-
metric action. Thus, for large magnetic charge(s), the statistical entropy calculations within
heterotic and type-II strings agree.
As pointed out, the marginal deformations A
a




in the compact directions
y
a
contribute to the microscopic degeneracy to sub-leading order (suppressed by the inverse
of magnetic charge(s)), which can be neglected for large value of magnetic charge(s). But the
zero modes q
a








(u) denoting the oscillating









on the -model associated withD = 4 4-charged
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BPS black hole (193) leads to 5-charged BPS black hole solution (621) with the zero mode
q
a
corresponding to an additional charge parameter q.
The mean oscillation values ~q
2
m
(u) of the marginal deformations A
m














(u) respectively denoting the zero modes and oscillating




to the leading order. Meanwhile,
the zero modes q
m
have an interpretation as angular momenta [603] of black holes. Namely,

















) on the -model action of the D = 5 3-charged
non-rotating solution leads to the rotating solution (624) [603, 602].
To calculate the statistical entropy associated with degeneracy of solutions (i.e. all the
possible marginal deformations of the original classical solution), one has to determine N
L
of the macroscopic string at the core. For this purpose, we write the marginally deformed

























@u] + other terms; (631)
where I stands for the throat limit WZNW models (626) and (628) of the (undeformed)
classical solutions.






















































Note, since the string tension 
0
?
(627) of the transverse parts is rescaled by the magnetic
charges, the coecient in front of the term q
2
n
























denote the zero modes of the oscillations q
a
(u) in the compact directions. Thus, the

























in agreement with the thermal entropy.
Second, we consider D = 5 solutions. For the non-rotating solutions, the marginal














































For the rotating solution, one introduces the marginal deformation A
m
in a non-compact
































(u) with  and ~(u) respectively denoting zero and oscillating modes of

































8 D-Branes and Entropy of Black Holes
Past year or so has been an active period for investigation on microscopic origin of black
hole entropy. The construction of general class of BPS black hole solution in heterotic
string on T
6
[176] motivated renewed interest [437] in the study of black hole entropy within
perturbative string theory. The explicit calculation of statistical entropy of BPS solution
in [176] by the method of WZNW model in the throat region of black hole reproduced the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. Realization [494] that D-branes in open string theory can
carry R-R charges motivated the explicit D-brane calculation of statistical entropy of non-
rotating BPS solution in D = 5 with 3 charges [573]. This is generalized to rotating black
hole [96] in D = 5, near extreme black hole [107, 364] in D = 5 and near extreme rotating
black hole [93] in D = 5. Meanwhile, the WZNW model approach was generalized to the
case of non-rotating BPS D = 5 black hole [602] and rotating BPS D = 5 black hole [605].
D-brane approach was soon extended to D = 4 cases: non-rotating BPS case in [467, 388],
near extreme case in [357] and extreme rotating case in [357]. Later, it is shown [361] that
the microscopic counting argument in string theory can be extended even to non-extreme
black holes as well, provided the entropy is evaluated at the proper transition point of black
hole and D-brane (or perturbative string) descriptions.
In this chapter, we review the recent works on D-brane interpretation of black hole
entropy. With realization [494] that R-R charges, which were previously known to be de-
coupled from string states, can couple to D-branes [191], it became possible to do conformal
eld theory of extended objects (p-branes) within string theories and to perform counting
[559, 560, 612, 613, 88, 89] of string states that carries R-R charges as well as NS-NS charges.
To apply D-brane techniques to the calculation of microscopic degeneracy of black holes,
one has to map non-perturbative NS-NS charges of the generating black hole solutions of
heterotic string on tori to R-R charges by applying subsets of U -duality transformations.
In D-brane picture of black holes [107], the microscopic degrees of freedom are carried by
oscillating open strings which are attached to D-branes. Whereas the eect of magnetic
charges in the chiral null model and Rindler geometry approaches is to rescale the string
tension, the eect of R-R charges on open strings in the D-brane description is to alter
the central charge (i.e. the bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom) of open strings from
the free open string theory value. In the D-brane picture of [107], the number of degrees
of freedom of open strings is increased relative to the free open string value because of an
additional factor (proportional to the product of D-brane charges) related to all the possible
ways of attaching the ends of open strings to dierent D-branes. So, the net calculation
results of statistical entropy in both descriptions are the same.
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 8.1, we summarize the basic facts on
D-branes necessary in understanding D-brane description of black holes. In section 8.2, we
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discuss the D-brane embeddings of black holes. The D-brane counting arguments for the
statistical entropy of black holes are discussed in section 8.3.
8.1 Introduction to D-Branes
We discuss basic facts on D-branes necessary in understanding D-brane description of black
holes. Comprehensive account of the subject is found, for example, in [191, 441, 494, 500,
497, 387], which we follow closely. The basic knowledge on string theories is referred to
[528, 312].













, where @M is the boundary of the worldsheetM swept






] is the variation [the derivative] of bosonic coordinates X

parallel to [normal to] @M, in the variation (with respect to X

) of the worldsheet action,










called Dirichlet boundary condition.
In order for the T -duality to be an exact symmetry of the string theory, open string has
to satisfy both the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions [191]. Under the T -duality






























(z). So, the Neumann and the Dirichlet








































where  is the worldsheet time coordinate, which is tangent to @M. Starting from the
D = 10 open string with the Neumann boundary conditions and with the coordinates X
i
(i = p+ 1; :::; 9) compactied on circles of radii R
i
, one obtains open string theory with the
ends of the dual coordinates Y
i
conned to the p-dimensional hyperplane in the R
i
! 0 limit
(or the decompactication limit, i.e. 1=R
i
! 1, of the dual theory). Such p-dimensional
hyperplane is called D-brane [494]. A further T -duality in the direction tangent [orthogonal]
to a Dp-brane results in a D (p  1)-brane [D (p+ 1)-brane].
D-brane is a dynamical surface [494] with the states of open strings (attached to the D-
brane) interpreted as excitations of uctuating D-brane. The massless
81
bosonic excitation











is the derivative tangent to @M. So, the bosonic low energy eective action is that












The tachyon is removed by the GSO projection of supersymmetric theory.
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In the T -dual theory, the vertex operator V
A



























, corresponding respectively to U(1) gauge
boson and scalars on the p-brane worldvolume. The scalars '
i
are regarded as the collective
coordinates for transverse motions of the p-brane. The bosonic low energy eective action of
the T -dual theory is, therefore, obtained by compactifying (641) down to p + 1 dimensions
[630]. In this action, the worldvolume scalars '
i










Note, open strings can have non-dynamic degrees of freedom called Chan-Paton factors
(i; j) at both ends of strings [137, 312, 500, 497, 630]. The indices (i; j), which label the state
at each end of the string, run over the representation of the symmetry group G. When the
state j; iji describes a massless vector, (i; j) run over the adjoint representation of G. Each
vertex operator of an open string state carries antihermitian matrices 
a
ij
(a = 1; :::; dimG)
representing the algebra of G and 
a
ij
describe the Chan-Paton degrees of freedom of the
open string states. The global symmetry G of the worldsheet amplitude manifests as a
gauge symmetry in target space.
For the oriented open strings, G is U(N) and each end of the open string is respectively
in complex and complex conjugate representations of U(N). When open string states are
invariant under the worldsheet parity transformation 
 ( !     or z !  z), i.e. the
exchange of two ends plus reversal of the orientation of an open string, the open string is
called unoriented. For this case, the representations R and

R on both ends of the string
are equivalent. For unoriented open strings, the transformation property of the Chan-Paton
matrix 
ij
under the worldsheet parity 
 determines G [528, 470]. Under the worldsheet
parity symmetry, the open string state 
ij























jki survives the pro-
jection under the gauged worldsheet parity and the Chan-Paton factor is antisymmetric
(
T











, then the gauge group is USp(N), i.e.  =  M
T
M .
When the Chan-Paton factors are present at the ends of open string, a Wilson line, say,








































+ 2R. As a result, the
momentum number of an open string along S
1
can have a fractional value. So, in the T -dual
theory the winding number takes on fractional values [493], meaning that two ends of open


































=R is the radius of the circle in the dual theory. Note, without the Chan-Paton
factors taken into account, both ends of open strings of the dual theory are conned to the
same hyperplane up to the integer multiple of periodicity 2R
0




The similar argument can be made for unoriented open string theories. With SO(N)










Note, in the dual coordinate Y
m
, worldsheet parity reversal symmetry (z !  z) of the
original theory is translated into the product of worldsheet and spacetime parity operations.
Since unoriented strings are invariant under the worldsheet parity, the T -dual spacetime is
a torus modded by spacetime parity symmetry Z
2





spacetime parity symmetry are called orientifolds [191]. Away from the orientifold plane,
the physics is that of oriented open strings, with a string away from the orientifold xed
plane being related to the string at the image point. Open strings can be attached to the
orientifolds, but the orientifolds do not correspond to the dynamic surface since the projection

 = +1 [351, 352, 505] removes the open string states corresponding to collective motion of











are at the image points under Z
2
. Open
strings can stretch between pairs of Z
2
reection planes, as well as between dierent planes
on one side.




of radius R, the mass spectrum of the


















(N   1): (646)
Thus, the massless states arise in the ground state (N = 1) with no winding mode (n = 0)



























respectively corresponding to D-brane worldvolume photon and scalar. For the case of









, 8i; j), U(N) is broken down to U(1)
N
, corresponding to N massless U(1) gauge




(k = 1; :::; N). When m hyperplanes (m  N)
coincide, say 
1
=    = 
m
, the additional massless U(1) gauge elds (associated with open
strings originally stretched between these m hyperplanes) contribute to the restoration of the
symmetry to U(m)  U(1)
N m
[493, 630]. Furthermore, m massless scalars (interpreted as
positions [191, 630] of m distinct hyperplanes) are promoted to mm matrix of m
2
massless
scalars when these m hyperplanes coincide [630]. For unoriented open strings with SO(N)
symmetry
82
, the generic gauge group with all the
N
2
D-branes distinct is U(1)
N=2
. When
m D-branes coincide, the symmetry is enhanced to U(m)  U(1)
N=2 m
as in the oriented
case. But when m D-branes are located at an orientifold plane, the symmetry is enhanced
to SO(2m)  U(1)
N=2 m
, due to additional massless U(1) gauge bosons arising from open
strings that originally stretched between pairs of Z
2
image branes. In the language of eective
eld theory, this symmetry enhancement or reversely symmetry breaking to Abelian group
is interpreted as Higgs mechanism with scalars associated with location and separation of
D-branes interpreted as Higgs elds.
82
The same argument can be applied for the case of USp(N) symmetry.
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The fermionic spectrum of open strings is divided into subsectors according to the bound-
ary conditions that fermions  

(0    ,  1 <  < 1) satisfy at one end of string.
There are two types of boundary conditions on the fermion:













NS :  


















(; ), one sees that the Ramond (R) [Neveu-Schwarz (NS)]
boundary condition becomes the periodic [anti-periodic] boundary condition on the redened
fermion  (; ) (0    2,  1 <  <1), leading to integer [half-integer] modded Fourier
series decomposition.




massless open string photon A

. In the R sector, the ground state is degenerate, transform-
















































are the fermionic part of the D = 10 Lorentz generators. These
2 representations are physically equivalent for open strings. The GSO projection picks out
8
s




, forming a vector
multiplet of D = 10, N = 1 theory. Including the Chan-Paton factors, the gauge group G
of the N = 1, D = 10 super-Yang-Mills theory is U(N) [SO(N) or USp(N)] for an oriented
[an unoriented] open string theory. For an open string theory with 9   p coordinates com-
pactied, the massless spectrum of Dp-brane worldvolume theory of dualized open string is
described by the D = 10, N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theory compactied to D = p+ 1.
We briey discuss some aspects of type-II closed string relevant for understanding Dp-
branes of open string theory. For type-II string, i.e. the closed string theory with supersym-
metry on both left- and right-moving modes, the two choices of the GSO projections in the
R sector are not equivalent. So, there are two types of type-II theories dened according to
the possible inequivalent choices of the GSO projections on the left- and the right-moving
modes. The massless sectors of these two type-II theories are

























in the NS-NS sector of the both theories are the same: dilaton,









type-IIA [type-IIB] theory are 1- and 3-form potentials [0-, 2- and self-dual 4-form potentials]
[273]. The massless modes in NS-R and R-NS sectors contain 2 spinors and 2 gravitinos of
the same [opposite] chirality for the type-IIB [type-IIA] theory.
When an oriented type-II theory with a coordinate compactied on S
1
is T -dualized
[214, 191], the chirality of the right-movers gets reversed. So, when odd [even] number of
coordinates in type-IIA/B theory are T -dualized, one ends up with type-IIB/A [type-IIA/B]
theory. The eect of \odd" T -duality, which exchanges type-IIA and type-IIB theories, on
massless R-R elds is to add [remove] the indices (of (p+1)-form potential) corresponding to
the T -dualized coordinates, if those indices are absent [present] in the (p+1)-form potential.











A worldsheet parity symmetry 
 in a closed string, dened as  !   or z ! z,
interchanges left- and right-moving oscillators. The unoriented closed string is dened by
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projecting only even parity states, i.e. 
j i = +j i, as in the open string case. When
type-II string is coupled to open superstring (type-I string), the orientation projection of
type-I string picks up only one linear combination of 2 gravitinos in type-II theory, resulting
in an N = 1 theory. The only possible consistent coupling of type-I and closed superstring
theories is between (unoriented) SO(32) type-I theory
83
[499, 106] and unoriented N = 1
type-II theory. But in the T -dual theory, type-II theories without D-branes are invariant
under N = 2 supersymmetry, with orientation projection relating a gravitino state to the
state of the image gravitino. The chiralities of these 2 gravitinos are the same [opposite]
if even [odd] number of directions are T -dualized. In the presence of D-branes, only one
linear combination of supercharges in the T -dual type-II theory is conserved, resulting in a
theory with 1=2 of supersymmetry broken (N = 1 theory), i.e. the BPS state [494]. For this
case, the left- and right-moving supersymmetry parameters (of the T -dual type-II theory)










The conserved charges carried by D-branes are charges of the antisymmetric tensors in
the R-R sector. The worldvolume of a Dp-brane naturally couples to a (p+1)-form potential
























is the Dp-brane charge [494]. The worldvolume action is given by
the following Dirac-Born-Infeld type action [267, 441] describing interaction of the world-

























are the pull-back of the
spacetime elds to the brane.
In the amplitudes of parallelD-brane interactions, terms involving exchange of the closed
string NS-NS states and the closed string R-R states cancel [494], a reminiscence of no-force
condition of BPS states. Furthermore, the D-brane tension, which measures the coupling of
the closed string states to D-branes, has the g
 1
s
behavior [441], a property of R-R p-branes
[363, 377, 594]. The eld strengths which couple to Dp- and D (6   p)-branes are Hodge-
dual to each other, and the corresponding conserved R-R charges are subject to the Dirac





8.2 D-Brane as Black Holes
In section 8.1, we observed thatDp-branes have all the right properties of the R-R p-branes in
the eective eld theories. As solutions of the eective eld theories, which are compactied
from the D = 10 string eective actions, black holes can be embedded in D = 10 as bound
83




orbifold. (The restriction to 16, i.e.
SO(32) gauge symmetry, comes from the conservation of R-R charges.) However, in non-compact space, one
can have a consistent theory with an arbitrary number of D-branes.
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states [630, 444, 222]of Dp-branes. Here, p takes the even [odd] integer values for the type-
IIA [type-IIB] theory. Such p-branes of the eective eld theories correspond to the string
background eld congurations [102, 103] (with the p-brane worldvolume action being the







describe the long range elds away from D p-branes. As long as the spacetime curvature




, the eective eld theory solutions can be trusted, since the higher order
corrections to the spacetime metric is negligible. The eective eld theory metric description
of solitons in superstring theories is valid only for length scales larger than a string. The
D-brane picture of black holes, or more generally black p-branes, is as follows.
The string-frame ADM mass M of p-branes carrying NS-NS electric charge [185, 376],






the unit where l
s








, the gravitational eld strength (/ G
N
M) of the NS-NS electric charged and the
R-R charged p-branes vanishes as g
s
! 0. Namely, in the limit g
s
! 0, strings live in
the at spacetime background. Note, in the limit g
s
! 0, the description of R-R charged




) is smaller than D-brane size; the black hole is surrounded by a halo which is
large compared to its Schwarzschield radius. In the limit g
s
 1, one can integrate out







increases) to obtain string eective eld theories. (So, one can trust black hole solutions in
the eective eld theories in the strong string coupling limit.) In this limit, the massive string
states form black holes and these degenerate massive states (whose mass is identied with
black hole mass) are degenerate black hole microscopic states, which are origin of statistical
entropy. To summarize, the weak string coupling description of R-R charged conguration
is the perturbative D-branes in at background, and in the strong string coupling limit the
horizon size ( G
N
M) becomes larger than the string scale (with string states undergoing
gravitational collapse inside the horizon), thereby, the black p-brane description emerges.
The transition point of the two descriptions occurs at the point where the horizon size r
0
is
of the order of the string length scale l
s




 1 or g
s
Q  1,
where N is the string excitation level and Q is an R-R charge. This implies that g
s
is very



























The essence of the D-brane description of black hole entropy is that the number of
degenerate BPS states is a topological invariant which is independent of (continuous) moduli
elds, including g
s
[543, 544, 542]. Furthermore, mass of the BPS states is not renormalized
[481]. It is argued [465, 193] that even for near BPS D-brane states the D-brane counting
results can be extrapolated invariantly to strong coupling limit. It is also shown that D-
brane approach reproduces entropy of non-supersymmetric extreme black holes [357, 186]
and even non-extreme case [361] as well. So, the statistical entropy of p-branes can be
calculated by counting the number of degenerate perturbative (g
s
! 0) string states in
84










is the volume of the (10   d)-
































Each Dp-brane carries one unit of R-R charge and the g
s
! 1 limit of Q
p
Dp-branes
is black p-brane carrying R-R (p + 1)-form charge Q
p
. R-R p-branes have a p-volume ten-
sion behaving as  g
 1
s
[594]. So, although these are non-perturbative, R-R p-branes have
singularities, except for p = 3. The transverse [longitudinal] directions of R-R p-branes cor-
respond to open string coordinates with Dirichlet [Neumann] boundary condition. The same
T -duality rules of D-branes hold for R-R p-branes: T -duality on the transverse [longitudinal]
directions of p-branes produces (p+ 1)- [(p  1)-] branes.
When longitudinal directions are compactied, single-charged p-branes become black
holes having singular horizon with zero surface area and diverging dilaton at the horizon.
This is due to the brane tension which makes the volume parallel [perpendicular] to the brane
shrinks [expands] as one gets close to the brane [107]. Black holes having regular horizon
with non-zero area in the BPS limit are constructed from bound states of p-branes (with
a momentum) to balance the tension to stabilize the volume internal to all the constituent
p-branes. Such regular black holes are obtained with the minimum of 4 [3] p-brane charges
for the D = 4 [D = 5] black holes
86
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is related to the basic
(p + 1)-form potential charge and can be estimated by comparing the ADM mass of (653)
to the mass of D-brane state carrying one unit of the (p + 1)-form potential charge. The


























). One can construct
solutions for bound states of p-branes by applying the intersection rules. (See section 6.2.2
for details on intersection rules.) In particular, the dilaton is the product of individual factors

















To add a momentum along an isometry direction x
i
, one oscillates p-brane so that it
carries traveling waves along the x
i
-direction. (See section 7.4.1 for the detailed discussion
on the construction of such solutions.) At a long distance region, the solutions approach
the form where all the oscillation prole functions are (time or phase) averaged over. So,
the long-distance region p-brane solution carrying a momentum along the x
i
-direction is




), with the net eect

















It is shown [427] that the stringy BPS black holes with non-zero horizon area are not possible for D  6.
This can be seen from the explicit solutions discussed in section 4.5.
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with N interpreted as a momentum along the x
i
-direction. The
momentum along the x
i


















In general, the intersecting n p-branes preserve at least 1=2
n
of supersymmetry; since a
single p-brane breaks 1/2 of supersymmetry with one spinor constraint (654), as one increases
the number of constituents more supersymmetry get broken. One obtains BPS congurations
if spinor constraints of constituent p-branes are compatible with non-zero spinor "
R;L
. The




of supersymmetry i p = p
0
mod 4 [222].
All the supersymmetries are broken when the dimension of the relative transverse space is
neither 4 nor 8. When there is a momentum in the x
i
-direction, the additional Killing spinor
constraint (656) breaks 1/2 of the remaining supersymmetry.
Black holes in lower dimensions are obtained by compactifying (intersecting) p-branes
in D = 10. In the language of p-branes, this compactication procedure corresponds to
wrapping p-branes along the cycles of compact manifold. Since the compactied space is
very small, the conguration looks point-like (0-brane) in lower dimensions.
In the following subsections, we discuss various Dp-brane embeddings of D = 4; 5 black
holes having the regular BPS limit with non-zero horizon area.
8.2.1 Five-Dimensional Black Hole











) with a momentum P owing in the common string
direction [107], i.e. the x
9
-direction. The 1- and 5-brane charges are electric and magnetic
charges of the R-R 2-form eld, and the momentum corresponds to the KK electric charge




To obtain a black hole in D = 5, one wraps Q
1





R and wrap Q
5













volume V . The momentum (of open string) P = N=R ows around S
1
.








































































































































































(i = 5; :::; 8), one obtains the following ex-









































So, in the x
i
-directions, which are parallel to 5-brane but perpendicular to 1-brane, shrinking







-direction, which are parallel to both 5- and 1-branes, the shrinking eects of 5-
and 1-branes are compensated by momentum in the x
5
-direction.








, V and R of the solution (657) can be traded with the
numbers of 1-branes, anti-1-branes, 5-branes, anti-5-branes, right-moving momentum, and



































































































. In terms of the new parameters, the ADM energy and the Bekenstein-Hawking






















































































8.2.2 Four-Dimensional Black Hole
There are various ways in which one can construct D = 4 black holes having regular BPS-
limit with non-zero horizon area. The criteria for such construction are that supersymmetries
are preserved and all the contributions of D-brane tensions from constituents compensate
for each other so that internal space is stable against the shrinking eect near the horizon.
The rst type of conguration is obtained by rst T -dualizing the type-IIB D-brane
bound state discussed in section 8.2.1 along x
4














) with the momentum N owing along
the x
9
-direction. This conguration has a zero horizon area in the BPS limit, since the




shrink as one approaches the horizon, due to the tensions
of D 2- and D 6-branes and the momentum along the x
9
direction. This is compensated




and with magnetic charge of the NS-NS 2-form
eld B
4
, where  = 0; :::; 3. Since the spinor constraint of the additional solitonic 5-brane
does not further reduce the Killing spinor degrees of freedom, the solution still preserves










[357, 467]. Here, T
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]. Namely, the Q
6













and the momentum ows along S
1
.








































































































































































































and, as a result, all the scalars become constant everywhere.














with the numbers of right-












































































































































































































































We discuss couple of other ways [388] to construct D = 4 black holes. The rst cong-
uration is a type-IIB conguration where Q
1









) intersect in the x
5
-direction, along which momentum P
5
= N=L
ows, and magnetic monopole in the subspace (t; r; ; ; x
4
). The D = 4 black hole is ob-
tained by rst wrapping Q
5





), resulting in a D-string bound state along with Q
1
D 1-branes in D = 6. This




and the KK magnetic charge associated
with the metric component g
4


















The second conguration is a type-IIA solution obtained by T -dualizing the above cong-
uration along x
5
. Namely, this is a bound state of Q
0







) with open strings wound around the x
5
-direction (with the winding number W )
and the KK monopole in the subspace (t; r; ; ; x
4
). Similarly as in the rst case, to have a
D = 4 black hole, one rst wrappes Q
4























8.3 D-Brane Counting Argument
In this section, we discuss D-brane interpretation of black hole entropy. The number of
degenerate BPS states is calculated in the weak string coupling regime (g
s
 0), in which the
D-brane picture, rather than black p-brane description, of charge congurations is applicable.
Since mass of R-R charge carrier behaves as  1=g
s
, D-branes become innitely massive in
the perturbative region. So, the leading contribution to the degeneracy of states is from
perturbative states of open strings, which are attached to D-branes. So, perturbative D-
brane congurations are described by conformal eld theory of open strings in the target
space manifold determined by D-branes and the internal space. In the following, we discuss
conformal eld theories of D-branes which correspond to specic D = 4; 5 black holes and
calculate the number of degenerate perturbative open string states. More intuitive picture
of D-brane argument is discussed in the subsequent subsection.
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8.3.1 Conformal Model for D-Brane Congurations
We saw that the worldvolume theory of massless modes in a bound state of N Dp-branes
is described by D = 10 U(N) super-Yang-Mills theory compactied to D = p + 1 [630].
Namely, dynamics of collective coordinates [105] of N parallel D p-branes is described by a
supersymmetric U(N) gauge theory. The BPS states of D-brane conguration correspond
to the supersymmetric vacuum of the corresponding super-Yang-Mills theory.
The U(N) group is decomposed into a U(1) group, describing the center of mass motion
of D-branes, and an SU(N) group [630]. It is the supersymmetric SU(N) vacuum that
contains states with a mass gap, which are relevant for degeneracy of D-brane bound states.
When there is a mass gap, the number of ground states in the SU(N) super-Yang-Mills
theory is the same as the degeneracy of the D-brane bound states. Here, the ground states
are identied with the cohomology elements of the SU(N) instanton moduli space M
N
,
implying that degeneracy of D-brane bound states is given by the number of cohomology
elements ofM
N
[612, 613]. D-brane bound states are eectively described by the -model




. Generally, the -model with target space manifold
given by hyperKahler manifold of dimension 4k has the central charge c = 6k. For example,
the moduli space M
N
k
of SU(N) instantons on K3 with the instanton number k has the
dimension 4[N(k N) + 1]. It has been checked [559, 560, 612, 613, 88, 89] that calculation
of the degeneracy of D-brane bound states based on this idea yields the results which are
consistent with conjectured string dualities that relate perturbative string states to D-brane
bound states. In particular, P
2







is dualized to the intersection number of D-brane bound states [612].
One of setbacks in study of D-brane bound states is that a bound state of m Dp-branes
is marginally stable, i.e. there is no energy barrier against decay into m D p-branes (each
carrying the unit R-R (p+1)-form charge). Such a problem is circumvented [559] by compact-




so that states in the multiplet carry momentum
or winding number n along S
1
. If the pair (m;n) is relatively prime, the corresponding states





absolutely stable against decay. Such worldvolume theory is described by the N = 1 U(m)
gauge theory compactied to D = p+1 with states characterized by n units of U(1)  U(m)
electric ux along y
1
. The non-trivial information on degeneracy of the BPS D-brane bound
states is contained in the supersymmetric ground states of the SU(m) part of theory on the
base manifold T
p
R, where R is labeled by the time coordinate.
It is shown [612] that for the type-IIA bound state of m 0-branes and 1 4-brane (or the
bound state of m 1-branes and 1 5-brane in the T -dual theory) the instanton moduli space
M of the corresponding U(m)  U(1)
c









the permutation group on m objects. The degeneracy of the cohomology in this space is
in one-to-one correspondence with the partition function of left-movers of the superstring.
To put it another way, the ground states of this gauge theory are related to the degenerate






















] is the [anti-] holomorphic degrees of the homology shifted by half
the complex dimension, is mapped to the light-cone helicities of the left oscillator states of
type-II superstring [616].
87
In particular, the singular points in the moduli space [628, 26, 21], at which gauge symmetry is enhanced,
correspond to the case where D-branes coincide.
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The generalization to D-brane bound states wrapped around K3 surface is carried out
in [89, 613]. The bound state of N D 4-branes wrapped around K3 is described by a U(N)
gauge theory on K3  R with R parameterized by the time coordinate. For this D-brane
conguration, it is shown [89] that the quantum corrections induce the eective D 0-brane










=2 = NM = N(k  N).




with a discrete spectrum, with cohomology ofM
N
k
being that of N(k   N) + 1 unordered








. The Euler characteristic d(2k   3) of M
2
k








+ 1) of string states at level N
L
, or the degeneracy of D-
brane bound states with charges (N;M). Here, d(n) is dened in terms of the Dedekind eta









Applications to Statistical Entropy of Black Holes We consider a type-IIB D = 5





















[573, 93, 96]. Here, the
D = 5 U(1) eld strength which is associated with R-R 2-form potential in D = 10 is





























], which couples to the
















, upon which an extra coordinate of the D = 6 type-IIB theory is compactied.
So, this black hole is regarded as a bound state of 5-brane with R-R charge Q
F
and string
with N-N charge Q
H
with the 5-brane wrapped around a holomorphic 4-cycle of K3 and
partially around S
1
, and the string wound round S
1
. T -duality along S
1
leads to a type-IIA
solution corresponding to 4-brane with 5-form charge Q
F
and momentum owing along S
1
.
The non-rotating BPS black hole with the above charge conguration has spacetime of















































. The scalars are constant everywhere and expressed in terms of
the (integer-valued) electric charges Q
H;F















For D = 5 rotating solutions, the regular BPS limit is possible only for the case where 2
































































































We discuss the D-brane interpretation of the entropies (672) and (674). In terms of D-
brane language, the above black holes are the bound state of Q
F
D 5-branes wrapped around
K3S
1
and a fundamental string wound around S
1







is the intersection number of D 5-branes in the K3 homology. We consider the case
where K3 is small compared to the size of S
1
. For this case, the solution looks like a
fundamental string in the 5-brane background. The theory is eectively described by the
conformal eld theory on S
1
 R with the target space manifold given by the symmetric


























+ 1), since the real dimension of




First, we consider the non-rotating black hole (671) with the thermal entropy (672)
[573]. The statistical entropy of the BPS solutions is given in terms of degeneracy d(n; c)
of conformal states with the left-moving oscillators at level L
0
= n (n  1) and the right-
moving oscillators in ground state:
S
stat





For the solution (671), n = Q
H















Next, we consider the thermal entropy (674) of the rotating black hole (673) [96]. The


















are interpreted as spins of string states [616, 96], and are related















































charge. The net eect is to shift
88
the left-moving oscillator level n of string




with respect to the level n
0












. For a large value of n
0
, one can safely use the string
88
For detailed discussions on this point, see section 7.3.2.
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level density formula d
n;c
, which includes contributions of string states with all the possible






+ 1) and n = Q
H
, as in
the non-rotating case. Substituting all of these values into (676), one obtains the following



































We discuss more intuitive D-brane picture of black holes based upon the arguments in [107].
In this picture, one counts all the possible oscillator contributions of open strings attached to
D-branes. D-brane congurations, which are the weak string coupling limit of black holes,
are described by the -model of open strings with the target space background determined
by D-branes, upon which the ends of the open strings live.
The statistical entropy of black holes is due to degenerate states in xed oscillator levels
N
L;R




















in the limit N
L;R







are determined by the NS-NS electric charges (i.e. momentum and winding modes
in the compactied space) from the mass formula of open string states, which is derived from
the Virasoro condition L
0
  a = 0. Here, a is the zero point energy (or the normal ordering
constant of oscillator modes). The contribution to the zero point energy a is additive with






] for each bosonic coordinate with the periodic [anti-periodic]
boundary condition, i.e. the integer [half-integer] moding of oscillator, and for a fermionic
coordinate there is an extra minus sign.
Note, the Virasoro operator L
0







































the oscillator number operator. For string theory compactied to D = d (d < 10), we divide
D = 10 momentum p

into the D = d part p
















, one obtains the following mass formula from
the Virasoro condition L
0




























where the subscripts L and R denote left- and right-moving sectors, and ~p
L;R
are momenta in
the internal directions. Note, this expression for mass has all the contributions from bosonic
and fermionic coordinates. In particular, for the compactication on S
1
of radius R, the
89
The fermionic coordinates have the similar expressions. In the presence of both bosonic and fermionic





















, where n and m are
respectively momentum and winding modes around S
1
.







. So, for the BPS states, the right-movers are in
ground state and only left-movers are excited with their total oscillation numbers determined
























For non-BPS states (M > M
BPS























+ k (k 2 Z): (683)
SinceN
L;R
are xed by NS-NS electric charges, the main problem of calculating the statistical
entropy in D-brane picture is to determine the value of c, i.e. the total degrees of freedom
of bosonic and fermionic coordinates of open strings.
There are two types of open strings. The rst type is open strings that stretch between
the same type of D-brane, called the (p; p) type. The second type is open strings that
stretch between dierent types of D-branes, called the (p; p
0
) type, p 6= p
0





; p) are not equivalent, since open strings are oriented. Open strings of
the (p; p) type can be ignored in the calculation of the open string state degeneracy, since
the excited states of open strings which stretch between D-branes of the same type become
very heavy as the relative separation between a pair of D-branes gets large.
We briey discuss some aspects of open string states of the (p; p
0
) type. The D = 10
spacetime coordinates X

for this type of open strings are divided into 3 classes. The rst
[second] type, called the DD [NN] type, corresponds to coordinates for which both ends
of strings satisfy the Dirichlet [Neumann] boundary conditions (i.e. coordinates which are
transverse [longitudinal] to both branes). For these cases, the bosonic string coordinates are




coordinate. The third type, called DN or ND type
90
, corresponds to coordinates for which
each end of open strings satises dierent boundary conditions (i.e. coordinates which are
transverse to one brane and longitudinal to the other brane). For this type, the bosonic string




for each bosonic coordinate. The fermionic coordinates have the same moding (as the
bosonic coordinates) in the R sector and the opposite in the NS sector. So, the total zero
point energy is always 0 for the R sector. For the NS sector, the zero point energy depends

























Only when  is a multiple of 4, D-brane congurations are supersymmetric and degeneracy
between the NS and R sectors is possible.
When  = 4, N = 2 supersymmetry is preserved in D = 4 and the zero point energy is
zero in both the R and NS sectors. An example is the intersecting D string and D 5-brane,
corresponding to the D = 5 black hole that we consider in the following. For this type of
90
These two types are dierent since open strings are oriented.
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open strings, degrees of freedom of the fermionic and bosonic coordinates are determined as
follows. In the NS sector, among 4 fermionic coordinates  in the ND directions only 2 of
















correspond to the ND
directions. In the R sector, also only 2 of 4 periodic transverse fermions (in the NN and DD





ways to attach open
strings between Dp- and Dp
0
-branes. Since open strings are oriented, we have the same
numbers of fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom satisfying the above constraints in the
(p; p
0
) and the (p
0



































We comment on dierent interpretation of the entropy expression (680). Let us consider
a BPS conguration (N
R
= 0 case) with the total momentum number N along S
1
of radius












. Then, the statistical entropy (680) becomes the following entropy




fermionic species with energy E = N=R in a








Note, the entropy formula (680) is derived assuming that N
L;R
 1, i.e. the NS electric
charges are much bigger than the number Q
p
of Dp-branes. When Q
p
and the NS electric
charges are of the same order in magnitude, the string level density formula fails to reproduce
the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy [468]. This stems from the fact that (with Q
p
of the order
of N) the notion of extensivity (of entropy, energy, etc.) fails when radius R of S
1
, around
which D-branes are wrapped, is smaller than the size of black holes (fat black hole limit),
since the wavelength (
1
T
, where T is the eective temperature of the left movers) of a
typical quantum exceeds the size L = 2R of the system [468].
The remedy to this problem proposed in [468] is as follows. One considers a bound
state of Q
5
D 5-branes and Q
1









is a 4-dimensional compact manifold and S
1
has radius R. One neglects the
directions associated with M
4
and therefore the D 5-branes are regarded as strings wrapped
around S
1




numbers of strings wrapped around S
1




, thereby having length
2Q
p











. This is interpreted as a single specie






















both the oscillator level and the radius of S
1




. In this description
of D-brain bound states, the size L
0
of systems is always bigger than the wavelength of a
typical quantum, thereby the extensivity condition is always satised. Furthermore, since






N is always much bigger than the number of D-
branes (which is 1) even when Q
1
 N  Q
5
, one can still use the statistical entropy































N . Note, this is the same as (686) when
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expressed in terms of the original variables, but with this new description the approximation
(of string level density) leading to the statistical entropy is valid.
Near-extreme black holes correspond to D-brane congurations with a small amount of
right moving oscillations excited, i.e. N
L;R
given by (683) with a small integer n. As long as
the string coupling is very small and the density of strings (/ 1=R) is low, the interaction
between the left- and the right-movers is negligible [364]. In this limit, entropy contributions


























very small. This expression correctly re-
produces the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of near extreme black holes. We comment that
the above D-brane interpretation of near extreme black holes is valid when only one of the
constituents of the D-brane bound state has energy contribution much smaller than the
others. For example, the above calculation is done in the limit where R is larger than the
size V of the other internal manifold and, thereby, black holes are eectively described by
(oscillating) strings in spacetime 1 dimension higher. In this limit, the momentum modes (of
open strings) are much lighter than the branes (Cf. (663)); the leading order contribution
to the black hole entropy is from open string modes. For other limits where one of branes
has much smaller energy than the other constituents, one can apply the similar argument in
calculating statistical entropy of near extreme black holes [358] and the result is consistent
with the conjectured U -duality. (In these cases, the leading contribution to the degeneracy
is from D-branes rather than from open strings.) For the case where more than one con-
stituents are light or all the constituents have energies of the same order of magnitude, the
statistical interpretation of near extreme black holes is not known yet.
Generalization to the rotating black hole case [96, 93, 357] is along the same line described
in section 7.3.2. Note, only the fermionic coordinates of the (p; p
0
) type can carry angular
momentum under the spatial rotational group. These are 4 periodic transverse fermions
(from the NN and DD directions) in the R sector, which are spinors under the Lorentz group
of the external spacetime. When the GSO projection is imposed, only the positive chirality
representation of the external Lorentz group survives.
We concentrate on the (1; 5) type, which is related to the D = 5 (D = 4) black holes
under consideration in this section (through T -duality). For this case, the D = 10 Lorentz
group SO(1; 9) is decomposed as:







where the rst [third] factor acts on the D 1-brane worldsheet [the space internal to D 5-
brane] and the second factor on the space external to the conguration. Worldsheet spinors
are decomposed into the 2-dimensional positive chirality representation 2
+
(with R-type
quantization in ND directions of the NS sector) under the internal rotational group SO(4)
I




(with NS-type quantization in ND directions of the R sector) which is positive-
chiral under the external group SO(1; 1)SO(4)
E
 SO(1; 5) (thereby a spacetime fermion).
Here, the spatial rotation group SO(4)
E





, which is identied with the symmetry of (4; 4) superconformal
theories. This is related to the fact that worldsheet fermions, which carry angular momenta,
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to angular momenta J
1;2
of the spatial rotational group SO(4)
E
as in (678).
























] are the total oscillation numbers of states that do not carry the U(1)
L;R




]. To obtain the statistical entropy of black holes, one
plug this expression for N
L;R 0
into (680).
For non-extreme or near-extreme black holes, which do not saturate the BPS bound, the
right moving as well as the left moving supersymmetries are preserved, and thereby F
R;L
are


















are given in (689).
However, for D = 5 BPS black holes, F
R




=: J) since only the




















































To obtain D = 4 rotating black hole with regular extreme limit, one rst applies T -
duality along the common string direction of the intersecting D 1- and D 5-branes with open
strings wound around the common string direction. The resulting conguration is bound
state of D 2- and D 6-branes with momentum owing along one of the common intersection
directions. To have non-zero horizon area in the BPS limit, one adds solitonic 5-brane with
charge Q
5

















, and momentum ows along S
1
. Since the right
moving supersymmetry breaks in the presence of solitonic 5-branes, the U(1) charge F
R
in




= J). Particularly, D = 4 extreme rotating
black hole corresponds to the minimum energy conguration which is regular with non-zero
angular momentum, which happens when N
L 0
= 0 [357]. So, the left movers are constrained














































































is the total momentum mode of open strings around S
1













agrees with the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
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The extra factor of Q
5
comes from the fact that whenever D 2-branes (which intersect the solitonic
5-brane along S
1
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